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This study explores how a multi-theoretical perspective can help researchers

and educators to move beyond descriptive analyses and toward an explanatory

understanding of how students learn to write in a second language. The multi-

theoretical perspective included the three theories of radical constructivism, activity

theory, and complexity theory, as represented by Jean Piaget and Ernst von

Glasersfeld, Yrjö Engeström, and John Holland, respectively.

Taking a case study approach, this dissertation involved looking at how

international students in a computer-assisted, first-year university rhetoric and

composition course learned to write research-supported arguments in a second
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language classroom at a major university in the Southwest over a period of one

semester. Data for analysis consisted primarily of audio-taped interviews with the

students, samples of their writing, and the students’ observations and interpretations

of their learning over the semester.

The major conclusion of the study was that contradictions were the sine qua

non driving force of learning in this class. Learning was not simply a straightforward

process of participation but emerged nonlinearly as students reflected on and acted on

contradictions arising from perceived discrepancies between their present experiences

and their previous schemas, including sociocultural schemas. Moreover, the nature of

the students’ learning was mediated by the sociohistorical influences they embodied,

by the material and psychological tools they used, and by their interactions with other

individuals both within and without the classroom ecology.

Thus, by using a multiple theoretical perspective that shifts analysis back and

forth among individuals, socially mediated practices, and underlying ecological

dynamics, new insights can be gained of how students learn to write in a second

language, thus broadening our understanding of second language composition theory

and pedagogy.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE CONTRADICTIONS
OF WRITING IN A SECOND LANGUAGE

For those engaged in teaching second language learners, what is needed is both a
firm grounding in the theoretical issues of first and second language writing and an
understanding of a broad range of pedagogical issues that shape classroom writing
instruction.

—Barbara Kroll

This is the timeless way of building: learning the discipline—and shedding it.
—Charles Alexander
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INTRODUCTION

As a teacher of L2 writing for seven years, I had puzzled over how my

students were learning to write and correspondingly how I could improve my

pedagogy. While teaching writing (and reading) in an intensive preparatory program

in a Turkish university, I had taken a current-traditional rhetoric approach, stressing

the arrangement of sentences and paragraphs into appropriate patterns within the

traditional five-paragraph essay and correcting liberally with red ink to prevent, I had

hoped, grammatical errors from taking root. In addition, I had read various

composition theories pointing out differences between “good” and “novice” writing

and strategies, and had attempted to “transmit” them to my students. These theories

offered only descriptions of what good and novice writers did. They did not explain

how novices became good writers, nor did they offer me the critical edge I needed to

analyze my teaching practice. After all, most students do improve their writing with

sufficient study and practice. Were they improving because of my teaching practice?

Because of their own practice? A mix of the two?

My quest to answer these questions began with returning to the U.S. to pursue

a doctorate degree in foreign language education. Among the courses I took, several

dealt with writing, and I studied the research on composition in school and in the

workplace. Most of the research focused on process, product, or socialization,

describing differences between “good” writers and “novices,” between native-speaker
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products and those of non-native speakers, and between newcomers and oldtimers in

the workplace or a discipline.

This research did not, however, address the nature of learning. Even the

process research did not consider the processes of learning to write.  Rather, it studied

differences between experts and novices.  It analyzed what experts do and asked

novice writers to try to do the same, a sort of Here you are and There you need to be

approach that notes the two ends but does not map out the crucial path of processes

connecting them and through which good writers acquired their expertise.

To link the two ends and evaluate pedagogy critically, I felt it necessary to

attend more directly to the nature of learning.  In fields other than writing, I came

across current theories that did address the nature of learning. Three of these were

radical constructivism,1 sociocultural theory, and complexity theory. The first two are

prominent in educational research (even dominant in the fields of science and

mathematics educational research), and the third, although not yet widespread, has its

adherents across both social and natural sciences.  Nevertheless, they are not well

known in L2 research, and much less in L2 composition research.  Only a few articles

have appeared explicitly addressing radical constructivism in the L2 literature, and

although some L2 writing studies have taken approaches congruent with it, a review

of the table of contents of the Journal of Second Language Writing for the past eight

years underscores most researchers’ preoccupation with text, strategies, and skills

rather than the process of learning to construct texts and to acquire strategies, skills,
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and an understanding of writing in a foreign language.  Sociocultural theory2 is

receiving attention with researchers studying how L2 students are socialized into their

academic disciplines.  Yet, even in 1995, it was “very much at the margins of L2

research” (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995), and as late as 1997 was considered to be “a

radical reconceptualization of the SLA field” (Hall, 1997).  The particular form of it

that I will be drawing upon—activity theory—is even less well known than the more

sociocultural theory. Complexity theory has been addressed considerably in education

administration and curriculum research, but so far has generated only one article in a

major journal on its application to SLA and no articles on second language writing.3

The fact that these three theories had divergent perspectives seemed

promising. A perspective informed by multiple theories has the potential to explain

what a singular perspective might not and, thus, give more insight into how students

learned to write. Also, as biologist Henri Atlan has argued, “interaction between

seemingly disparate disciplines, with different classification schemes, theories, and

methods is crucial in developing new knowledge” (quoted in Syverson, 1994, pp. 7-

8).

These three theories focus on the nature of learning via different units of

analysis. Radical constructivism emphasizes the individual as active constructor of

meaning, and sociocultural theory stresses the socially mediated nature of learning.

Complexity theory studies the dynamic processes, including those of learning,

underlying all complex systems, and has the potential to tie individual and socially
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mediated learning not only to each other but to the processes of other complex

systems, animate and inanimate. Using a theoretical triangulation of psychological,

sociohistorical, and ecological processes of development seemed to bode well for

supplying the interaction “crucial” for developing a new understanding of how

students learn to write in a second language classroom.

Naturally, a considerable number of proponents can be found for each of these

theories, all with their own voice and perspective. Although I draw upon various

researchers, my focus will be on the work of Ernst von Glasersfeld, Yrjö Engeström,

and John H. Holland for radical constructivism, activity theory, and complexity

theory, respectively. Von Glasersfeld, a philosopher and the don of radical

constructivism, has asserted its essence to be that individuals actively construct viable

models of their experiences with their environments rather than improving on

increasingly accurate representations of reality. For activity theory, Engeström has

focused on the collective nature of activity systems and introduced the concept of

expansive learning, learning that transcends its context. With respect to complexity

theory, its two main features are self-organization and adaptation, which are so broad

in nature as to make it difficult to distinguish simply on those features from other

theories of change. Holland is one of the few who has created a model that elaborates

how those features operate, and it has been chosen for that reason. The approaches of

these three theorists will be examined more in depth in Chapter 2. For now, I will
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give a brief overview of the three theories and then return to the puzzle of learning to

write in a second language.

RADICAL CONSTRUCTIVISM

Radical constructivism is an epistemological theory: It intends to account for

what knowledge is, and where it comes from (von Glasersfeld, 1993). Asserting that

learning is a matter of constructing knowledge, educators have applied this theory to

the classroom, resulting in various pedagogical activities, such as problem-solving

and guided exploration.  These approaches follow Dewey’s notion that learning

occurs through “problematic experience” and Piaget’s dictum that “Knowledge is

actively constructed by the learner, not passively received from the environment.”

Rather than following the metaphor of the teacher pouring knowledge into an empty

vessel, under this pedagogical approach students construct their own theories and

knowledge of how the world works by mapping sensorimotor and perceptual actions

onto an experiential world, mappings that are not representations of reality but viable

adaptations to it (von Glasersfeld, 1996).

Such construction, in Piagetian concepts, occurs through the interactive

processes of assimilation and accommodation.  Assimilation is the adding of new

knowledge to old by “reduc[ing] new experiences to already existing sensorimotor or

conceptual structures” without changing the structures; accommodation is the

modifying of old knowledge to accommodate the new or the creation of new

cognitive structures, patterns of thought, and behavior.  Accommodation occurs when
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new experiences that cannot be reduced to existing experiences create a perturbation

that, leading to reflection on the situation and activity, may, in turn, cause either a

change in prior cognitive structures or the creation of a new schema (von Glasersfeld,

1995b, p. 63). For a radical constructivist, it is accommodation that represents

learning.  Both assimilation and accommodation, individual in nature and based on

experience, are driven by the process of equilibration, a process of self-regulating the

mental tension between the two, between internal mental states and external reality.

Or, as von Glasersfeld would say, learning is “a process of self-organization in which

the subject reorganizes his or her activity in order to eliminate perturbations” that

occur through interaction with the world at large, but most often with others in social

interaction (cited in Cobb, Perlwitz, & Underwood, 1996, p. 31).

ACTIVITY THEORY: A TYPE OF SOCIOCULTURAL THEORY

Constructivism, centering on the learner as an individual, tends to

underemphasize questions concerning social and cultural influences.  Sociocultural

theory, originating with Lev Vygotsky, tackles these influences head on.  For the

learner, knowledge is said to occur first on the social plane and afterwards to become

internalized on the psychological plane (Vygotsky, 1981, p. 163). Consequently,

context-independent cognition is non-existent, but rather all human activity is

socially, culturally, and historically situated and mediated through cultural tools, both

psychological and material. For example, Scribner and Cole’s (1981) work with the

Vai in Liberia showed that social patterns of literacy practices affect cognitive
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functions. Although not working from a sociocultural tradition, Haas (1989) analyzed

how the medium—pen vs. word processor—shapes the writing process, thus pointing

to the influence of tools on cognitive processes.

To explain how individuals acculturate to societal practices, several forms of

sociocultural theory have arisen.  Two that are somewhat known in L2 research are

situated learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and socially mediated action (Wertsch,

1991). A third is activity theory, which, although relatively unknown in North

America, is the leading theoretical approach in Russian psychology (Kaptelinin,

1996). The word activity, from the German Tätigkeit, has the meaning “doing in order

to transform something.” Thus, activity theorists study “human practices as

development processes” (Kuutti, 1996) because “you are what you do” (Nardi, 1996,

p. 7). At the same time, “what you do” is always embedded in and shaped by systems

of activity. A poignant example of system influence can be seen in Heath’s (1983)

research in Appalachia, in which she demonstrated how a family’s “ways with

words” mediated how their children talked and interacted in school, thus preparing

them for success or, in many cases, failure.

Thus, learning in school is not simply a straightforward process of

participation but a process driven by contradictions, contradictions in the activity of

learning between students and institutional influences or between classrooms and

other activity systems. To learn and develop means to resolve or transform these
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contradictions (instead of merely shifting them elsewhere) at individual and system

levels. Along these lines, Engeström (1987) wrote,

The essence of learning activity is production of objectively, societally
new activity structures (including new objects, instruments, etc.) out of
actions manifesting the inner contradictions of the preceding form of
the activity in question.  Learning activity is mastery of expansion
from actions to a new activity.  While traditional school-going is
essentially a subject-producing activity and traditional science is
essentially an instrument-producing activity, learning activity is an
activity-producing activity. (p. 125)

In other words, learning is not a matter of students acquiring inert knowledge but one

of acquiring knowledge that they then use creatively in new ways, in new situations,

and in new activities that transcend school contexts.

Activity theory from the perspective of Engeström, when it looks at learning,

centers on tool-mediated transformation of an activity system, while, in contrast,

radical constructivism looks at the development of the individual.  Despite a

difference of focus, the driving force of change, or learning, in both theories is

tension: disequilibration within individuals and contradictions between social and

individual processes.  Another point in common between the two perspectives is that

the individual and the activity system with which the two theories deal are

interdependent complex adaptive systems.

COMPLEXITY THEORY

We are surrounded by complex systems: nests of ants, forests, the human

immune system, urban sprawl, transportation networks, social networks, schools.
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Complexity theory attempts to explain how these systems arise out of chaos, how

they—even without any central controller—maintain order amidst the disorder.

Researchers of complexity posit that certain characteristics are common to all of these

widely disparate systems.  Among the proponents of complexity theory, also called

complex systems theory, have been Nobel laureates, such as Ilya Prigogine in

chemistry, Kenneth Arrow in economics, and Philip Anderson and Murray Gell-

Mann in physics.  Although originating in the natural sciences, Gell-Mann (1994)

asserted that “Even more exciting is the possibility of useful contributions to the life

sciences, the social and behavioral sciences, and even matters of policy for human

society” (p. 322). The potential of complexity theory is great because it deals with

real systems found throughout the real world. That is, cross-comparisons of systems

“in the wild”4 among many different fields—biology, chemistry, psychology,

sociology, education, and other human systems—offer the possibility of insight into

the nature of the lever points facilitating change, and thus learning, in the L2 writer

and the composition classroom.

A complex adaptive system is composed of independent agents dynamically

interacting with and adapting to one another and the environment.  Agents adapt

because, sensitive to feedback, they seek mutual accommodation and optimal benefit.

These interactions and adaptations enable the agents within a system to self-organize

(creating “order for free,” as Kauffman (1995) called it), thus leading to the

emergence of new patterns and behaviors.
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This self-organizing of independent agents means that the global, systemic

behaviors that emerge cannot be reduced to their individual components, a condition

called nonlinearity.  Consequently, simple causal explanations of behavior cannot be

determined either, because a change in one agent, or variable, can set off a chain of

changes in other agents, which in turn affects the first agent(s). Because actions are

interlinked and dependent upon the state of the system at the moment, the behavior of

agents within complex systems and the systems themselves are unpredictable over

longer periods of time, as in the case of students in classrooms.

LEARNING TO WRITE IN A SECOND LANGUAGE

As we return to the puzzle of how students learn to write in a second

language, each of the three theories has its own perspective to offer on the nature of

learning.

Radical constructivism asserts that students learn in problem-solving

environments that challenge their prior knowledge, provoking them to reflect on the

differences between their own knowledge and that of the course, to reconstruct their

concepts so they are viable to the present situation. Such an approach to learning fits

in with the composition classroom. As Sommers (1980) stated, writing is an

exploratory process of “discovering meaning,” and “Good writing disturbs: it creates

dissonance.” “Meaning” and “good writing” cannot be transmitted. Rather, writing

tasks must be designed so as to generate a conceptual dissonance that students must

resolve, constructing their own meaning and development into “good” writers.    
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In activity theory, learning to write is a sociohistorical process. Activity

theorists concur that learning involves reflection and dissonance but add two points.

First, learning is mediated by society and its material and conceptual tools. Second,

resolving contradictions in problem-solving tasks is not enough. In learning activity,

according to Engeström (1987), students transcend the task’s given context, and

expand and generalize the results to other contexts for their own goals, motives, and

productive societal practices.

In addition, learning is not limited to individual students but includes

collective classes and schools. In the activity system of a composition course, then,

contradictions between students, teachers, course curriculum, and institution must be

addressed and resolved so that students, teachers, and institutions all learn and

develop.

In complexity theory, learning occurs in the tensions that lie at the edge of

chaos and order. In a composition classroom, for example, students and teachers

interact with and adapt to each other and their environment.  Students try to figure out

what their teachers want, and teachers adjust their activities and lessons based on

previous experiences with their students—not to mention the ever changing

requirements of school administrations and state legislatures and education boards.

Out of reciprocal adaptations and feedback among students and teachers, classroom

practices emerge from the self-organizing of class members. Although the concepts of

complex systems may be rather new, their features are not. Many educators, although
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unfamiliar with complexity theory, use its terms, though not necessarily in their

technical sense.  They talk about learning as dynamic, emergent, complex, nonlinear,

and, at times, even chaotic.

CONCLUSION

I began this chapter talking of my puzzlement over how students were

learning to write in my classes, and I came to understand that each of these three

theories—radical constructivism, activity theory, and complexity theory—might help

to solve that puzzle. Each theory has different units of analysis and unique

perspectives on the nature of learning, perspectives that were given, with the recent

exception of sociocultural approaches, scant consideration in the literature. Thus, one

purpose of this dissertation was to investigate L2 writing in a first-year university

composition class through the lenses of these theories to see whether they

individually can generate new and different interpretations of the same writing

activity and context. In addition, I wanted to see if together an integrative, multi-

theoretical perspective might help us shed the issues of the previous descriptive

studies and build a comprehensive explanation of how students learned to write in a

second language.  Also, I investigated how an interactive and emerging curriculum

influences student learning, activity, and adaptation. With these goals in mind, I asked

four questions:
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1. What sorts of tensions are seen at the levels of individual, small group, and class?

2. How do these tensions influence writing practices and development at these

levels?

3. How does an emerging curriculum influence students’ learning to write?

4. How do the three different theories better our understanding of the patterns of

interaction, tension, and writing that emerge/self-organize/develop over the

semester?

                                                  
1 The word ‘radical’ was first associated with Piaget’s genetic epistemology in 1974 in a research
report by Charles Smock and von Glasersfeld entitled “The implications of radical constructivism for
knowledge acquisition” (Steffe & Kieren, 1994).  The term ‘radical’ was used to differentiate the
constructivist perspective that objective knowledge is unknowable from the ‘trivial’ constructivism
that simply posited that individuals constructed their own knowledge.
2 Some writers use terms, such as constructivism, social constructivism, and social constructionism
interchangeably with sociocultural theory, while others differentiate between them.  In this paper,
sociocultural theory refers to the Vygotskian approach that takes social, cultural, and historical factors
as primary, and individual psychological factors as derivative.
3 Robert Kahn, in his unpublished dissertation (1998), applied chaos theory to the curriculum in a
second language writing classroom to see if it enabled “students and teachers to learn and teach better
than other perspectives” but could only answer, “Possibly” (p. 157).
4 “In the wild” comes from Hutchin’s (1995) book “Cognition in the wild” and refers to cognition in its
natural setting rather than in the laboratory.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THEORY AND RESEARCH

There is nothing new under the sun.
—Ecclesiastes 1:9

There are only new ways of looking at the old.
—Charles Nelson
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INTRODUCTION

Up until the 1960s, empirical research on writing, both L1 and L2, was almost

non-existent. Then in the late 1960s, researchers began investigating both product and

process, and in the 1980s started to consider the social context of composing. Today,

the field of composition research pursues interests in process, product, and social

contexts with considerable overlapping of the three. I will review these three interests

and then outline the theoretical framework for what, I hope, will become a new

current in the field.

Composition Research

PROCESS RESEARCH

In the 1960s and 1970s, a process understanding of writing appeared with two

distinct camps: expressivists and cognitivists (Faigley, 1985). Based on their personal

understanding of what writers actually did, expressivists like Cole, Elbow, Macrorie,

and Kelly were emphasizing the personal and creative nature of writing. Writing was

“a creative act in which the process—the discovery of the true self—is as important

as the product” (Berlin, 1988).

The cognitivist camp dates its beginnings to the landmark empirical study of

Emig (1971). Emig, investigating the composing processes of L1 twelfth graders,

discovered that the instruction and descriptions of the writing process given by their

teachers “differ[ed] markedly from descriptions by established writers and with the
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students’ own accounts, conceptualizations, and practice” (p. 93). Since Emig’s

study, others have researched the composing processes of writers, in particular the

standard-setting research of Flower and Hayes (1977, 1980a, 1980b, 1981a, 1981b,

1984; Hayes & Flower, 1980, 1983). They and other cognitivists described writing as

a problem-solving endeavor, and they focused on the differences in the composing

processes of novice and experienced writers. For novices, writing seemed to be a

matter of jotting down on paper one’s thoughts without considering investigation into

alternative possibilities, and revising was a matter of substituting words but not

inventing ideas. By contrast, for experienced writers, composing was a recursive,

nonlinear process of discovery, planning, organizing, revising, and constructing

meaning (Sommers, 1990).

Influenced by L1 research, L2 studies also looked into the processes of L2

writers. They investigated the revision practices of university students (Hall, 1990;

Johns, 1986), invention strategies (Spack, 1984), composing strategies (Zamel, 1983;

Raimes, 1985; Arndt, 1987), planning (Jones & Tetroe, 1987; Cumming, 1989), use

of L1 in L2 writing (Friedlander, 1990; Zamel, 1982) , and metalinguistic thinking

(Cumming, 1990). These studies corroborated much of the research on L1 writing

processes, that differences exist between novice and experienced L2 writers (Sasaki,

2000). In addition, other studies found that differences also exist between L1 and L2

writers with respect to writing processes, purposes, limitations, and rhetorical

strategies (Ferris, 1994; Leki & Carson, 1997; Silva, 1993).
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PRODUCT RESEARCH

At the same time as process approaches were gaining prominence, another

line of research focusing on the product was commencing: contrastive rhetoric.

Contrastive rhetoric dates to 1966 with Kaplan’s seminal article “Cultural thought

patterns in intercultural education.” Engaged in looking at hundreds of compositions

written by nonnative speakers (NNS) of English, Kaplan was struck at how the

organizational structure differed from standard English, not that it was wrong, but just

different: It seemed digressive or out of focus for English readers, even when written

by advanced language learners who had mastered English syntax and vocabulary.

These differences led him to posit that paragraph development varied according to a

culture’s own rhetorical traditions, standards, and logic.

Since then, contrastive rhetoric research has proceeded along two main lines

(Leki, 1991). One line, following Kaplan’s original work, continued to analyze essays

of L2 writers and look for L1 rhetorical conventions that transfer into L2 writing.

Comparisons of native speaker and NNS writers in English have looked at, among

many other textual features, digression from topic sentences (Eggington, 1987; Reid,

1996), coherence (Winterowd, 1970), essay introductions (Scarcella, 1984),

sociopragmatic awareness in application letters (James, Scholfield, & Ypsiladis,

1994), metatext in dissertations (Bunton, 1999), and the effects of academic field and

language background on writing ability (Park, 1988).
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The second line of contrastive rhetoric has analyzed discourse features in the

L1 writing of different languages, usually comparing them across language and

culture. Culture has been shown to affect rhetorical conventions in international

business letters (Boiarsky, 1995; Maier, 1992) and other professional writing

(Thatcher, 2000), metadiscourse usage by American and Finnish students and

economists (Crismore, Markkanen, & Steffensen, 1993; Mauranen, 1993), topical

structure differences between English and Spanish journal articles (Simpson, 2000),

the technical communication practices of Russian and U.S. aerospace engineers and

scientists (Pinelli, Barclay, Keene, Flammia, & Kennedy, 1993), the preference in

Chinese rhetoric of traditional forms and memorization of standard phrases over

original expression (Matalene, 1985), metaphor in English and Spanish financial

reporting (Charteris-Black & Ennis, 2001), and preferences for reader-responsible

writing (Clyne, 1987, for German; Cmerjrkova, 1996, for Czech; Hinds, 1976, 1980,

1984, 1987, for Japanese) vs. the writer-responsible writing in English.

Alongside and overlapping the contrastive rhetoric research and the research

from a social constructionist perspective (see below) has been that of English for

Academic/Special Purposes (EAP). Much of this research has examined L1 genres

and their linguistic features in professional and tertiary academic L1 writing,

especially in the sciences and engineering, to advise composition instruction for L2

writers (e.g., Dudley-Evans, 1995; Halliday & Hasan, 1976, 1989; Halliday & Martin,

1993; Hoey, 1994; Hyland, 1996, 1998, 2001; Martin, 1992; Samraj, 2002; Soler,
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2002; Swales, 1990). EAP research has also looked at the composing processes of

scientific writers, both L1 and L2, experienced and inexperienced (e.g., Dong, 1996,

1998; Gosden, 1995; Sionis, 1995).

SOCIAL CONTEXT RESEARCH

In the 1980s, researchers began to recognize that writers were not merely

cognitive information processors but were influenced by their social contexts and

interactions; thus, a social constructionist perspective began to emerge. Within the L2

literature, the term social constructionism has included a wide variety of perspectives

in which the general concept is that composing is a social act of negotiating meaning

(Flower, 1994) that occurs within and for a specific context and audience (Coe,

1986). Through understanding the background, knowledge, values, and expectations

of a community, writers shape their texts accordingly. Research from the social

constructionist perspective has, consequently, focused on the discourse community, a

group of people who belong to a common interpretive community and share a set of

experiences (Fish, 1980; cf. Purves, 1986; Swales, 1990) that include rules,

conventions, and expectations for speaking and writing.

L1 research on the writing of discourse communities examined their linguistic

features (Becher, 1987; Fahnestock, 1986; McKenna, 1997) and genres of

communication (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Christie & Martin, 1997; Swales,

1990). The Hayes-Flower cognitive processing model was modified to pay more

attention to the social context of composing (Flower, 1994; Hayes, 1996). L1 studies
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also paid attention to the socialization of newcomers into a discourse community

(Beaufort, 2000), such as students learning to write in their discipline (Berkenkotter,

Huckin, & Ackerman, 1988; Herrington, 1992) and making the transition from the

university to a work community (Anson & Forsberg, 1990).

L2 studies have also looked at the influence of social contexts of writing.

Johns (1988) found that the same task, e.g., summary writing, varied across

discipline, class, and professor. Writing assignments and problems of doctoral

students in the sciences and liberal arts were studied in their social contexts (Braine,

1995; Casanave & Hubbard, 1992) and surveys were taken on faculty beliefs and

practices concerning the role of writing in graduate engineering education (Jenkins,

Jordan, & Weiland, 1993). Casanave (1995) investigated the contexts of composing

for graduate students in sociology. Gosden (1995), blending a socio-constructionist

perspective with a systemic functional linguistic model of textual revisions, studied

the processes of interactions between NNS novice researchers (doctoral students in

Japan) and expert researchers. Investigating socialization into a discipline has become

a staple of L2 research, especially that of graduate international students (for

agricultural economics, Connor & Mayberry, 1996; for education, Spack, 1988;

Angelova & Riazantseva, 1999).

The growth of second language writing research in the last 25 years has been

exponential; yet, scholars have decried the lack of a coherent theory of L2 writing

(Grabe, 2000; Reid, 1993; Silva, 1990, 1993) and the lack of “models that adequately
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explain learning to write in a second language or precisely how biliterate writing

should be taught” (Cumming, 1998). This want, I believe, is due to the descriptive

focus of the L2 research to date. L2 composition research has described the processes,

products, and contexts of writers. It has described what novice and experienced

writers do, the differences between them, and the contexts of those differences. It has

barely begun to posit explanatory mechanisms for learning to write. As Cumming and

Riazi (2000) wrote,

Considerable information now exists describing how people compose
in a second language and the features of the texts they produce for
single writing tasks, but we have very little information on how people
actually learn to write in second languages or how teaching might
influence this. … For this reason, research within educational
programs is necessary not only to account realistically for what occurs
in learning and teaching practices but also to help to explain them. (p.
57)

Rodby (1992) has similarly remarked that, although second language

researchers seem to be considering the processes of acquisition, “what these

researchers actually describe are language structures rather than social interactions

which bring about language structures” (p. 22). She called for research to examine the

social processes bringing about second language literacy.

Theoretical Framework

Theories about the social processes of learning alone are not enough for an

explanatory understanding of L2 writing. I would add that the psychological and

ecological processes of development have also remained mostly hidden in L2
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composition research. To make headway toward understanding how L2 novice

writers become experienced writers, I am proposing that we must consider not only

the structures of language and the processes of writing, but also the processes of

learning to write from an integrative psychological, sociohistorical, and ecological

framework. As introduced in Chapter 1, three theories that might offer aspects of such

an integrative framework are radical constructivism, activity theory, and complexity

theory.

RADICAL CONSTRUCTIVISM

Radical constructivism is based primarily on the work of Jean Piaget, one of

the foremost psychologists of the 20th century. Piaget, who received his doctorate in

biology at the age of 21, turned to the study of psychology, applying his biological

background to investigating how knowledge and cognitive processes developed in

children. 5 He wrote that his

two dominant preoccupations [were] the search for the mechanisms of
biological adaptation and the analysis of that higher form of adaptation
which is scientific thought, the epistemological interpretation of which
has always been my central aim. (Piaget, 1977, p. xi)

Knowledge and science, then, are biological adaptations to an experiential world.

Educators’ early understandings of Piaget’s concepts were not “radical” in

nature, however; that perspective commenced with von Glasersfeld’s presentation to

the Jean Piaget Society in Philadelphia in 1975 and caught the attention of researchers
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in mathematics (Steffe & Kieren, 1994). In his presentation, von Glasersfeld put forth

the two main principles of a radical epistemology:

• Knowledge is not passively received either through the senses or
by way of communication;

• Knowledge is actively built up by the cognizing subject;
• The function of cognition is adaptive, in the biological sense of the

term, tending towards fit or viability;
• Cognition serves the organization of the experiential world, not the

discovery of ontological reality. (1995b, p. 51)

It is the second principle differentiating radical constructivism and what von

Glasersfeld called “trivial” constructivism, which holds only to the first principle that

learners construct their own meaning and understanding. In contrast, radical

constructivism emphasizes that

there is no direct access [to reality]. The only way for human beings is
to construct their own interpretations, their own realities, and to adapt
these subjective constructs through trial and social interaction until
they function with sufficient actual success. We can arrive at “viable”
solutions and models only. They are formed “until further notice” that
is until difficulties or other constraints and limits are realized.
(Bauersfeld, 1992, p. 16)

The main concept separating radical constructivism from “trivial” forms of

constructivism, then, is a consideration of viability vs. truth (von Glasersfeld, 1995a).

Rather than there being one correct representation of reality, there are now multiple

representations. Those representations that “work,” that adequately explain

phenomena and concepts in one’s experiences are viable, and those that do not, are

not. Of course, what works varies according to individual as indicated by the various

positions on knowledge taken by theorists and researchers.
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Expanding on these two principles, Confrey (1995a) encapsulated radical

constructivism into four “planks”: radical epistemology; genetic epistemology;

scheme, or schema, theory6; and model building and the construction of others.

Radical epistemology, as mentioned above, refers to the inability to perceive directly

an objective reality.

Genetic epistemology “deals with both the formation and the meaning of

knowledge” (Piaget, 1971, p. 12), in which “knowledge … is a system of

transformations that become progressively adequate” (p. 15). Because the

construction of knowledge is a developmental process over time, a genetic

epistemology asserts that to understand a concept requires a study of the process of its

construction rather than of a static representation of it.

Although the precise definition of schema varies among researchers and

theorists (Alexander, Schallert, & Hare, 1991), I take schemas to be networks of

cognitive structures that “involve the anticipation and/or recognition of a situation”

(Confrey, 1995a, p. 197). When a situation is encountered that differs from already

held schemas, that difference is either integrated into and assimilated to existing

schemas, or, when assimilation is not successful, the situation triggers a perturbation

in one’s knowledge so that new schemas are created or old schemas are restructured

to accommodate the new knowledge in a process of equilibration, that is, of self-

regulating, or self-organizing, the mental tension between assimilation and

accommodation and between internal mental states and external reality.
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Finally, Confrey included as an essential aspect of a radical constructivist

perspective the need for model building of other individuals. Models of others are

schemas that allow an individual to anticipate others’ behaviors (somewhat). As

educators, for example, we have “no privileged access” to the minds of others

(Confrey, 1995a) but “must listen to the student, interpret what the student does and

says, and try to build up a ‘model’ of the student’s conceptual structures” (von

Glasersfeld, 1995a).

Although radical constructivism is prominent in mathematics, science, and

reading education and implicit in many foreign language education (FLE) practices, it

is seldom discussed explicitly in FLE. This lacuna is due, perhaps, to the influence of

innatism in Chomskian linguistics on second language acquisition theories, such as

Krashen's Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis. In Ellis’s (1994) encyclopedic tome on

second language acquisition, for instance, no mention of constructivism (or schema

theory) appears, nor does it in Skehan’s (1998) A cognitive approach to language

learning. When constructivism does appear in FLE sources, it generally takes the

form of social constructivism (e.g., Craig, 1995; Kaufman & Grennon Brooks, 1996;

Williams & Burden, 1997), sociocultural theory (e.g., Nyikos & Hashimoto, 1997), or

trivial constructivism, which often appears as discovery learning (e.g., Cobb, 1999).

Perhaps this conflation of constructivist theories should be expected as “there

is no clear definition or consensus of what is meant by [constructivism]” (Reagan,

1999). Ernest (1995), discussing the forms of constructivism, noted that “many well-
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established researchers pursuing generously funded research projects based on

absolutist epistemologies and neopositivist methodologies now term themselves

constructivists” (p. 465, italics in original), adding that radical constructivists had

adapted to account more directly for the social aspect of learning, thus bridging the

divide between them and social constructivists.

As far as I know, only two authors in the FLE literature have directly

addressed radical constructivism. Blyth (1997) explored how a radical constructivist

approach to teacher education could help inexperienced teachers understand the

learning and teaching of grammar. Reagan (1999) gave an overview of core concepts

of constructivism, including radical constructivism, and their implications for L2

pedagogy.

Other FLE researchers have used aspects of radical constructivism without

invoking its name. Sidman-Taveau and Milner-Bolotin (2001), for example, in

introducing a web-based model for second language learning, noted that Piaget’s

concept of disequilibrium supported the value of errors and uncertainties in the

learning process.

In the early 1980s, schema theory was the focus of Carrell’s (1983a, 1983b,

1984a, 1984b, 1984c, 1984d, 1987; Carrell & Eisterhold, 1983; Floyd & Carrell,

1987) research on L2 reading. Other researchers have also applied schema theory to

L2 reading (e.g., Chen & Graves, 1995; Hauptman, 2000; Haus & Levine, 1985;

Peretz & Shoham, 1990; Steffensen, Joag-dev, & Anderson, 1979).
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With respect to L2 writing, the sources mentioning schema theory are rare,

and of those that do, they generally do so only in passing (e.g., Johns, 1990, Stevick,

1996). One exception is Johns (1986), who, stating that the ability to understand a

text is dependent upon the reader’s schemas matching those of the author, used

insights from schema theory to help her ESL students revise their papers by modeling

an L1 reader’s expectations while reading a text. Although Johns did not mention it

explicitly, she showed the need for perturbations to trigger the process of

accommodation.

The main role of schema theory in the FLE literature seems to be limited to

that of pointing to the need to provide sufficient background information for L2

readers and writers (cf. Sadoski, Paivio, & Goetz, 1991, for L1 reading). Ferris and

Hedgcock (1998), for instance, wrote,

Therefore, it is important for L2 writing teachers to be aware of the
differing schemas (including rhetorical variations considered by CR
researchers) that their students bring to the writing class—backgrounds
that differ not only from those of NES learners, but from the schemas
of other L2 students. (p. 13)

The authors recommended that reading and writing assignments should build upon

students’ prior experience and background knowledge to help them develop new

schemas for engaging with class texts and topics. Stating that schemas “behave like

open databases,” they treated the construction of new schemas as a simple “search

and modify” operation without considering the difference between assimilation and
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accommodation, thus overlooking the need for students to reflect upon contradictions

between their knowledge and the concepts being presented.

As can be seen, radical constructivism is a theory virtually unknown in the L2

literature and not even mentioned in the field of L2 composition. Yet, it holds

potential for contributing to L2 composition pedagogy and theory. The concept of

viability can help composition teachers to expect and support diverse points of view,

build viable models of the students’ conceptual structures, and, listening closely, see

how the students’ perspectives can be productive (Confrey, 1998). The theory of

equilibration—which asserts that learning is not simply the taking in of new

information but is the working through and reflecting on contradictions between old

and new knowledge in an attempt to reach the ever elusive goal of

equilibrium—seems applicable to analyzing the tensions that students encounter as

they attempt to accommodate new rhetorical concepts and writing practices.

ACTIVITY THEORY

Activity theory, along with other sociocultural approaches, traces its origins to

the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky. Vygotsky, who had studied to become a

literature teacher, turned his attention to psychology and investigated the

development of thought and language in children. Vygotsky’s ideas, which remained

mostly unknown to the West until the 1960s and 1970s, are becoming ever more

influential in psychology and education. His work has several key components:
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genetic, or developmental, analysis, social origins of development, semiotic

mediation in development, and the zone of proximal development.

Like Piaget, Vygotsky asserted that to understand human mental development

required an analysis of the process of development. He wrote,

we need to concentrate not on the product of development but on the
very process by which higher [cognitive] forms are established. … To
study something historically means to study it in the process of change
… Thus, the historical study of behavior is not an auxiliary aspect of
theoretical study, but rather forms its very base. (1978, pp. 64-65)

The core of Vygotsky’s teaching was that psychological development begins

on the social plane via internalization, a process in which social activities are

reconstructed internally:

Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first,
on the social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between
people (interpsychological), and then inside the child
(intrapsychological). … All the higher functions originate as actual
relations between human individuals. (1978, p. 57, italics in original)

Fundamental to the process of internalization is the mediation of tools, both

human and material, and of signs, especially that of language. Through semiotic

mediation, individual human beings are the inheritors of a sociohistorical residue, and

their ways of thinking and behaving are culturally shaped. As Williams (cited in

Horner, 1997) put it, “the contents of [one’s] consciousness are socially produced” (p.

507).

Vygotsky focused on the mediated learning of individuals. Building upon

Vygotsky’s work, one of his colleagues, A. N. Leont’ev, differentiated between
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individual actions and collective activity to formulate the beginnings of activity

theory (Cole & Engeström, 1993). Actions differ from collective activity in that they

have defined goals having a beginning and end. Leont’ev used the example of the

primeval collective hunt in which some tribal members made noise to frighten the

animals toward hunters waiting to catch them. The two actions of making noise and

catching animals together constitute the activity of hunting, and outside the context of

hunting, the action of frightening animals would be meaningless because the goal is

not to frighten animals away but to catch them. To understand individual actions,

therefore, one must know the context in which those actions are embedded, namely, a

system of activity.

Action and activity are two parts of a three-level scheme of activity, action,

and operation, and, correspondingly, motive, goal, and instrumental conditions

(Leont’ev, 1978, 1981, cited in Engeström, 1991a). Activities are cultural practices

and behaviors that are directed towards some object, such as learning in educational

institutions, and that generally outlive individuals. Actions are conscious behaviors

directed towards a goal, whereas operations are unconscious and automatic

movements. In a writing course, for example, the activity is (hoped to be) learning to

write; composing an essay is an action; and the use of a pen or computer in

composing is an operation. Whether a behavior is an action or operation depends on

the goal and conditions. If, for instance, a student is just beginning to learn to use a

computer in writing, a conscious goal, and therefore action, is involved rather than an
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automatic process. Once internalized, however, using the computer has become an

operation.

Thus, motives differentiate activities; goals, actions; and conditions,

operations. For instance, in the activities of hunting and sport hunting, the actions and

operations can be the same, but the activity of hunting is motivated by a need for food

to satisfy a group’s hunger, while the activity of sport hunting is motivated by a need

for pleasure or excitement. In both activities, the actions and operations can be the

same. Thus, the three levels allow a single event to be analyzed from different

perspectives (Wertsch, 1981).

Moving towards a better accounting of the collective nature of activity,

Engeström (1987) expanded Leont’ev’s concepts graphically to include rules,

community, and division of labor (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. The structure of a human activity system (Engeström 1987, p. 78,

reprinted with permission).
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In this model, the subject, usually a collective one, refers to the individual(s)

whose perspective is (are) being analyzed and who is (are) working towards some

object, tangible or intangible. Object-relatedness is a key characteristic of activity

theory because activity is always directed towards some object—the notion of

“objectless activity” is without meaning (Leont’ev, 1977, cited in Stetsenko,

1995)—in order to transform it into some outcome. Instruments are the mediating

artifacts, psychological or material, that shape the activity (and, in turn, are shaped by

the activity) and that the subject uses to achieve expected outcomes, with rules

guiding the system’s actions and interactions.  People, individuals or groups, who

have the same object make up the community, and the division of labor considers how

tasks are divided horizontally among community members and vertically with respect

to power and status (Engeström, 1996). What ties the elements together is “a

collective object and motive [that] is realized in goal-oriented individual and group

actions” (Hasu & Engeström, 2000, p. 63), and it is also that collective object and

motive that separates one activity from another.

Although activity systems may appear to be static, they are actually “complex

formations in which equilibrium is an exception and tensions, disturbances, and local

innovations are the rule and the engine of change” (Cole & Engeström, 1993, p. 8).

All of an activity system’s elements reciprocally and dynamically influence each

other so that the system is continually adjusting, adapting, and changing to

contradictions between individuals within the system, between individuals and
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sociocultural influences, between two or more elements of an activity system, or

between different activity systems in a process that Engeström (1987) called an

expansive cycle. At the beginning of the cycle, newcomers internalize the practices

and concepts of the system. Over time, individuals create new artifacts and social

practices that conflict with the system’s existing tools and practices. If the

contradiction(s) become numerous enough and sufficiently demanding, these

contradictions may be confronted and transformed, thus resulting in a change in the

activity system: the construction of a new object and motive.  Such a change is a

long-term cyclical and spiral process of internalizing actions in one activity and

externalizing them into a new activity that Engeström (1987) called learning by

expanding.

Activity theory’s insight into systemic influences and contradictions has

particular value and application for education. It illustrates that learning is strongly

influenced by the sociohistorical system within which it takes place. Systemic

contradictions can enable learning to progress, or can disable it, depending on

whether or not they are acknowledged and resolved. For example, the knowledge

system of school can clash with students’ backgrounds, as it did with the Appalachian

students in Heath’s (1983) study, or it can draw upon the students’ “funds of

knowledge,” matching academic goals and practices to the students’ knowledge and

interests (Moll, Tapia, & Whitmore, 1993; Lee, 2001).
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Contradictions are ever present in the activity of academic writing. Students,

as they enter the university system, are expected to learn to produce knowledge via

writing, to internalize new genres—“the intellectual scaffolds on which community-

based knowledge is constructed” (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995, p. 501). Yet, these

students have their own sociohistories that interact with school requirements in

unique ways. Consequently, their approach to classes and class assignments varies

among themselves and often differs from teacher expectations (Nelson, 1990).

Coughlan and Duff (1994), taking a sociocultural approach to second language

acquisition, showed that “the ‘same task’ does not yield comparable results when

performed by several individuals, or even when performed by the same individual on

two different occasions” (p. 175), due to differing individual perceptions of the task

and differing interpersonal relationships, respectively (cf. Nelson, 1990; Tedick,

Bernhardt, & Deville, 1991).

Coughlan and Duff’s study, like most others in the Vygotskian tradition,

focused on mediated action rather than mediated activity,7 and most L2 research has

focused on private speech and other communicative activities rather than

composition. One exception is the work of Paul Prior. Using a sociohistoric approach

to investigate the L2 writing of students in graduate seminars, Prior (1995), like

Coughlan and Duff, found that the complex interactions of the histories and contexts

of students and teachers mediated task production and perceptions of writing tasks,

which changed over time and differed among students and teacher. In addition,
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however, he linked the patterns of activity, although varying among the seminars, to

sociohistorical, institutional factors. In the seminar Geography, the “pattern of

activity centered in the [institutional context of a] seminar and the exchange of

performance for grades” (p. 61), allowing, perhaps encouraging, diversity in

approaching the seminar tasks (cf. Wells, 1999, p. 205).  In the other seminar,

however, “literate activity in Sociology, both students’ writing and [the instructor’s]

response, was dominated by the Study, the departmental program, and disciplinary

forums” (p. 76).8  Prior (1997) proposed that we move from texts and discourse

communities to the concepts of literate activity and disciplinarity in order to capture

the heterogeneous and contradictory nature of activity systems.

The concepts of disciplinarity and literate activity underscore the necessity of

taking a sociohistoric perspective to investigating writing if we wish to explain why

and how students develop as they do. Academic writing, in particular, is situated in

the cultural practices of the university and its programs, and mediated through its

artifacts and people. It includes not only semiotic processes but also the sociohistoric

processes leading to the present (Prior, 1997), processes that create tensions between

the past, present, and future natures of literate activity and disciplinary enculturation.

Activity systems are dynamic. Engeström (1993) wrote,

An activity system is not a homogeneous entity. To the contrary, it is
composed of a multitude of often disparate elements, voices, and
viewpoints. This multiplicity can be understood in terms of historical
layers. An activity system always contains sediments of earlier
historical modes, as well as buds or shoots of its possible future. (p.
68)
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These “disparate elements, voices, and viewpoints” also highlight a problematic area

of activity theory: the link between individual and collective motive and activity. It

seems reasonable that in any activity system, multiple collective motives exist:

transforming an object into an outcome, enhancing the system’s reputation, learning,

etc. Multiple motives also exist for individuals because they embody the

sociohistorical influences of the activities in which they have engaged, including the

activities’ motives. Yet, in some sense, a collective motive and activity exist, too,

because some object “connects … individual actions to the collective activity”

(Engeström, 1991a, p. 12), another source of contradictions between individuals and

the collective community. Although activity theory has attempted to “dialectically

link the individual and social structure” (Engeström, 1991a, p. 6), the attempt so far

has not been entirely successful. Incorporating elements of complexity theory may

help us take steps towards fulfilling this attempt, as I will discuss later in this chapter.

Despite the problematic nature of motive and activity, activity theory holds

potential for bettering our understanding of how students learn to write in a second

language classroom. Cole and Engeström (1993) pointed out three important insights

of using an activity system as the basic unit of analysis. First, it forces us to consider

the influence of other people along with the subject. Second, institutionalized activity

systems, continuing past the lives of individuals, “gain the status of cultural practices”

(p. 8) whose mediation of students’ learning and development must be taken into

account. Third, it provides “a conceptual map to the major loci among which human
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cognition is distributed” (p. 8), a map indicating points of potential systemic

contradictions that can constrain or afford the development of students’ writing

practices. In addition, activity theory from Engeström’s perspective also provides a

coherent model for analyzing whether our instructional practices and curricula are

facilitating traditional, school-going subject-producing activity, or activity-producing

learning activity in which students transcend classroom contexts, generalizing their

actions to their own socially productive activities.

COMPLEXITY THEORY

Unlike radical constructivism and activity theory, which stem from attempts

to understand human development, complexity theory is a theory originating in the

natural sciences and transported into the social sciences. It attempts to explain how

order comes out of chaos in physical, chemical, and living systems. With respect to

living systems, it tries to account for how complex adaptive systems come into being

and how they continue in existence, systems such as cells, biological organisms,

companies, social and political institutions, and ecologies of human endeavors. The

processes creating and maintaining all complex adaptive systems, complexity

theorists posit, are the same, processes such as adaptation, feedback, and self-

organization. Through these processes, agents dynamically interact with one another

and the environment, co-evolving and self-organizing toward the edge of chaos

without any central control (Kauffman, 1993, 1995). Waldrop (1992) wrote,
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Thus, people trying to satisfy their material needs unconsciously or-
ganize themselves into an economy through myriad individual acts of
buying and selling; it happens without anyone being in charge or
consciously planning it [on a global scale]. The genes in a developing
embryo organize themselves in one way to make a liver cell and in
another way to make a muscle cell. . . . Atoms search for a minimum
energy state by forming chemical bonds with each other, thereby
organizing themselves into structures known as molecules. In every
case, groups of agents seeking mutual accommodation and self-
consistency somehow manage to transcend themselves, acquiring
collective properties such as life, thought, and purpose that they might
never have possessed individually. (11)

Instead of a central control, control is dispersed and distributed throughout the

system, with a network of agents acting in parallel, competing, cooperating, and

responding to the actions of other agents.  For this reason, complex systems are

dynamic, always changing, and unpredictable.

Unpredictability over long periods of time is characteristic of complex

systems because the actions of their agents are interlinked and interdependent, thus

eliminating simple causal explanations of behavior. Unpredictability also results from

complex systems’ sensitivity to initial conditions, meaning that slight differences can

create large consequences.   Consider, for instance, the phenomenon called “Matthew

effects,” where small differences in reading ability can become magnified over time

so that those students who enter school reading continue to forge ahead, but those

students who enter having trouble reading fall further and further behind year by

year” (Stanovich, 1986).9 More commonly known is the butterfly effect, which posits

that a butterfly flapping its wings in Brazil could cause a tornado in Texas. General

weather patterns can be seen, of course, as in seasonal climate changes, but daily
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weather forecasting is limited to within a week, and it is not unusual for a sunny

forecast to fall short of picnickers’ expectations.  Predicting learning outcomes

successfully has an even more dismal record.

In brief, complexity theory takes as its subject matter the tension between

order and chaos in natural, cultural, and social systems.  That tension is

right in between the two extremes, [Langton] says, at a kind of abstract
phase transition called "the edge of chaos," [in which] you also find
complexity: a class of behaviors in which the components of the
system never quite lock into place, yet never quite dissolve into
turbulence, either. These are the systems that are both stable enough to
store information, and yet evanescent enough to transmit it. These are
the systems that can be organized to perform complex computations,
to react to the world, to be spontaneous, adaptive, and alive. (Waldrop,
1992, p. 293)

Such a tension seems applicable to pedagogy: Adaptive, interactive, and

interdependent students and teachers self-organize in a learning endeavor that results

in the unpredictable and nonlinear emergence of new knowledge, structures, patterns,

and practices.

Perhaps because complexity theory does so intuitively match what we feel and

see in every day life and learning, a growing number of researchers and educators

have begun to use its insights and metaphors, and those of chaos theory, a subset of

complexity theory, to study teaching and learning (Davis & Sumara, 1997; Doll,

1989; Kahn, 1998; McAndrew, 1997; Pouravood, 1997), educational administration

(Griffiths, 1997; Sullivan, 1999; Sungaila, 1990), education communities

(Cunningham, 2000), and curricular reform (Doll, 1989; Goff, 1998; MacPherson,
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1995).  In addition, complexity theory has been used to analyze education designs,

such as outcomes-based education (Claasen, 1998) and systems, as in the case of

Wertheimer and Zinga (1998), who used a chaos framework to study the ideology,

strategies, and process of the Common Knowledge: Pittsburgh project, a project for

reforming urban schools.  Even the American Educational Research Association

(AERA) has a Special Interest Group for those interested in chaos and complexity

theory.

In the literature on second language acquisition (SLA) and foreign language

education (FLE), complexity theory is rarely seen. Only one article devoted to

complexity theory has appeared in major journals (Larsen-Freeman, 1997). Larsen-

Freeman (1998, 2000) has also brought complexity theory into the arena of applied

linguistics alongside other perspectives in two other major journals, and van Lier

(1997a, 1997b, 1998, 2000) has incorporated complexity theory into an ecological

approach to language learning. Papers on complexity theory have been appearing

recently at conferences, in newsletters, and in lesser-known journals (e.g., Adamson

& Shucart, 2001; Nelson, 2001; Hajipournezhad, 2001, 2002).

In composition studies, the first empirical application using complexity theory

was done by Syverson (1994), who, in her dissertation, used attributes of complexity

theory to show how the writing practices of a poet, of academics and researchers on

an email listserv, and of university students in a first-year writing course composed in
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ecologies of writing.  She used complexity theory “to take a new look at

composition,” because

In spite of a vast body of research dating back at least to 1890, in spite
of the best intentions of talented instructors, in spite of large-scale
institutional commitments to composition programs, and in spite of an
unprecedented publishing boom for composition textbooks, manuals,
style guides, and anthologies, there is no evidence that students are
writing, reading, or thinking better than at any time in the past. What
are we missing? (p. 3)

Syverson argued that what we are missing is “a different unit of analysis in

our studies of writers, texts, and audiences: an ecology of composition” (p. 7), and

she defined an ecology as “a set of interrelated and interdependent complex systems”

(p. 5).  Across physical-material, social, psychological, spatial, and temporal

dimensions, Syverson used four attributes of complexity theory: emergence,

distribution, embodiment, and enaction.

The concept of emergence, as explained previously, holds that new structures,

activities, texts, and thoughts arise out of the self-organizing of agents.  Distribution

refers to the concept that cognition and other processes extend beyond the skin and

are shared across individuals, tools, and environmental structures, as when a blind

person taps a cane to navigate or when teachers use the built-in cognition of computer

hardware and software to produce spreadsheets of student performance.

Embodiment asserts that our actions and thoughts are influenced by physical

experience, such as the tool—usually either keyboard or pen (or pencil)—chosen for

writing.  Writers, for example, who use only word processing, in comparison with
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those who use only pen and paper, plan less conceptually, during prewriting, and

overall, but they do more local and sequential planning—whether expert writer or

novice (Haas, 1989).  Although these specific findings may not be as true today with

the development of word processing software that incorporates conceptual tools, such

as electronic “post-its,” the point that the physical nature of the writing tool shapes

writing processes remains valid.

“Enaction is the principle that knowledge is the result of an ongoing

interpretation that emerges through activities and experiences situated in specific

environments” (Syverson, 1994, p. 47).  That is, individual and environment

influence each other reciprocally, so that an intertwining, spiral process of adaptation

occurs across time.

As Syverson noted, these are not the only attributes she could have chosen,

but with these four across her five dimensions, she was able to show “the irreducibly

interdependent, dynamic, and adaptive properties of complex systems of readers,

writers, and texts . . . and . . . that there are indeed some regularities across a range of

quite different writing situations” (p. 248).

Holland’s model of complex systems

Other attributes of complex systems that I would like to consider come from

John Holland’s (1995) model. In his book Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds

Complexity, Holland, a theoretical biologist and the father of genetic algorithms,

proposed that all complex adaptive systems have four properties and three
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mechanisms. The four properties are aggregation, nonlinearity, flows, and diversity,

and the three mechanisms are tagging, internal models (schemas), and building

blocks.

Properties of complex adaptive systems

Aggregation has two meanings. One is simplifying complexity by grouping

items with similar characteristics, a primary method, Holland pointed out, by which

we build models: Selecting certain details and ignoring others, we construct

categories that become building blocks for our models. The second meaning refers to

how complex systems behave. Through the combined interactions of less complex

agents, complex collective behaviors emerge. Holland (1995) gave the example of an

ant nest. An individual ant has a stereotypical behavior and usually dies when in

situations not fitting its normal parameters. The ant nest, in contrast, is highly

adaptive and can generally survive abnormal conditions.

More than two tiers of aggregations can exist, and the behavior at each level

differs from other levels. Consider the following levels of aggregations, their

interactions, and their emergent behaviors: cells, organs, individual human beings,

and social and institutional groups. The tiers in an educational hierarchy would be

students and teachers, classrooms, schools, and school districts.

The differences in behavior at different levels is due to the property of

nonlinearity. In nonlinearity, the behavior of the whole cannot be reduced to the sum

of the parts. Obviously, the behavior of individual human beings cannot be
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understood simply by studying cells and organs, and similarly the behavior of activity

systems cannot be understood by the behaviors of individual members. In contrast,

the workings of a watch—a complicated but not complex system—can be understood

and reduced to the interactions of the parts: It is a linear system.

A third property of complex systems is flows. Flows refer to the movements of

resources among agents (nodes10) via connectors that vary according to the system. In

a food transportation system, for example, various vehicles are the connectors; the

resources flowing are the different foods; and the agents, or nodes, are the

transmitting, storing, and receiving entities, such as farmers and grocery stores.

Flows, nodes, and connectors in a network are not fixed, but can vary, appear, or

disappear over time. “They are patterns that reflect changing adaptations as time

elapses and experience accumulates” (Holland, 1995, p. 23).

The final property is diversity. Educational institutions consist of many

different types of teachers (science, English, history), staff members (janitors,

secretaries), administrators, and students. Diversity results from complex systems

because each agent’s niche in the system “is defined by the interactions centering on

that agent” (p. 27). This diversity is a dynamic pattern because agents engage in

progressive adaptations via their interactions with other agents, thus constantly

changing their niches in the system.
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Mechanisms

The mechanism of tagging facilitates selective interactions and thus the

formation of aggregates. Tags are identifiers and categorizers. They can be badges

identifying people who work in a company, thus setting the boundaries of the

aggregate. They can also be values that identify potential friends or mates for future

interactions and screen out others. Tags, thus, also influence flows because they

almost always define the network by delimiting the critical
interactions, the major connections.  Tags acquire this role because the
adaptive processes that modify [complex adaptive systems] select for
tags that mediate useful interactions and against tags that cause
malfunctions. (Holland, 1995, p. 23)

A second mechanism is schemas, or what Holland called internal models.

Internal models, just as in radical constructivism, are mechanisms for anticipating

situations. Unlike in schema theory, however, where schemas are considered to be

explicit knowledge (Alexander, Schallert, & Hare, 1991), Holland’s internal models

can be both tacit and overt, with tacit models implicitly directing current actions and

overt models employing explicit, internal consideration of alternative lines of action,

a process Holland called lookahead.

Internal models develop from interactions with the environment through three

processes: reproduction through fitness, cross-over and recombination, and

replacement. In reproduction, if a schema is fit, that is, successful in anticipating

situations and guiding behavior, it is reproduced. In cross-over and recombination,

parts of different schemas cross over to each other and recombine to create, new
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hybrid schemas. And replacement refers to the keeping of schemas in the population

by offspring. If we translate these terms into composition classroom analogies,

reproduction means that students continue to use schemas that work in their essays.

Cross-over and recombination refers to students incorporating, for example, new

concepts of writing into their present concepts so that both old and new concepts are

in use. Replacement refers to students replacing one schema for writing with a new

one taught in the classroom.

The final mechanism is building blocks (subunits of schemas), which are parts

of complex situations. Holland gave the example of a human face, in which the

common building blocks would include hair, forehead, eyebrows, eyes, and so on, up

to ten blocks. He also broke each facial building block into ten alternatives (e.g., blue

eyes, brown eyes, hazel eyes, etc.), which gave a total of 100 building blocks. If one

were to choose one alternative building block from each of ten bags of facial

components, there would be 10 billion (1010) distinct faces with only 100 building

blocks. The repetition and reusability of building blocks allow both novelty and

commonality of new situations. Consider the variety of species, although DNA has

only four building blocks. Similarly, one way that academic argument can be broken

down is into arguments of fact, definition, evaluation, and proposal that can be

recombined into myriads of genre permutations.

These properties and mechanisms may sound and appear strange. Yet, it is

their very strangeness that might allow us to perceive the L2 composition classroom
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in a new light and perhaps gain new insights into the learning and practices that occur

and develop in the classroom and school system. For instance, identifying tags and

how they direct and mediate the flows of knowledge, skills, and other resources into,

out of, and within the classroom may give us a better understanding of the constraints

and affordances on learning and teaching in the classroom.

TYING THE THREE THEORIES TOGETHER

In all three theories, tension is at play: the tension via equilibration of

organisms, the contradictions of activity systems, and the tension between chaos and

order in complex systems (see Figure 2.2). I would like to propose, along with

others,11 that these tensions are different instantiations of Prigogine’s far-from-

equilibrium concept (Prigogine & Stengers, 1984). That is, systems—whether

biological, sociocultural, or ecological—seek equilibrium through removing

disturbances either to or within the system. They never find it, or at best there is a

temporary equilibrium that is soon perturbed, because as soon as a system adapts to

one perturbation, agents within the system or without in other systems, are adapting

in response, thus creating a new imbalance, a new tension to be resolved in a never-

ending co-evolving and co-adapting of self-organizing agents and systems.
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of the three theories

RADICAL
CONSTRUCTIVISM

ACTIVITY
THEORY

COMPLEXITY
THEORY

Unit of analysis Individual Activity system Ecology

Analytic method Genetic Genetic Genetic

Adaptive
mechanism

Equilibration:
Assimilation vs.
Accommodation

Contradictions:
Internalization vs.
Externalization

Far-from-
equilibrium:
Order and Chaos in
dynamic tension

Anticipating
mechanism

Individually
constructed
Schemas

Socially constructed
Schemas

Agent-constructed
Schemas

Distinguishing
features

Viability Mediation
Object-oriented

Self-organization

Another common feature among the three, as indicated in Figure 2.2, is

schemas. Schemas are commonplace in radical constructivism and complexity theory.

Along with Sharifian (2001; cf. Confrey, 1995b), I consider sociocultural practices to

be schemas enabling agents and meta-agents within activity systems and ecologies to

anticipate social and cultural situations and take appropriate actions.

The similarity among the adaptive and anticipating mechanisms of the three

theories indicates that the units of analysis for radical constructivism and activity

theory—the biological organism and the activity system, respectively—are special

applications of complexity theory. Supporting this suggestion is that self-

organization, the key feature of complexity theory, occurs in all three theories. As
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mentioned earlier, von Glasersfeld, the foremost proponent of radical constructivism,

has called learning a “process of self-organization.” Activity theorists like Engeström

(1991a) referred to an activity as “a self-organizing system of interacting subjects” (p.

7), and Ekeblad (1999) explored “the self-organizing nature of a mailinglist activity

system.” Barowy (1999) in a companion paper “combine[d] elements of activity

theory, complex systems theory, and dynamic ecological relations to create an agent-

based model of mailing list behavior.”

In Chapter 1, I mentioned the complementarity of radical constructivism and

activity theory,12 but, more accurately, the two are interlinked levels of a complex

adaptive system. In a complex system, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

The more “global” sociocultural patterns of an activity are due to the local, self-

organizing actions of individuals.  Due to the nonlinear nature of complex systems, a

system’s global behavior differs from (and cannot be reduced to) that of its local

constituents, much as a ship’s behavior differs from that of individual sailors’ actions

(Hutchins, 1995).

These two levels, however, are on different timescales. In evolution, living

organisms come into life and die, but their respective species continue on. So, too, do

individuals enter and leave activity systems, but the activity systems continue to exist,

albeit always changing, just as species evolve. In essence, there is a coupled, two-tier

system of fast and slow dynamics (Holland, 1995, pp. 163ff.).  The fast dynamics tier

is concerned with the interactions and adaptations of agents (e.g., students), while the
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slow dynamics tier deals with changes in an ecology, or the activity system of

“schooling.”  Thus, the interactions of students and teacher in a classroom are on a

fast dynamics tier, while the social practices of the classroom are on a slow dynamics

tier, and the practices of the school system on a third and even slower dynamics tier.

Although individual interactions and adaptations are on different dynamic levels and

time scales than sociocultural processes, they influence one another, albeit

differentially. Bottom-up adaptations of building blocks and schemas that are

reproduced due to their fitness through agent interactions trickle up to the top tier of

sociocultural processes, while top-down sociocultural schemas act as floodgates

constraining and determining the dynamics of bottom-up trickles (cf. Bröcker and

Kriz, 1999).13

CONCLUSION

In all three theories, far-from-equilibrium conditions create the contradictions

that are the driving force of learning and development. Yet, each theory offers a

unique perspective on learning and development. By zooming in and out among the

different units of analysis and key features of these theories, an integrative framework

of psychological, sociohistorical, and ecological processes may be achieved that

offers new ways to look at the old problem of learning to write in a second language.

                                                  
5 Piaget’s theory of development in stages has been criticized by many. Although this aspect of
Piaget’s work is not essential to this dissertation, support for stagewise development can be found in a
complexity theory approach. See Molenaar and Raijmakers (2000) for further reading.
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6 Confrey uses the term scheme theory in accordance with Piaget. However, because most U.S.
researchers and educators use schema instead, I have continued the practice of using schema to avoid
confusion with U.S. readers. Eckblad (1981) noted this practice, too, which Ghefaili (2000) and Flavell
(1977, cited in Ghefaili) attributed to mistranslation of Piaget’s scheme.
7 Although Coughlan and Duff (1994) asserted they were differentiating between task and activity,
their understanding of activity seemed to be considerably closer to the level of action. Similarly,
Engeström (1991a) has also commented that “the principle of historicity … has mostly been neglected
in empirical research based on or inspired by activity theory” (p. 10).
8 The Study was a longitudinal survey of adolescents, secondary school students, and their parents in
which all the seminar participants were working as research assistants.
9 Much controversy exists in the “phonics vs. whole language” debate, and I would rather not dive into
such turbulent waters.  Rather, I am saying that regardless of the cause(s) of Matthew effects, the
initial conditions of students entering school can crucially influence later development, as seen, for
example, in Heath’s classic Ways with Words, an ethnography showing the influence of students’ oral
and written practices on their success, or failure, in schools in the southeastern U.S.
10 Engeström (1999) has stated that “activity systems can best be understood as interactive and
internally dynamic nodes in networks” (p. 177).
11 Piaget (1985) has noted the kinship between Prigogine’s dissipative structures and his cognitive
structures, and Engeström (1991) has mentioned the potential application of Prigogine’s far-from-
equilibrium concept to the driving force of change in activity systems.
12 Theorists have debated the complementarity of or the ability to integrate these two frameworks,
sometimes from their differing perspectives on learning and development, sometimes from the primacy
of influence (individual vs. sociocultural), etc. Regardless, each framework, I believe, has valuable
insights into the nature of learning to write in a foreign language.
13 The difference in dynamics between tiers also accounts, at least in part, for power differentials in
institutions and sociocultural practices.
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CHAPTER 3

METHOD

The qualitative researcher as bricoleur.
—Denzin & Lincoln

If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?
—Albert Einstein
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INTRODUCTION

To investigate the processes of learning to write in a second language, I

wanted to study a class whose primary purpose was an introduction to academic

argumentation aimed to help foreign and international students enrolled in the

university to make progress in learning to write in English. In such a class, the

students would not only write a considerable amount, but they would also study

rhetorical concepts that potentially could enable the students’ writing to develop more

than in a class that had extensive writing requirements but whose subject matter did

not directly address rhetoric. Only one such class was available: my own first-year

university composition and rhetoric class.

Of course, there were dangers in selecting my own class. Bogdan and Biklen

(1998) have commented on direct involvement with a study. It can be difficult for the

researchers “to distance themselves both from personal concerns and from their

commonsense understandings of what is going on,” roles between researcher and

teacher become blurred, and the teacher’s authority can “coerce” students into

participating in one’s research (p. 52).

Actually, it is not clear why “distance” should be valued. My role as teacher,

as Pring (2000) argued, gave me a privileged

access to the data crucial for an understanding of the classroom. And
this is a philosophical as much as a practical point. An understanding
of the situation requires reference to the accepted social rules and
values within which the teachers are operating. It requires, too,
reference to the teachers’ interpretation of these rules and to the
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constant, often minute, judgements by which teachers adapt to
evolving situations, interpret the learners’ responses and make the
guiding values concrete. Only teachers have access to judgements of
that kind. (p. 120)

Regardless, some distance was gained, because the role as teacher

predominated throughout the duration of the course, as time was not sufficient to

conduct more than minimal on-going analysis while teaching. As a result, the

analysis—the majority of which was based on student-written documents and audio-

taped interviews conferences—did not take place until after the semester had ended

so that the roles of teacher and researcher did not become blurred, and “personal

concerns” did not interfere with the analysis.

On the third point of coercion, that possibility does co-exist when disparities

of power exist, as between a teacher-researcher and students. To counteract this

possibility, all students were informed that they had the opportunity to withdraw from

the study at any time, including up to one month after grades had been assigned; yet,

none did. In addition, my concern and respect for the students mitigated, if not

nullified, any feeling of coercion. In fact, one student challenged me on more than

one occasion as to what should be the proper “purpose” of this course. Furthermore,

being aware of the possibility of coercing students made me sensitive to potential

ethical conflicts. One such event in this research stands out in my mind. During a

conference on a student’s paper, I asked her if she would mind if I audio-taped our

conversation, and in turn, she asked if it was necessary. Although I said, “No, it’s
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not,” she then agreed to the taping. Having seen her initial reluctance, however, I

decided against any taping at that time.

Choosing my own class had other advantages apart from ready access to

students and teacher insight. For one, because the class took place both in a computer-

assisted classroom (three days a week) and also in a traditional classroom (two days a

week), it allowed for the possibility of observing and analyzing differences between

the computer classroom and the traditional classroom. Second, it introduced a wide

variety of electronic tools for analysis. As Haas (1996) has argued, “because

technologies are at once tools for individual use and culturally constructed systems,

the study of technology can provide a fertile site in which to examine the larger issue

of the relationship between culture and cognition” (p. xv) and, I would add, to

investigate learning to write in a second language from the different perspectives of

three theories.

For an investigation into the nature of learning to write, an experimental

design or survey did not seem feasible. First of all, I needed to understand the

students’ processes of learning and negotiating class practices and course concepts,

the historical context of their writing, and the meaning that they assigned to different

aspects of this class and former ones. I also had to answer questions, such as, What

are the students’ internal models? What tensions are they facing? Why did they

behave in such a way? How do their prior experiences differ from their present ones?

To grasp these processes and answer such questions required qualitative research
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strategies, such as sustained contact, observation, in-depth interviewing, and

understanding the participants’ perspectives (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). In particular, a

case study seemed most appropriate for these characteristics and types of questions,

as they fit Yin’s (1994) definitions of a case study:

1. A case study is an empirical inquiry that
• investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context,

especially when
• the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly

evident.
…

2. The case study inquiry
• copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be

many more variables of interest than data points, and as one result
• relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge

in a triangulating fashion, and as another result
• benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to

guide data collection and analysis. (p. 13, italics in original)

CONTEXT OF STUDY

The course, Rhetoric and Composition for Nonnative Speakers of English (an

international version of a required first-year university writing course), was situated

in a large, research-oriented university in the U.S. Designed to teach argumentative

writing supported by research, the classes generally require students to write four

papers14 of three to five double-spaced pages. They are guided through a process

approach of preparing topic proposals, preliminary drafts, peer and teacher reviewing,

revising, and final drafts for each paper.
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Out of an average of 100 first-year rhetoric and composition sections per

semester (Fall and Spring), five are taught by professors, and 95 by assistant

instructors (AIs), that is, graduate students holding an M.A. and working on their own

doctorate degrees. All new AIs-to-be begin their enculturation into the Division of

Rhetoric and Composition’s activity with an afternoon orientation at the end of the

Spring Semester and a two-day orientation the week preceding the Fall Semester. In

the spring orientation, they meet with the director and associate director of the

Division and are given their class textbooks and materials about the Undergraduate

Writing Center, with which they are expected to become familiar over the summer.

During the fall orientation, they receive a standard policy statement, syllabus, lesson

plan examples for the first few days by more experienced instructors, and other

materials. In addition, AIs without prior teaching experience must register for a three-

credit-hour seminar, in which more experienced teachers prepare them weekly for

upcoming lessons and in which they share their experiences in the classroom.

In my own case, I was offered a position late, two weeks before classes began,

and attended only the Fall Semester meeting. As a new AI, I followed the standard

syllabus, used the recommended textbooks (along with one other that I chose), and

enrolled in the seminar for new AIs. Although I had taught English reading and

writing at Marmara University in Istanbul for four years, I felt the seminar would help

acclimate me to the Division’s perspective on rhetoric and research. After teaching

two years in traditional classrooms, I began teaching in a networked classroom, which
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required further orientation and adaptations to using technology, such as synchronous

and asynchronous discussion forums. After one year of experience in a networked

classroom, I began the pilot study in the Fall Semester, and the study for my

dissertation the following semester.

The class I taught took place in two classrooms: one with computers and the

other without. In the non-computer classroom, rectangular tables were pushed

together to form one long surface in length (5.9 x 1.8 m) with chairs all around,

straddling the center of the room. The computer room was more or less square in

shape with 24 Gateway PC computers around the room facing the walls, about three

to four feet away from the center seminar tables that formed a hollowed-out rectangle

in the center of the room. Students could turn their chairs 180 degrees and roll either

to the computers or to the tables. All homework except for a few assignments at the

beginning of the semester was turned in electronically.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDY

Participants included myself and all 14 students in the class, although one

student stopped coming to class around the middle of the semester.  Participant

backgrounds were diverse. They represented eight different countries, and for most of

them it was their first year in the U.S. Their classifications ranged from first year to

graduate student, and ages, from 19 to 31.  Some had had considerable writing

experience in English, and others, almost none.  Majors ranged from the liberal arts to

the sciences, and two students already had a baccalaureate degree (see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Student information background.

Pseudonym Sex Age Country Year in
university

Major Years
in U.S.

Fengshan M 20 Hong Kong 3 Mathematics actuarial 0.5
Ahmet M 19 Turkey 3 Computer science 0.5
Yiping F 21 China 2 Piano performance 0.5
Yolandaa F 23 Spain 4 English 0.5
Sheung F 23 Hong Kong 4 Economics 3
Firozb M 19c Malaysia 2 Petroleum

engineering
0.5

Fatiha F 22 Pakistan 2 Computer science 2
Tatiana F 19 Ukraine 1 Sociology 2
Julie F 20 Indonesia 3 Advertising 2
Linda F 31 Columbia 4d Retail merchandising 2
Maria F 19 Indonesia 2 Computer science 1
Sabah F 19 Malaysia 2 Geology 0.5
Lihong F 21 China 3 Mathematics 1
Lihua F 26 China 4e Communications 2

aExchange student for one year.
bFiroz stopped coming to class in the middle of the semester.
cEstimated
dLinda had a degree in fashion design from her home country and was working
towards a second baccalaureate degree.
eLihua had a degree in communications and was planning to enter an MBA program.

DATA SOURCES

Data collection came from several sources. I made observations while

students were engaged in class activities. When participating with the students,

however, concurrent observations were more difficult to make. In particular, during

times when I was not lecturing, students would often question me about their work,

limiting my note-taking.  I usually typed my notes up immediately after class,

supplementing the handwritten observations with recalled information.
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Data from the students consisted of tape-recorded interviews, tape-recorded

discussions, various written documents, and the students’ Learning Records Online

(see below). Most of the interviews, 40 minutes to one hour each on average, were

conducted by me in a small, private room in the main library with each participant at

the beginning, middle, and end of the semester. Two of the initial interviews were

conducted by one other participant-observer who, due to time conflicts, had to stop

participating. Each interview had 27 to 42 mostly open-ended questions that covered

students’ education and writing backgrounds; perspectives and understanding of class

assignments, concepts, and class practices; and their own approaches to writing (see

Appendices A, B, and C for questions). Interview 1 had the same questions for all

students, and Interviews 2 and 3 had most questions in common with a few questions

derived from students’ comments in class or from their observations (see below for a

description of observations) and directed toward their actions in the course.

The atmosphere of the interviews that I conducted was formal but relaxed.

Part of the formality was due to the room being my own study room and, in a sense,

an office. Formality was also established by the presence of a tape recorder, boundary

microphone, and the list of questions that I referred to throughout the interview. The

atmosphere was relaxed, as evidenced by laughter, offers to the students to look at the

questions, and digressions from the interview questions at times to other topics of

mutual interest.
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Tape-recorded discussions were of three types. Some recordings were of small

group (usually 4 or 5 students) discussions on various exercises conducted during

class. With about half of the students, I also recorded conference sessions on their

rough drafts. Students were chosen for these sessions based on my perception that

they would not be made nervous or too self-conscious by the tape-recording. These

sessions occurred sometimes in the library room mentioned above and sometimes in

my office, an office with three separate rooms shared with other instructors. (When

conducted in the office, interviews generally took place in the back room and would

have been perceived by others in the outer rooms as a normal conference with

students on their papers.) For these 30- to 60-minute sessions, whether recorded or

not, students were directed to come with questions after reviewing my comments on

their papers. In addition, I audio-taped most of my class lectures and opening remarks

to the students.

Written documents were both informal and formal. Informal documents

included, for example, postings to an electronic message forum and e-mails between

students and with me. Formal documents included rough drafts, final drafts, and

Learning Records Online.
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Learning Record Online

 The Learning Record Online (LRO) is a portfolio record integrating

classroom activity (teaching and learning), assessment, and research (Syverson,

1995a). It accomplishes this integration by providing the structural support and the

concepts for students (and teachers) to evaluate their development. Because it is a

major part of the documentation for this research and an important focus of the

class—final grades were based on it—I will describe it in detail. The LRO has four

parts that help teachers and students see student development as an ecological model

of development: Interview and Reflections (Part A), Data Collection, Summary

Interpretation (Part B), and Evaluation (Part C).

For Part A, at the beginning of the semester, students interviewed someone

who knew them well, such as a parent, former teacher, or close friend, to obtain an

opinion on their development in reading, writing, and thinking (both in English and in

the native language). The students also wrote reflections of their own development,

each section approximately one half to one page, single-spaced. The interview and

reflection established a starting point from which to evaluate each student’s

development over the semester.

For the LRO, Data Collection consists of two kinds of evidence: samples of

students’ ongoing work and students’ observations of their class-related activities.

Samples of work included both informal and formal work, a representative selection

of their work in various activities over the semester to demonstrate their development.
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Observations were brief notes on class-related activity in which the students engaged,

either in class or out of class, with at least two out of a minimum of four observations

a week made outside of class. Particular emphasis was placed upon observations out

of class in order to focus students’ attention on the ubiquitous nature of rhetoric and

to form connections between classroom learning and their own societal practices, so

that the students could better internalize class concepts. The purpose of observations

was to document student development over the semester, especially in areas not

otherwise easily seen, such as, for example, collaboration or the actual processes of

conducting research and composing final drafts.

Based upon observations and samples of work chosen to represent their

development, the students wrote a Summary Interpretation on their development

twice in the semester, at the midterm and at the end. The Summary Interpretation

engaged them in analyzing, summarizing, and synthesizing a large amount of

information into a coherent picture of their development. To aid students in this

analysis, students were introduced—through student presentations, instructor

explanations in class, and Internet reading assignments—to five interdependent

dimensions of learning: confidence and independence, knowledge and understanding,

skills and strategies, use of prior and emerging experience, and reflection (Syverson,

1995b). These dimensions of learning connect the specific themes of the class, which

vary from class to class depending upon the goals of the class. In this class, there

were three themes: rhetoric, research, and collaboration.
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Part C is the Evaluation section, in which students made suggestions for their

development and for improving the class, and in which they evaluated their

development, matching it against class criteria (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Grades (Syverson, 1995c, reprinted with permission)

A

Represents outstanding participation in all course activities; all
assigned work completed, with very high quality in all work produced
for the course. Evidence of significant development across the five
dimensions of learning. The Learning Record at this level demonstrates
activity that goes significantly beyond the required course work in one
or more course strands.

B
Represents excellent participation in all course activities; all assigned
work completed, with consistently high quality in course work.
Evidence of marked development across the five dimensions of
learning.

C
Represents good participation in all course activities; all assigned work
completed, with generally good quality overall in course work.
Evidence of some development across the five dimensions of learning.

D
Represents uneven participation in course activities; some gaps in
assigned work completed, with inconsistent quality in course work.
Evidence of development across the five dimensions of learning is
partial or unclear.

F
Represents minimal participation in course activities; serious gaps in
assigned work completed, or very low quality in course work. Evidence
of development is not available.

In this way, the students were helped on their way to becoming autonomous learners

by acquiring skills of analysis, comparison between class criteria and their own

reasons and evidence for their development, and thus of self-evaluation.

These four parts of the LRO came together at the Midterm and Final in terms

of the course themes and the five dimensions of learning. The Midterm was important

because it showed students that their learning was ongoing, allowed them to see how
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much progress they had made (and whether they needed to expand their efforts), and

introduced them to creating the Final LRO and the analysis and arguments they

would need to make for their grade.

The Midterm also engaged students in Moderations, an activity in which they

paired up to read, discuss, and assess classmates’ LROs, using the following 5 x 8-

inch form:

Figure 3.2. Midterm Moderation Comment Form (Syverson, 1995d, reprinted with

permission)

Midterm Moderation Readings: Comment Form

Name of Writer:
Name of Readers:

1. Is the information in the Learning Record sufficient to make an evaluation? That
is, is there both enough information, and an appropriate selection of information?

2. Are there clear signs of development across the five dimensions of learning we
are interested in?

3. Based on the quality of the activities demonstrated in the LR (both the evidence
from the work and the writer's interpretation in the Part B), what letter grade would
you attach to the Learning Record?

Comments:

Moderations were used to help students to become more critically aware of their own

development by seeing other students’ work and by receiving feedback from peers
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and their teacher. Students received three grades at the Midterm: one from

themselves, one from their classmate moderators, and one from the instructor. The

midterm grade did not determine the final grade. Students’ final grades could go up or

down from the midterm, because the final Learning Record represented the quality of

work for the entire semester or year, while the midterm represented only one half of

that period.

Note, too, that student grades were based not only on completed work but also

on how well students presented what they had accomplished with respect to learning.

In this way, the LRO also embodied the rhetorical concepts taught in the class. It was

a written argument for the students’ development in the class. Students presented a

claim for a grade corresponding to their development; they provided reasons for their

claim, an analysis of their development; and they furnished evidence for their analysis

in the form of their work and observations.

CLASS DESIGN

The class was designed to incorporate tension, as tension is a key feature of

radical constructivism, activity theory, and complexity theory. Of course, all classes

present students with the tensions inherent in learning new concepts and in figuring

out what the teacher wants. This class, however, also introduced a new tool of

evaluation, the Learning Record Online, a tool that would bewilder the students

considerably for the first month or two. Tensions were also generated by encouraging

interaction among students through tasks, such as class workshops, small group
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discussions, collaborative papers, and postings to an electronic message board. The

class was designed to be rich for allowing “multiple uses, interpretations, and

perspectives to come into play” (Doll, 1993, p. 164) and creating an environment “of

complex and spontaneous interactions” and “of rich, open-ended experiences” (Doll,

1993, p. 38).

Influenced by Doll (1986, 1993) and Kahn (1998), I designed this class to

have an open curriculum, one that allowed negotiation and change in the goals and

activities, so that learning could self-organize and emerge. In fact, my previous

classes had already been considerably open: Students interacted in the ways described

above, chose the topics of their papers in line with their own interests, and did

optional work (if they wanted to achieve an A) on projects of their own choice.

Wanting to open the curriculum even more, I brought four new features into the

course design: open periods of time when students could work with whom and on

what they wished, a choice of listening to the instructor’s “minilectures” or working

on other items of interest, a choice of writing one or two papers instead of three (with

the minimum total number of pages remaining the same), and learning plans.15 The

first three features were introduced to see whether any patterns of behavior emerged

in a process of self-organization as students adapted, or did not adapt, to being able to

choose parts of the curriculum. The last feature was added to encourage the students

to reflect on their goals and to make changes in them during the semester.
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DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

All tapes from interviews and conferences were transcribed and analyzed to

obtain the students’ viewpoints on their educational histories and activities in the

present class. This information was crucial for understanding the students’

approaches to assignments and tracking their development across the semester. Tapes

from class and group discussions were scanned, and significant episodes were

transcribed.

Because this is a theory-informed case study, my approach for selecting data

to analyze was to look for patterns of interactions, relationships, and tensions among

the students with each other and the teacher, with course assignments, and with

cultural artifacts, especially the Learning Record Online. Patterns unique to

individuals and common to small groups and the class were sought. Unique patterns

would illustrate radical constructivism’s perspective that students, influenced by their

prior experiences, held differing internal models, thus perceiving the viability of

actions differently from classmates. Patterns common to groups and the class could

underscore the mediation of sociocultural influences and cultural artifacts on the

learning process. Both types of patterns, especially if they emerged during this class,

might highlight the processes of adaptation, feedback, and self-organization in

operation. In particular, attention was paid to critical points of change, both for

individual students and for the class.
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In first determining patterns, however, I treated each student individually,

focusing on their own words in order to develop a “thick description” of the

participants’ perspectives (Geertz, 1973, 1983). Afterwards, I compared students for

uniqueness and commonality of patterns, and finally I applied the three theories to the

patterns to ascertain their usefulness in explaining them.

LIMITATIONS OF THE DESIGN

Limitations concerning being teacher and researcher at the same time have

been discussed above. Additional limitations might be seen in the small sample size

and the lack of generalizability to other classes. Case studies, however, do not purport

to generalize to populations but to theory (Stake, 1994; Yin, 1994). As Yin (1994)

wrote, “the investigator's goal is to expand and generalize theories (analytic

generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical generalization)” (p. 10).

It is the theory that is extended to other cases.

Another limitation was the short time frame of the study. From an activity-

theoretical perspective, a longitudinal study covering years is usually required to

analyze how an activity system changes. Yet with the semester schedule, such a

longitudinal study of this course was not possible at this time. To some degree, some

description and incorporation of a larger historical context was accomplished via my

orientation to the program and recollections of change in the classes I had taught

previously.
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Still another limitation is the degree of access to the students’ writing activity

both in and out of class. Although students made observations on their activity, these

notes were snapshots of the students’ engagement with learning to write in a second

language, and not always ones targeting the nature of learning. The observations were

sufficiently frequent and copious, however, for this initial exploration. Using video-

cameras and engaging the students in recall protocols would likely have improved the

collection of pertinent data, but more researchers and more intrusion on the students’

time and attention would have been required, a situation not feasible at the time.

A final limitation of this study is attitude. Attitude, according to Bruner, is one

of the most important aspects of the curriculum (cited in Doll, 1986, p. 14).  For ESL

students who generally come from more traditional lecture-style formats, an open

classroom can be frustrating.  As Kahn (1998) noted, his students were “puzzled,”

and some engaged in active “resistance” to an open educational system, although by

the end of the semester they had become “pleased” with it.  Accordingly, I made extra

efforts to make the international students feel comfortable with the course design and,

more importantly, to explain the “why” of the curriculum. As Wheatley (1992)

commented, “one of the most potent shapers of behavior in organizations, and in life,

is meaning” (p. 134).  With meaning, students can “wander through the realms of

chaos, make decisions about what actions will be consistent with [their] purpose, and

emerge with a discernible pattern or shape to [their] lives” (p. 136).
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CONCLUSION

As with all qualitative research, the telling of the story is partly a creative

construction of the investigator. Yet, in my exploration of the nature of learning and

in my attempts to make meaning of the students’ interactions and resolutions of

tensions, the assembled bricolage of methods from observations to interviews to the

students’ own written documents added, I hope, sufficient rigor and richness to this

account to permit readers to see the potential for an integrative and ecological

framework for understanding how students learn to write in a second language.

                                                  
14 Students using the Learning Record Online generally only write three papers, as in this class, due to
the LRO’s own extensive writing requirements.
15 Learning plans were designed to be changeable. As students learned more about the class, their goals
for the class might conceivably change. No students, however, changed their learning plans during the
semester, despite the teacher reminding them about once a month of that opportunity. Similarly, no
students chose to write one or two papers instead of three.
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CHAPTER 4

LOOKING AT LEARNING TO WRITE

Thinking is more interesting than knowing, but less interesting than looking.
—Goethe
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INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 4, I will discuss how each of the theories of radical constructivism,

activity theory, and complexity theory looks at learning from two different foci:

learning to write in a second language and learning in a second language composition

classroom. I will first take a radical constructivism approach, constructing my own

models of two individual students as introductory case studies and then building a

general model showing how students developed their schemas of rhetoric and of the

Learning Record Online (LRO). Next, I will take an activity theoretical approach

considering the mediating influence of tools, such as the LRO and rhetorical

concepts, on the learning of class members. Then, I will consider processes and

concepts of complexity theory in analyzing the class as an ecology. Finally, I will

return to the same two students for an analysis from the perspectives of activity

theory and complexity theory.

RADICAL CONSTRUCTIVISM

Students come with their own backgrounds, their own experiences, that

influence how they perceive new events. They may assimilate the new events into

their existing framework of understanding, much as Bartlett’s work showed, or with

sufficient perturbation, they may restructure their framework, often uniquely due to

differences in individual experiences. To highlight the uniqueness of individual

adaptations, I have chosen two students who stood out in terms of class participation.
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One was Lihua, a woman from China. Compared to previous Southeast Asian

students in my classes and the four Chinese students in this class, she participated in

group and class discussions considerably more. The second student, Yiping, also from

China, was the least active participant in the class with respect to speaking in English.

I chose her for this comparison because I wanted to reduce, at least to some degree,

differences attributable to cultural and gender factors.

Case Studies

Lihua - leader, language enthusiast, author, and communicator

A graduate of Peking University, Lihua was a leader in the Chinese

community at the university here. She was the president of the university’s Chinese

Students and Scholars Association; she arranged meetings between her association

and the university’s student government, wrote letters inviting the city mayor and

state governor to the Chinese national banquet (at which she performed a dance), and

was involved in the Harvard China Review Conference and the Austin Asiatech

Conference.

Lihua was a language enthusiast. From the beginning of the semester, she

stood out in her desire to learn to write in English. While most students in the class

stated they hated or were afraid of writing, she said, “I love English, I think the

efficient way to improve language is writing. So I will [be] very active to learn how

to write.” And, in fact, she was active: She wrote prolifically in her LRO
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observations, approximately 25% more words than the second most prolific student in

the class.

Lihua was also aware of the differences between her ability to converse and

write in Chinese and her ability in English. Before this class, she said she could only

speak a simple sentence if she thought about it first “for a long time.” Before coming

to the U.S., she had written little in the way of academic writing, only three papers in

Chinese for her major of archaeology during her senior year at Peking University. In

English, she had written only short three- or 4-paragraph, one-page essays in

preparation for the TOEFL exam. In contrast, she had written poetry and novels in

Chinese for her own pleasure and had had two novels published. As a result, the bulk

of her background in writing was focused on creative writing, and she felt that writing

was created through inspiration.

I think when you are writing for a task and think about the struggle
and the structure and the strategy and the beautiful words, that will
stop your ideas, stop your thinking, then you can’t express your
feeling fluently.  But in fact, but if you forget that structure,
grammar, or just express something from your heart, that you will
feel very good about your writing, because you directly express
yourself and you know something with emotion, people can easily
understand you.  That is the best way to express in communication.16

Good writing, she said, has “real life behind [it]. You can tell it from this kind of

words. The words will have magic to influence you. ... You know it by your heart, not

by your knowledge.”

Lihua’s poetic nature led her to a focus on words, words that were “simple,

but ... express[ed] a very wide meaning.” Thus, from the beginning, she felt strongly
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that the class should emphasize “words” and improve one’s “entire English ability.”

Her expectations quickly ran into an obstacle: the curriculum. As a first-year

university rhetoric and composition course, the class was designed to introduce the

students into research-supported academic argument. Her experience with this

approach to writing, discouragingly different and constraining in her eyes, conflicted

with her earlier schema for creative writing.

The second paper17 assigned in the class was to take the form of a definition

argument, and as a prelude, students were required to submit topic proposals to

ensure that they understood the nature of a definition argument and to get them

thinking about criteria necessary and sufficient for their argument. Most students

seem to have problems formulating definition arguments, and this class was no

different. Lihua stood out in that we exchanged a total of 14 emails (seven apiece) on

her topic proposal for the definition paper (the maximum for other students was a

total of four emails, two apiece for student and teacher). These emails represented

continued attempts on her part to write a definitional claim with supporting reasons.

In her LRO observations, she wrote,

I recieve Charles email, but I feel not so exciting this time. The writing
really become a grinding thing without pleasure. Why we have to
restrict in the definition topic? It make me lose ideas on how to argue
in an interesting way. I used to this way to write directly from heart,
from intuition not skills, which makes me feel glee and sparks more
ideas. Now I just lost them and don’t want to write those mechanical
articles any more.
Yesterday, Charles have a long discussion with me. I have turned in
three definition articles. But none of them is correct definition
argument though it nearly takes me the whole week to write them. The
maim reason is that my criteria to choose a topic depends more on
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whether it is my interest than to considere whether it is debatable
enough to use definition to argue.

Like Lihua, other students spoke of their difficulties in formulating a

definition argument. Unlike Lihua, they made no reference to “losing ideas” or

writing “mechanical[ly].” They had no well-developed schemas, it seemed, about

creative writing that were then perturbed by the assignment. In contrast, as a

confident, published author, Lihua’s schemas for creative writing were being

disturbed by her experiences of the course’s requirements to produce a new type of

writing, a schema she did not yet possess. This conflict between internal schemas and

environment—or more precisely, her “perceived discrepancy between [her]

expectation(s) based on one or more schemas [she] use[d] to understand the world

and [her] experience(s)” (Dykstra, 2002, February 25, personal communication)—led

her to reflect and try to resolve the discrepancy. Remembering my advice on free

writing and reading in our Handbook on getting started, she began again to write,

using her “intuition.” However, she still was not immediately successful in producing

a definition argument, perhaps because little difference existed between such free

writing and her own form of creative expression.

Also like Lihua, many of the students made suggestions for changes in class

tasks, as requested in the LRO Evaluation sections. However, unlike her, they did not

challenge the nature of the course objective, as she did on several occasions. The first

challenge came after I emailed her concerning her LRO observations, that they were

not fully following LRO guidelines to be descriptions of her activities related to the
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class. In response, she wrote the following observation at the beginning of the

semester’s seventh week:

Yesterday I got CHarles’ email, he remarked my observation is more
like a diary  than an observation for the rhetoric. I would like debate
this evaluation.
What is the rhetoric? I think rhetoric should cover all the writing skills
in life. In our class it mainly means how to efficiently argument. But I
think that to improve entire English ability should be the real purpose
of this class. Of course we should concentrate on academic rhetoric,
research, and collaboration.
On this base the efficient argument skill is the most useful skill in the
academic studing. So we should learn Toulmen. But, is the Toulmen the
best way and most efficient way to study language?
No, the interest is the best way to study language. I think the best
way to keep the interst is try my best to get involvement into
community and the real life. It can maximizedly stur up the
motivation to grasp the rhetoric skills. Because the student will find
the magic power of the right rhetoric. Then the student will more than
eager to learn it well. If the students can use the what they learned in
class in the dayly life, and try their best to keep on motivating
themselves, it should be looked as a good observation.
Am I right?

As I read her email, I focused on the two points of “improve entire English

ability” and “best way to study language,” disregarding her references to Toulmin and

“concentrate on academic rhetoric, research, and collaboration.” I had perceived her

observation as wanting to change the nature of the course from rhetoric to language in

general, thus perhaps missing an opportunity to find common ground between her

interests and mine, to build productively on her model of observations (see Confrey,

1998). Consequently, I replied:

I agree with you about motivation and getting involved into the community
being important factors in learning a language, perhaps the most important
factors. Even so, lots of motivation and practice without reflection usually
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will not accomplish as much as when there is reflection on what you’re
learning.

The point of my reply was indirect: Observations should be on the application

of class concepts—not simply of English—to activities outside of class. That reply

was sufficient for her to adapt her observations to focus fully on course content, yet

was not enough to change her expectations of the appropriate content for our class, as

indicated in our second interview about five weeks later in which she again

challenged the course content, saying,

Okay. I think the best way for student to improve English quickly is
keep the interest very high. ... And, it will be very efficient learning
way. When they find, they can’t express themselves, when they think
about that new idea, it’s good, new idea, they will worry about that.
And especially it’s the way I study a language. ... So, I think, if
the observation can broad his role, not only concentrate on what you
learned in the textbook, what the method of rhetoric, but all you
think you can improve your English, all the way, you think, it works, to
improve English.

As a teacher, I agreed with her belief that a high level of interest facilitated

learning. For that reason, I had students choose the topics of their papers. However, I

was not listening closely to what she was saying (Confrey, 1998). Rather than

attempting to find a bridge between her insight into learning and the course’s focus on

academic rhetoric, I had built a model of her as wanting a course on general English.

Thus, after “listening” to her points, I informed her that the class was not an ESL

course, explaining its rhetorical focus along different lines, upon which she replied

after each explanation, “Oh.” At the time, I perceived each “Oh” to be a remark of

surprise.
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Long-held schemas, both of students and of teachers, do not easily

accommodate new concepts, nor do they fade away; rather, they integrate, “opening

up unto new possibilities” (Gruber & Vonèche, 1995). During our third interview at

the end of the semester, Lihua still felt that rhetoric should emphasize words and

language, likely because her background in writing poetry and novels had given her a

preference for creative writing. Yet, she also had come to the conclusion that the

class’s emphasis on logic and transitions would benefit her more in her academic and

future business endeavors. Thus, her schemas for writing became richer and more

complex.

Besides differing from her classmates in her love of language and writing and

in challenging the curriculum, she also differed from the other Chinese students in the

class in the amount she talked in group and class discussions. In general, students

from Southeast and East Asian countries had spoken considerably less than students

from other countries in my previous classes (e.g., Nelson & Kim, 2001), and in this

particular class, the five Chinese students (three from mainland China and two from

Hong Kong) spoke less than the other students during small group and class

discussions, unless they were speaking among themselves in Chinese.

According to Lihua, the Chinese students talked less for several reasons.

Chinese are “shy” and, even while in the U.S., they “talk too much in Chinese” and so

feel uncomfortable speaking in English. Yiping mentioned that she felt ill at ease

talking in the groups; Sheung concurred with Yiping for the beginning of the
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semester; Fengshan said he was “shy to speak [to] strangers before coming to US”;

and even Lihua herself felt “nervous” while speaking with Americans. Lihua added

that Yiping, who spoke the least, probably did so because of the level of her English.

In addition to individual reasons for speaking less, there also seemed to be cultural

schemas. Lihua said that Chinese individuals do not like to “lose their face ... [and] be

looked down by others.” Yiping, somewhat similarly, said that Chinese individuals

choose the “safe” way, adding a proverb by a famous author, who said, “Never be the

first and never be the last.” Fengshan and Sheung (both from Hong Kong) attributed

the lack of speaking in English in class to the culture of the Chinese education

system, in which students only listened to lectures but did not speak up in class.

None of these cultural factors seemed to hinder Lihua much from speaking in

class. In fact, she was the only Chinese student who gave an optional presentation in

class, actually two of them. When asked in the third interview why she spoke more

than the other four, she said,

One reason is because I know more than them. They are younger than
me. And another reason I think, I have a requirement for myself [her
goal of an MBA], I should talk because it’s good exercise chance, and I
should cherish ... the chance. And I find the more you talk, the more
you can talk.

It seems likely that age was a factor, that being the eldest of the Chinese

students placed her in a position of authority different from that of the other Chinese

students. In addition, Lihua’s previous and present experiences in leadership positions

in the Chinese community gave her schemas of knowledge and authority that enabled
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her to interact more than the other Chinese students. However, Fengshan concurred

with Lihua’s analysis that her goal of an MBA and of going into business led her to

accommodate to talking more. No doubt, prior experience provided the foundation,

but the contradiction between her existing level of English and the level she perceived

as necessary for achieving her goals propelled her to communicate as much as

possible both orally and in writing.

Yiping – musician

Yiping, a student from China majoring in piano performance, had little formal

writing background and had only written 300-word essays in Chinese during class

time and no essays in English. Her informal writing was more extensive due in part to

the affordances of technology. She said that before coming to the U.S. she had written

at least one email a day to her Chinese friends in different countries—all in English

because “it’s easy to type in English.”

Prior experience, or the want of it, can affect a person’s attitude. Yiping’s

attitude toward writing was not positive at the beginning of the class. Although she

saw a need for writing in her future, she considered formal writing to be “a waste of

time” and did not like “formal writing course[s].” Her dislike for formal writing

seemed to derive, at least in part, from a lack of knowledge of how to go about

writing. She said in our first interview that she did not “know how to write ... when I

see a topic, I may have many ideas, but when to write, I just don’t know to pick
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which one, and how to organize it.” She added that although a topic seemed “easy” at

the beginning, the more she wrote on a topic, the more “confused” she became.

As her experience with the class and writing grew, her attitude towards

writing gradually changed. Two weeks into the semester, she mentioned becoming

more “comfortable” with writing, and on the Midterm LRO, she wrote, “After 8

weeks of learning, writing has been a thing I don’t feel so unfamiliar and

uncomfortable.” Eventually, she was able to say that “writing a paper [was] no longer

something quite scary to [her]!” She attributed this change of attitude to learning how

to write an essay. It seems it had been her “unfamiliarity,” or lack of experience, with

writing that had wrought her earlier attitude of apprehension. As she wrote more and

more, she was able to construct a model of how to approach writing an essay, thus

alleviating her fear of writing.

For Yiping, constructing a different attitude toward writing rested in part on

her reflectively juxtaposing aspects of writing with other subjects she had

experienced, such as logic and mathematics. She wrote,

Writing is, to some extent, more logical than thinking. … I’m getting to like writing
now. Just a bit :-). Since I don’t dislike logic. I am taking math as well now, which
has been doing logically, too. And I realize that the probablem that I have is I’m not
good at proving things, which is not required at all when I perform [music].

This juxtaposition of subjects she liked, or at least did not dislike, created a tension

between her differing attitudes, helping her to reflect on them, question them, and re-

construct a different attitude toward writing.
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Along with building a new attitude toward writing, Yiping’s reflection seems

to have led her to construct an explanation for the formation of her attitudes: Her

attitudes were affected by her performance. This explanation seems plausible. In

addition, it seems likely that her attitudes were also affected by her ability to adapt to

different methods of instruction. Yiping liked the way mathematics was taught in

China considerably better than how it was taught in the U.S. because, as she said in

our first interview, in China, they “analyze the problem very clearly and don’t ...

rush” the next day to another problem. Her anxiety, whether of mathematics or

composition, was related to how well she was able to understand what she needed to

do for class work. In China, the teacher told her “the specific things [she] should do,

and [she] just follow[ed] it.” In the U.S., it seemed, she had trouble adapting to a

“more free and active” educational environment, at least in mathematics.

Reflective juxtaposition also changed Yiping’s attitude toward collaboration

in class. Initially, Yiping did not value group work as much as lectures. In our first

interview about two weeks into the semester, when asked what she might change in

the class, she said she would reduce the amount of discussion, because “I think I can

learn more from the teacher than I just talk with students.” A few days after the

interview, she reaffirmed that position, writing in an LRO observation that she

preferred to work “independently” due to not having enough time “to think about

something just thoroughly.”
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Approximately four weeks later, however, Yiping shifted her position on class

collaboration. Building on her experience in music, she compared accompanying the

piano to other musicians, instrumentalists and vocalists, in duets and trios. In both

situations, she wrote in the following LRO observation,

we make our own music by being able to learn with each other. .... I think it is
the same as the collaboration in this classs. Whenever we get a chance to work
together, we will have to try to find how our collaborators are thinking and
working in their own way, how wonderful the ways are and how helpful they can
be.

Another factor in Yiping’s becoming more interested in writing was being

able to learn more about the subject she did enjoy, music.

To me, to write this paper is quite interesting. It’s not because that how much I
really love this topic, but in the course of writing with it and doing all kinds of
research, I am really able to have much more nice understanding of music.
So, I appreciate writing this paper a lot.

Tasks like research bring the individual into contact with complex, novel, and

incongruous aspects of a subject, thus resisting assimilation and consequently

creating a state of disequilibrium and a motive to reach equilibrium again (Eckblad,

1981). As Eckblad (1981) noted, it is also necessary that the individual be able to

“function spontaneously” in the task and that the schema being developed is not

adversely affected by other superordinate schemas, for example, “schemes directed

towards the avoidance of failure, ambiguity, or loss of control” (p. 71).
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The interplay of schemas likely explains the differences between Yiping’s

contrasting attitudes toward mathematics and writing in the U.S. Both mathematics

and writing had high levels of ambiguity. As stated above, Yiping wanted to be told

what to do in her mathematics class. This attitude toward mathematics instruction

contrasted with the one toward music instruction. She said,

Every [music] teacher [in China] has their own style to teach. Some
teacher will let you know very details, and always want you to do what they want
to do. I don’t like that. And some teacher will let you know the rough idea,
and if they are very good, they will let you know how you can approach that.

Yiping, it seemed, tolerated more ambiguity in music than she did in mathematics.

Clearly, her schemas for music were much more developed than those for

mathematics, and as such, she was able to function spontaneously with schemas of

music, but not with those of mathematics. As a result, she had a lower tolerance of

ambiguity or loss of control in mathematics, conceiving a dislike of the method of

instruction.

This interpretation is corroborated by Fengshan’s liking of the mathematics

instruction in his classes. Fengshan, a junior with a major in mathematics, said in an

interview that the main difference between instruction in the U.S. and in Hong Kong

was that in the U.S., “the proof” was included, but in Hong Kong, “we just teach you

how to do [the problems], but not how to think about it.” Unlike Yiping, Fengshan’s

more developed schemas for mathematics allowed him to tolerate more ambiguity.
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In the case of Yiping’s writing, we may have the situation of music schemas

supporting the development of writing schemas. In researching a music topic, she

found herself to be gaining a better “understanding of music.” She was encountering

novelties and incongruities that resisted assimilation and pushed her toward

accommodation, creating a motive for learning. Moreover, she was able to function

spontaneously in the realm of music. Thus, her schema of music was sufficiently

strong both to hinder the activation of superordinate schemas that might have

adversely influenced the development of her writing schema and also to support

functioning in writing. Consequently, her tolerance of ambiguity during writing

remained higher than it did in mathematics, enabling her to continue writing, even to

create a more positive attitude toward it. In other words, people tolerate more

ambiguity when a task is meaningful, as writing became so when linked to her own

personal interests.

 Yiping’s background in music helped her to assimilate knowledge gained in

our class. For instance, she compared the importance of having a “master plan,” or

“master idea,” for playing the piano to having one for organizing her essays. She also

associated reading and writing with

listening to music recordings. When performers are listening to the music, the thing that
they are paying attention to is not only to appreciate how beautiful that music is but to
realize how that beautiful music has been made as well.

At times, however, rhetorical concepts resisted Yiping’s assimilation to music

schemas. Five days after a lecture and exercise on writing introductions, she wrote in
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an LRO observation that she had trouble writing an interesting introduction for

comparing acoustic pianos to digital pianos. Understanding an introduction to

“summarize” the essay, she compared it to a Variation:

There is always a Theme at the very beginning of a Variation, which is supposed to be
the soul of the whole Variation. It looks just like an essay with the very first paragraph
which is an outline of the entire essay. But we all know that after the Theme, the real
variation parts begin, which are developed by making more and moe all kinds of
embellishments usually. I think, however, an argument is not supposed to be looked like
this way. It needs to be developed much more rather than adding embellishments of a
theme. So, what I am trying to find for the very first paragraph of a paper is an
interesting motive that has potential to be really developed, which has been making me
really headache though.

A “headache,” such as this one of reconciling contrasting concepts, provides a

resistance potential for accommodation. Drawing upon her prior knowledge of music

history, she created a vivid introduction by beginning in mythic history with the love

of Zeus and Mnemosyne giving birth to the Muses, the inspirers of dance and music,

then developing the pianos’ histories, moving into “natural” versus “artificial” sound,

handling rebuttals, and ending on this note: “Although worship of the muses faded,

let us still remember them by allowing the natural essence of music and art shine

through!”

Yiping’s background of music helped her change her attitudes toward writing

and collaboration, and it helped her adapt to new rhetorical concepts. In contrast,

Lihua’s background in creative writing hindered her assimilation of rhetorical

concepts of argumentation, as indicated with her difficulty in formulating a definition
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argument.  It seems that well-developed schemas can facilitate or hinder the

accommodation of new knowledge depending upon whether the schemas are in

conflict, as in the case of Lihua, or not, as with Yiping. Thus, although contradictions

are essential to accommodating new knowledge, they do not guarantee

accommodation. In addition, learners must be able to reflect upon contradictions,

make sense out of them, and transcend them.

General Model of Equilibration and Schemas

Central to a radical constructivism model of learning is equilibration, the

process through which individuals assimilate and accommodate knowledge into

schemas, creating internal models that enable them to recognize and anticipate events

in the experiential world.

Equilibration of Schemas in the Learning Record Online (LRO). The LRO, as

mentioned in Chapter 3, is a portfolio record integrating classroom activity,

assessment, and research (Syverson, 1995a). Because it is complex and unfamiliar to

the students, it creates considerable tension between students’ existing schemas of

class activity and evaluation and the ones to be developed. For this reason, I devoted

several days of the first week of class to explaining its format, purpose, and

philosophy, and I also assigned readings with examples giving further explanation.

LRO at 2 weeks. About two weeks into the semester, after the students had

turned in Part A (Interview and Reflections) and had written two to six observations,

they wrote a paragraph or two explaining the LRO, its purpose, how it might help
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them meet their class, university, and career goals, and what parts were still unclear to

them.  Most students seemed to have assimilated a general concept of the LRO (the

students often refer to the LRO as the OLR, an earlier name for this portfolio system

of assessment) as an evaluation tool tracking their development:

Ahmet OLR is a portrait of what we do in RHE class.

Yolanda OLR help us to know our own progress and to see how improve our
writing.

Sabah ORL is a convenient learning tool. It helps the students to keep
track of their development in the class. In addition, the lecturer
could also check the progress or improvement of the students
in his or her class.

The LRO, however, held novel and complex concepts, such as the five

dimensions of learning and summary interpretations, that put it at odds with the

students’ previous models of evaluation. The students were accustomed to being

graded on their proficiency, often relative to others on a curve. Being assessed

according to how much they learned relative to their own starting points was

strange—not to mention the fact that they had to evaluate their own work, too, a duty

they likely felt belonged to the teacher. As Yolanda said, “I don’t like it.” Thus, from

the beginning, the LRO created perturbations for their existing models of evaluation.

Maria, who transferred into the class after 10 days, was shocked by it, writing,

On my first day of class, I was totally freaked out since I don’t know
anything about OLR.
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Initial reflections on incongruous models are often accompanied by confusion.

Students were more or less confused by it; several students seemed to think that

everything they did online was part of the LRO; and others were baffled concerning

LRO observations, asking, What was their nature? What should be included in them?

What was their purpose? What would happen if they did not write good observations?

And some students doubted its usefulness to learning:

Tatiana I don’t say that I don’t like it now but for present time I
don’t see any use of it.

Julie I think it’s ridiculous. ... The goals for us to go to
classes, is to get education. And with OLR, it seems
that we are not getting some lectures.

Of course, in many situations, individuals may avoid conflict or confusion. In

our class, however, the students could not evade reflecting on the conflict of models

because the LRO was the basis of their grades. Consequently, there was a tension

between assimilating the LRO into the students’ existing schemas of evaluation and

learning, and accommodating a new model, thus setting the stage for conceptual

development. Interestingly, only a few students commented in their LRO

observations about their confusion throughout the semester. Still, the observations of

two students in particular made it clear that most students did not fully understand the

LRO’s purpose and concepts after using it for six to seven weeks:

Maria OLR is still confusing sometimes. Not just for me, but I think
many people in the class thinks that OLR is pretty confusing.
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Sabah After discussing quite thoroughly, we found out that the real
function of OLR was still vague to all of us.

LRO at Midterm. To learn more about their understanding of the LRO, I had

the students analyze one difficulty they encountered while preparing their Midterm

LROs and one during the Final LROs. Based on my experiences with previous

classes, I had anticipated a considerable amount of confusion as the students grappled

with the Midterm LRO. I expected that they would experience difficulties both in

selecting samples of work to represent their learning and also in writing the LRO’s

Summary Interpretation, which required an in-depth analysis integrating and

summarizing the students’ observations and samples of work into a coherent picture

of their development in the areas of rhetoric, research, and collaboration across the

five dimensions of learning.

A few students did not meet my expectations of confusion. Fengshan, for

example, commented that he had “no major problems” in preparing the Midterm

LRO. Although it is possible that he fully understood the nature of the LRO, it seems

more likely that he did not. As Table 4.1 shows, he had the fewest samples of work,

only choosing major assignments, such as rough and final drafts, rather than selecting

samples that represented his learning in the three major areas.
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Table 4.1. LRO Work Samples and Summary Interpretations

Pseudonym Midterm
Work

Samples

Words in
Midterm
Summary

Final
Work

Samples

Words in
Final

Summary
Fengshan 4 267 13 623
Ahmet 6 759 13 709
Yiping 6 316 17 494
Yolanda 8 319 21 379
Sheung 8 986 24 882
Fatiha 5 410 10 410
Tatiana 6 513 10 269
Julie       21 571 15 994
Linda 8 439 11 748
Maria 6 669 20     1466
Sabah       10 599 18 845
Lihong       15 444 13 809
Lihua 8 649 24 769

 (Julie’s and Lihong’s internal models also did not seem to reflect an understanding of

what was meant by representative samples but went in the opposite direction of

including all samples.) In addition, Fengshan wrote the least number of words in the

Midterm Summary Interpretation, suggesting that he had not yet grappled with its

concepts, such as the five dimensions of learning. In fact, there was little

interpretation of his development in the Midterm other than generalities. By the end

of the semester, however, his model of Work Samples and Summary Interpretations

had obviously changed, at least in the number of words and samples required.

Most students did mention having problems on the Midterm LRO. Sheung

frankly said, “I do not know how to” do the Midterm LRO. Part of the problem was
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not knowing where to begin due to too much information to assimilate quickly. As

Maria wrote,

Writing the Midterm OLR was very confusing at first. I didn’t know
what to do first. It seems like I have too many things to do in writing
the Midterm OLR, which made me hesitate to even start doing it.

Another part of the problem is that “knowing an object does not mean copying

it—it means acting upon it” (Piaget, 1971, p. 15). The students had to transform their

theoretical understanding into action. Most students, it seemed, had difficulty

synthesizing their observations and samples of work into a coherent picture of their

development. Different students took various approaches of action. Ahmet’s method

to “determin[ing] which details to include and how to organize them concisely” in the

Midterm Summary Interpretation was to list the main ideas and link them together

with transition sentences. Other students adapted to the situation by looking at sample

OLRs (the name applied to the LRO in earlier classes) of previous students, which

provided visual models that oriented them, bringing into relief incongruities between

their internal models and the samples. As Maria wrote, “So I looked at the sample

Midterm OLR, and then all the things started to make more sense.”

Similarly, students had trouble translating what they had learned into terms of

the three major areas of rhetoric, research, and collaboration. Although I had expected

the Summary Interpretation to be categorized according to the three major areas,

Fatiha arranged her Interpretations around the five dimensions of learning.

Insufficient prior experience with the dimensions of learning did not allow her to

function spontaneously, similar to a bottleneck phenomenon. As a result, she adapted
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by diverting her attention to the presently vague dimensions rather than focusing

primarily on her development in the seemingly clearer areas of rhetoric, research, and

collaboration. For Fatiha, this approach was a viable strategy enabling her to meet

task requirements. To sum up, students apparently perceived some aspects of the task

similarly, other aspects differently, and solved their tasks accordingly and in ways

they perceived as viable.

LRO at the end of the semester. By the end of the semester, students seemed

to have a better conceptual understanding of the LRO. Unlike when writing the

Midterm LRO, only Fatiha mentioned reviewing sample LROs to help her construct

the Final LRO. Evaluating and synthesizing the massive amount of work during the

semester remained a rather ill-defined task, however. Moreover, having “acted” on

the LRO only once, the students still had difficulty deciding what to include and how

to organize it:

Julie What helps me in this one is that I already knew
how to do it. But is harder for me because it seems
that I want to include everything in the final OLR
but that will seems impossible.

Yolanda On the other hand, to organize everything you have done during the
second half of the semester it can be crazy.

 Sabah It took me a whole day long to reorganize everything that I have
learned through out the semester.

In line with Julie’s comment, “want[ing] to include everything” was a

problem several students did not overcome (see Table 4.1 above). A conflict likely
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existed between wanting to include samples that represented their learning and

needing to ensure that they did not leave out any evidence supporting their

interpretation and evaluation of their learning. As Yolanda, who had the third largest

number of samples, wrote, “to look for the work samples, to save them in the floppy

and not to forget anything because if you do not put them, it is like you had not done

them.” Thus, grades acted as an environmental constraint leading some students to

consider including all or most work samples as a more viable action than the

stipulated representative sampling, an action of safety avoiding the ambiguous

potential of learning.

Students built upon their previous experience with the Midterm LRO, many

writing considerably more in their Final Summary Interpretations than in their

Midterms, and some less (see Table 4.2).

Table 4.2. Comparison of Words in Midterm and Final Summary Interpretations

Pseudonym Midterm Final
Fengshan 267 623
Ahmet 759 709
Yiping 316 494
Yolanda 319 379
Sheung 986 882
Fatiha 410 410
Tatiana 513 269
Julie 571 994
Linda 439 748
Maria 669      1466
Sabah 599 845
Lihong 444 809
Lihua 649 769
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Naturally, a Final Summary Interpretation should be longer as it covers four

months instead of the two in the Midterm. Those students writing too little at the

Midterm generally wrote more, sometimes considerably more, as they had a more

viable model of the task requirements and of the concepts underlying the LRO.

Several students began to treat the Summary Interpretation as an essay, incorporating

rhetorical concepts and strategies (see below).

Anomalies existed, however, due to individual situations. Maria’s explosion

of words remained unexplained. Tatiana, an exchange student from the Ukraine,

wrote considerably less because her departure date for home had been unexpectedly

changed to a day earlier, leaving her with insufficient time to complete the

assignment. Thus, the environment, along with prior experience, played a role in

student adaptations.

Equilibration in Writing Schemas. In synthesizing their Summary

Interpretations in the LRO, a few students, in addition to working on organization,

treated the Final Summary Interpretation as the persuasive argument it was and

approached it as they would their essays:

Sheung I think my problem is how to organize each paragraph.  My
solution is writing a rough draft before start to write the final
summary.

Ahmet The biggest problem I had preparing my Final
OLR was about mentioning everything in an
organized way. I did not want just to list the
things I learned. Instead I wanted to write an
essay. ...
Then I wrote down a thesis statement which
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includes almost all ideas that I was going to
talk about.

As Ahmet implied, his Midterm LRO Summary Interpretation read more like

a list of concepts and practices he had learned compared to his essay for the Final

Summary Interpretation. Contrast his initial paragraphs from the Midterm and Final

Summary Interpretations:

Midterm Summary Interpretation Final Summary Interpretation

As I noted in my reflection essay I started
this class believing that writers are born.
Thus I didn’t start this class expecting to
be a good writer. But as time passed I
noticed that my writing was really
improving, and it again had me believe
that even I can be a good writer. This
belief encouraged me to study harder,
because I knew that there was much stuff
out there to learn and apply. I didn’t
throw out what I learned in my previous
education but tried to modify it in a way
that I can use both my past experience
and new knowledge.

“RHE306Q in UT? Are you mad? You
are going to write a lot” said my friend
after I registered for this class. “No
choice for a sponsored and a poor
student” I said. Yes, I took this class in
UT because I could not afford to take it in
an easy college. And after a semester of
experience, I can say that this class was
so demanding and hard. But I have to add
that I probably lost an easy semester and
in exchange, I gained an easy life in
writing. I made an investment that pays
much dividend.

Obviously, Ahmet’s schema for introductions changed from the Midterm to

the Final LRO. Part of that change seemed to be an adaptation to a lecture on

introductions and conclusions about two weeks after the Midterm LRO. The lecture

focused on ways to make conclusions and introductions vivid, including an example

with a conversational scene similar to his above (see Appendix E). In an observation

on that lecture, Ahmet wrote both that long introductions were boring and also that I

had said his introduction to Paper 2 was too long, placing into contradiction the
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writing he had done and that which he wanted to accomplish. Another perturbation

came later during the semester when, in response to a friend’s comment on an article

he was writing for a Turkish magazine, he realized that his “writing was not vivid

enough” and revised the article accordingly. At the end of the semester, his “main aim

[for Paper 3] was to make [his] writing more vivid.” Through a recursive spiral of

perturbations, reflections, and actions, his schemas for writing had been restructured.

Both reflection and action are crucial for accommodation. Yiping, for

instance, thought she understood citations, but in the course of writing an essay, she

learned otherwise:

We learned how to do citation at the beginning of this semester. It seemed to me I
knew how to do at that time. When writing the paper, however, I began to realize I
didn't really onto it. In the meantime I got a good opportunity to really practice it
during writing the paper.

Another area underscoring the need for reflection and action is that of

plagiarism, especially as many cultures do not consider it the issue that we in the U.S.

consider it. In this class, I introduced the concept of plagiarism during the second

week, having the students read about it, discuss it, and do an exercise in class

determining examples that were plagiarism and examples that were not. Yet, the

reading, discussion, and exercise were not sufficient for at least one student to

accommodate the concept. At the end of the semester, a student turned in an optional

paper that obviously contained many words not attributed to her sources.
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Consequently, I asked her to bring me the sources. In an email response, she asserted

that the paper was her “own work.”

 After she brought in her sources, we went through the paper paragraph by

paragraph. All of the sources were cited in the bibliography; however, in some places,

she had given the source but not paraphrased the words, and in other places, she had

not given the source, although she did elsewhere in the text. Although it is possible

that she had knowingly plagiarized, it seemed more likely that she had a schema for

plagiarism different from mine. For her, it seemed that it was viable not to cite or

paraphrase authors’ words as long as she had mentioned her sources somewhere in

the text and bibliography. Going through her paper together led her to reflect on the

contrast between her work and my examples, orienting her toward a new

understanding of plagiarism.

Based on prior experience, schemas can hinder learning at times, as with

Lihua and with the plagiarism case, or they can facilitate learning. Several students,

for example, used similar techniques from former science classes to help them

organize the information in their papers. Fengshan used a flow chart, an idea he had

learned from computer science that helped him “in creating connections between

different points.” Both Ahmet and Sabah used outline methods, Ahmet to organize his

ideas, and Sabah to distinguish “which information fit which criteria.”

Just as students drew upon their prior experience to help them in composing,

they also used their present experience from this class in other classes. Sabah, for
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example, had previously tried to memorize all that she read in her geology textbook,

considering everything “as important facts.” She then started using Toulmin logic to

study the text:

I was glad that I could pick up the crux of the paragraph and I just had to
read the evidence to make the claim clearer for me without forcing myself
memorizing it since I already knew the concept. Furthermore, in the
textbook there were a lot of citations and quotations and it made it more
interesting for me now because by knowing the importance of credibility, I
kinda believe the author and it was exciting following his arguments.

Like Yiping, Sabah had been able to link her major and Toulmin logic, using

the latter to understand her major better and so acquire a better appreciation of

rhetoric. Unlike Lihua, her prior schema of memorizing did not interfere with her

accommodating a new schema of reading. The difference between them likely

stemmed from their different attitudes toward their schemas. While Lihua loved the

way she wrote with her “heart” and “real life,” Sabah found memorizing “really tiring

and I get bored pretty easily.” This difference in attitude schemas concealed possible

contradictions for Lihua, whereas it revealed one for Sabah between studying for her

major and wanting to learn her major. Being perturbed enough to reflect was the

difference that enabled Sabah to transcend the contradiction, act on it, and

accommodate a new schema.
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ACTIVITY THEORY

Activity theory moves the unit of analysis from individuals adapting to their

environment to contradictions within and between activity systems. Like radical

constructivism, contradictions play a major role: They are the driving force of change

in systems of activity. To understand change at both individual and system levels

requires an analysis of the contradictions among the elements of activity systems and

between activity systems. In addition, activity theory assigns central importance to

the concept of mediation, in which sociohistorical artifacts, both material and

psychological, influence the practices of an activity system and of the members of its

community. In what follows, I first address how mediation took place in the class,

next how contradictions led to change, and then how some students expanded their

learning outside the class but the class and the larger academic unit offering the class

did not.

Mediation

Mediation occurs through the concepts and tools people use to construct

meaning and perceive the world, the primary tool being language. Other major tools

in the class included the instructor, classmates, the rhetorical concepts to be learned,

and the technologies.

Language as mediator. Language acts as a two-way medium for L2 students.

It shapes how they understand native speakers, and conversely, how native speakers

understand them. Much of the difficulty in writing in a second language is due not so
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much to grammatical considerations as to cultural expression. Cultures that are more

reader-responsible than that of U.S. English consider that, as Lihua wrote with respect

to humor, to “let the readers find [the meaning] by themselves is a captivating

process.” When reading Yiping’s second paper, for example, I did not “find” the

meaning between her paragraph on cybercrime and the paper’s focus on online

relationships not being real until after she had explained it to me in more detail. While

analyzing her work on the fourth paper, Yiping came to the same conclusion:

When reorganizing the ideas, I found out that most of the ideas that seem inappropriate
or cannot be understood by people are usually because of the language. ( I have already
had this kind of feeling actually when revising the last paper) We think originally in the
way we express in our own language, and they are not quite fit the way English is
expressed. After all, things happened is causing much miscommunication.

Instructor and classmates as mediators. Next to language, the instructor and

classmates were likely the major mediators in the class. As the instructor, I oriented

how the students perceived rhetoric, other concepts, and the technologies. From

lectures to tasks to my feedback on their LRO observations, assignments, and essays,

along with the one-on-one conferences on their rough drafts, all of these directed in

many ways how they approached their writing, thus influencing their acculturation to

academic writing in the U.S.

Classmates also shaped how they perceived assignments and concepts, such as

group work. Before this class, most students had been socialized into educational

settings in which they listened to lectures and worked alone on their schoolwork.
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Consequently, Yiping initially did not consider group work to be beneficial; Yolanda

felt uncomfortable when asked to do a peer review of classmates’ papers; and some

students felt “shamed to speak English.”

Participation in a new community of practice helped them to change by

placing them in a collective zone of proximal development, an area in which they

could achieve more together than alone. In socially interactive settings, I had them

work in groups and required that they not only show development in rhetoric and

research but also in collaboration. As the students began to scaffold one another on

exercises and in brainstorming sessions for topics and ideas for their essays, they

started to reconsider their attitudes toward collaboration. Although disadvantages of

group work were noted in their observations, most students saw collaboration as

useful, enabling them to gain new perspectives:

Julie The interesting part is, we don’t even share the
same point of view. But they always have good
rebuttals. And they taught me how to see it from
different point of view.

Moreover, when asked in interviews what they felt was the most helpful aspect of the

class, many students commented on the benefits of collaboration:

Yiping The most helpful to me is … there’s somebody let me know how to write
Everything

Ahmet Most helpful thing is collaboration. You have
an idea … but sometimes you may get stuck or
people have different ideas, different things.
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So you know, you can solve almost every problem
with collaboration.

Fatiha I guess I find most helpful when we are working in
the group.

At least one student’s perspective on writing has continued to be mediated by

collaboration, as indicated by her email one year later. Maria wrote,

I think one of the things that I learned most from your class is
collaboration. I used to think that my own writing is good enough and
I would not neet other people's opinions. But in your class, you
wanted us to collaborate with our peers, and also to go to the Writing
Center. You also set some time to meet with you to discuss our papers.
It turned out that the collaboration part really changed the way I
write. People could see mistakes that I don't see, and they could
suggest ways to go about it.  I'm taking another writing class now at
UT (Business Communication). And now, everytime I write a memo or
a letter, I always go to my Prof's Office Hours fro collaboration, and
then to the Writing Center to make sure everything is allright.

Rhetoric as mediator. The rhetorical concepts discussed in class shaped how

the students saw their everyday actions and other classes. For instance, some students

commented on the rhetorical forms expressed during an argument in an argument

they had among themselves:

Fengshan I saw [Lihong] and [Yiping] argued a special topic. I just stayed
there for three hours watched the fight. .... They argued nearly the
same topic without reaching solutions at the end. Well, they have
different values and these change the argument and audience … and
hence affect the reasoning in their argument.

Yiping I understand that values are supposed to be a very important factor when
making arguments. ... However, I wonder if it is fair to debate between people
who are in different values.
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For many students, moving from seeing disagreements as a difference of opinions to

one of values was a subtle but important shift in acquiring the rhetorical lenses of an

academic institution.

As mentioned earlier, Sabah had begun to use Toulmin logic to comprehend

her geology textbook, writing in an observation, “It was exciting following [the

author’s] arguments.” Besides helping her better understand her textbooks, the use of

Toulmin also shaped Sabah’s understanding of texts from “facts” to be memorized to

arguments to be evaluated, thus transforming her from a “passive” recipient of

knowledge to an active and critical assessor of an author’s claims and credibility.

The mediation of rhetoric did not stop at the end of the course. One year after

the class, Lihua wrote in an email that in addressing a U.S. audience,

I ask myself who is the audience and what they will accept instead of
only thinking of what I want to express. … I would like to think what
he interests.

The Learning Record Online (LRO) as mediator. Despite the difficulties students had

in appropriating the LRO as noted earlier, it played a major role in mediating

students’ learning because it structured support and provided learning concepts for

self-evaluation.  One way that support was structured was through student

observations on class-related activities, whether inside or outside of class. Thus,

students developed the practice of noticing their development in the three major areas

of rhetoric, research, and collaboration.

Yolanda When I was looking for my collaboration in this class, I could not find
it. After Reading my observations I have seen that I have not
contribute some much with my group. Maybe, it is because of my
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character but I’ll try to work on it for the rest of the semester.

Along these lines, writing the Midterm Summary Interpretation also helped students

to realize what areas needed further development for the second half of the semester.

Linda Writing the midterm summary of OLR … [showed me] I need to work on other
aspects that are important in the class, like collaboration

Maria After looking at my Midterm OLR, I realized that I have to do
some more optional assignments

This support was reinforced through the dimensions of learning, especially the

one of reflection. Required to reflect on their learning, students had to come to grips

with its nature, albeit not always successfully. Reflection was problematic for

students; yet, to differing degrees, students’ internalization of reflection seemed to

shape their learning. One way it molded their learning was through the requirement of

having two observations a week made outside of class with a focus on linking rhetoric

to other disciplines and activities.

Sabah Besides that by using the OLR I reflect my everyday life experiences
that are connected to the class.

Linda Then, I started making different observations that connected other activities
inside and outside the class with what we have learned in class.

More specifically, Julie compared rhetoric to concepts in her major of advertising,

and Fengshan found Toulmin logic similar to mathematical proofs in terms of claims

and reasoning.

Thus, the LRO appears to have shaped student learning by focusing students

on their actions, by providing learning concepts that mediated how they observed and
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evaluated their development, and by helping them become self-directed and

reflective. At the same time, however, it also was the source of key contradictions in

the classroom.

Contradictions and Change

Contradictions can lead to change in individuals and activity systems. Yet,

although individuals and activity systems mutually influence each other, the influence

is asymmetrical with individuals acculturating over time to systems. Systems are

dynamic but their generally slower rate of change is often imperceptible to members

of the community. In the university, for example, the expectation is that students learn

to write in an academic style rather than that academia learn to change its genres. For

the most part, the students in my class did internalize academic features in their

writing, although it was a slow process and slower for some elements than others.

Contradictions in Writing. The class had four assigned papers with a fifth

paper written by some students as an optional assignment. Paper 1 was a starting-

point paper at the beginning of the semester to allow me to see what they knew of

argumentation and to establish the students’ baseline for development over the

semester. One to two pages in length, the students turned it in during the second week

of class, having only been introduced to the concepts of types of argument, but not to

thesis statements, claims, rebuttals, or other rhetorical concepts. Paper 2 was a

definition argument; Paper 3, an evaluation paper; and Paper 4 was a proposal essay

in which a little more than one half of the class used a business format.
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Except for Paper 1, final drafts were preceded by topic proposals, rough

drafts, and peer reviews. For analyzing their development in rhetoric, I chose to look

primarily at rough drafts because they were written prior to my feedback on those

particular papers (although after my feedback on their topic proposals, something

provided to ensure that they had a suitable topic, type of argument, and criteria in

order to begin their essays). I also looked only at thesis statements, rebuttals, and

development of criteria for two reasons. First, these features received a considerable

amount of attention during the semester. Second, the five-paragraph essay of current-

traditional rhetoric is a predominant paradigm in ESL/EFL writing (Silva, 1990);

consequently, the students should have been somewhat familiar with thesis statements

but not with rebuttals or separate development of criteria, as the standard five-

paragraph essay has three main reasons, one for each of the body paragraphs, leaving

no room for rebuttals or separate development of criteria. In fact, in our interviews,

eight of the students mentioned being familiar either with a five-paragraph essay,

argumentative writing, or TOEFL writing preparation (usually four paragraphs

arguing a position).

For Paper 1, the students were given instructions only to write an

argumentative essay, taking a position on some issue of interest to them. Most of the

students seemed to understand that to take a position meant making some claim

concerning the issue. Except for Lihua, all of the students did so, although six

students placed their claims in the conclusion rather than in the introduction (see
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Table 4.3 below). The notion of a claim-only-thesis statement, either in the

introduction or in the conclusion, would set up one contradiction between their

existing models of writing and concepts to be internalized.

To ready the students for their next two papers, I showed them on more than

several occasions an essay format in which the last sentence of the introduction was a

thesis statement containing the paper’s main claim and main reasons, with the reasons

dictating the organization of the essay. I also usually made comments on their rough

drafts requesting this type of thesis statement if they did not have it, and I spent one

lesson on introductions and conclusions in which students compared two skeletons of

the same essay (see Appendices D and E) and were asked how the thesis statement

directed the paper’s organization. About half of the students used the thesis statement

by the third paper, and all but one on the fourth paper. Yet, it was not clear whether

they had internalized this feature or simply had a surface-level understanding of it. Of

the six students who wrote optional fifth papers, only one had a thesis statement, and

Linda, who wrote only a main claim, wrote in her observations toward the end of the

semester, “now I am always aware of writing a thesis statement,” indicating that her

understanding of a thesis statement, and likely those of other students, differed from

mine. As can be seen in Table 4.3, students gradually acquired a thesis statement in

their essays, although for those doing an optional essay, they seemed to regress to the

level of their early papers, suggesting that they had not mastered the concept. Before
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exploring this point further, I will consider the students’ learning of rebuttals and

development of criteria.

Table 4.3. Use of Thesis Statements in Rough Drafts

Pseudonym Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 Paper 47 Paper 510

Fengshan TS1 C C TS3 TS7

Ahmet C in
conclusion

R TS TS

Yiping C embedded2 C TS embedded TS3 none/C8

Yolanda C in
conclusion

C embedded TS4

Sheung C TS TS TS5,6 none
Firoz9 C TS
Fatiha C in

conclusion
C embedded TS TS4

Tatiana C in
conclusion

C embedded C embedded TS

Julie C in
conclusion

C embedded TS embedded TS5,6 C

Linda C embedded TS embedded C embedded TS4 C
Maria C embedded C in

conclusion
R TS5,6

Sabah C in
conclusion

C in
conclusion

C TS5,6

Lihong C TS TS3 C (indirect)
Lihua TS C C6

1TS stands for thesis statement, C represents the main claim alone, and R the main
reasons alone.
2Embedded indicates that the thesis statement or main claim was not the last sentence
of the introduction.
3,4,5These students worked in groups as indicated on Paper 4.
6These papers had a non-business format.
7Not including those superscripted with a 6, these papers had a business format,
which lent itself easily to the inclusion of a form of a thesis statement.
8Xiping did two optional rough drafts. One had the main claim, and one did not.
9Firoz did not do Paper 3.
10Blanks in this column indicate students did not do an optional paper.
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Rebuttals were expected to be new to the students. In Table 4.4, as

anticipated, only one student in the starting-point paper had a rebuttal.

Table 4.4. Use of Rebuttals in Rough Drafts

Student Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 Paper 4 Paper 53

Fengshan R R R3 R
Ahmet R R R
Yiping R3 R/R
Yolanda Both sides,

but no
position

R R2

Sheung R1 R
Firoz4 R R
Fatiha R2

Tatiana
Julie R R R R1 none
Linda R w/o

response
R R2 R w/o

response
Maria R R R1

Sabah R1

Lihong R R3 R
Lihua R (indirect) R

1These students worked together on Paper 4.
2These students worked together on Paper 4.
3These students worked together on Paper 4.
4This student did not write Paper 4.

Rebuttals appeared to be internalized better than thesis statements. In the

second paper, six students used rebuttals compared to three for thesis statements, and

by the fourth paper, most students had learned to write both thesis statements and

rebuttals. Yet, for those doing an optional paper, only Fengshan had a thesis

statement, whereas only Julie did not have a rebuttal. She may have lacked a rebuttal

due to the paper being a rhetorical analysis of an advertisement that she had created
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for a radio-television-film class. Unlike the other essays that were on issues

understood to be debatable, and so requiring rebuttals, Julie likely did not realize that

her analysis could be debated. She did not see the contradiction of writing an

argument without a rebuttal in her analysis of her own advertisement.

As we turn to the development of criteria, we get a different picture, or

perhaps I should say, a lack of a picture. Although allowing variety in the formats that

students used in their papers, I taught a basic format for Papers 2 and 3 in which the

criteria (the reasons of the thesis statement) were developed first and then the claim

was matched against the criteria. For example, if one were to define Rachmaninoff’s

“Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini” as a piano concerto due to its being a three-

movement sonata for an orchestra and solo piano,18 one would first develop the two

criteria of a piano concerto, that is, show the instrumental make-up of an orchestra

with solo piano and what types of compositions fit (or do not fit) a three-movement

sonata. In this development, Rachmaninoff’s piece would not be mentioned at all.

After the criteria have been developed, then Rachmaninoff’s piece is matched against

them to determine whether it fits the criteria. This format was followed only three

times in the students’ rough drafts out of a possible 51 times when the use of criteria

development would have been appropriate.

Although a few essays were organized well without the Develop-Criteria-

then-Match format and a few others did not fit this format well, most of the essays

could have benefited from this format. Yet, rather than developing the criteria and
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then matching against the claim, the students conflated these two sections into one.

Maria wrote,

I finished my Rough Draft (finally). It was pretty good, but I just need
to learn more about the organization, because I don't really know how
to organize an evaluation argument. I'm confused about how to do
the matching part, and what to match for? I just provided some
reasons and evidence, but I don't know if that's what really asked in
the organization of an evaluation argument.

Interestingly, before the evaluation argument, their third paper, I had already taught

the same Develop-Criteria-then-Match format for the second paper, a definition

argument. It seems that the development of criteria was even more difficult than that

of thesis statements.

The disparity on the second and fifth papers between the use of thesis

statements, rebuttals, and criteria development may have stemmed from the

interaction of at least two sociocultural influences. First, the features of thesis

statements and criteria development conflicted with the students’ writing in previous

educational institutions. Students were accustomed to writing thesis statements that

consisted only of a main claim and to writing a paragraph in which the development

of a reason, or criterion, was conflated with that of the matching claim, thus hindering

the internalization of the new representation of these features. In contrast, rebuttals,

although new, did not conflict with the internalized rhetorical concepts of their prior

writing experiences. It was simply the adding of an extra paragraph or two along the

same conceptual lines of their prior writing. In fact, they had no problem
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understanding rebuttals, although many likely felt it would weaken their arguments

like Ahmet, who wrote, “I was trying to hide the weaknesses I had.”

 Second was the motive of academic success. These students embodied

sociohistories of institutional success. As Lihua said concerning graduating from

Peking University, “Then, you just want to, I will keep the first top level in my whole

life long, then you work hard. It works, then you make perfect.” In other words,

having graduated from the premier university in China, Lihua felt that as long as she

worked hard, she would always be not merely successful but among the best in school

and in her career. For most students, success was measured by grades. In this class,

although grades were determined by how much they learned, a passing grade required

completion of all assignments. With respect to their papers, rebuttals were required

while thesis statements and criteria development were encouraged. That is, although I

gave feedback to students saying to develop their criteria and to write a thesis

statement with claim and reasons, I still accepted their papers. Moreover, while

teaching how to develop criteria, I mentioned on several occasions that this format

was only one possible arrangement out of many others. In contrast, it was emphasized

that if there were no rebuttals, the paper was not considered to be an argument and so

was not acceptable. (Actually, two final drafts, three including the optional papers,

were accepted without rebuttals.) That the students understood the need for rebuttals

was underscored at the beginning of a one-on-one conference with Lihua on her

second paper. Her first question was, “I just want to know whether I rewrite it more,
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make it more debatable.” Thus, as academic success was contingent upon using

rebuttals but not thesis statements nor criteria development, students were motivated

to internalize rebuttals more than the other two features.

One interesting point is that all students but one used thesis statements and

rebuttals on the fourth paper; all but one used rebuttals on the fifth paper, whereas

only one used a thesis statement on the fifth paper; and none used the feature of

criteria development on the fifth paper. That students seemed to have accomplished

the same apparent degree of internalization (complete, partial, and none) on three

distinct features strongly underscores the social nature of learning and hints at its

collective nature. As a community of learners engaging in the same institutional tasks

and reciprocally influencing one another through group work and other interactions,

they were in the same collective zone of proximal development, learning these

particular concepts together apparently at similar rates of development.

Contradictions in participation. In a study on a first-year university

composition course, Nelson and Kim (2001) found that students from Southeast and

East Asian countries spoke considerably less in class than those from India and Latin

American countries due to their previous experiences in educational institutions. For

the most part, this class did not replicate those findings. As in the study by Nelson

and Kim, except for Lihua as noted earlier, the students from China and Hong Kong

spoke the least in class. In contrast to the earlier study, however, the student from

Colombia spoke little, and the student from Spain even less. The most active
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participants were from Turkey, Pakistan, and unexpectedly the two students from

Indonesia and one of two from Malaysia, with the other student from Malaysia, and

one from the Ukraine falling in the middle (see Table 4.5).

Table 4.5. Student Speaking Levels

Pseudonym Sex Age Country Years in
university

Years
in U.S.

Participation
Level1

Julie F 20 Indonesia 3 2 High
Ahmet M 19 Turkey 3 0.5 High
Fatiha F 22 Pakistan 2 2 High
Maria F 19 Indonesia 2 2 High
Firoz M 192 Malaysia 2 0.5 High
Sabah F 19 Malaysia 2 0.5 Medium
Lihua F 26 China 4 2 Medium
Tatiana F 19 Ukraine 1 2 Medium
Linda F 31 Colombia 4 2 Low
Sheung F 23 Hong Kong 4 3 Low
Yolanda F 23 Spain 4 0.5 Low
Lihong F 21 China 3 1 Low
Fengshan M 20 Hong Kong 3 0.5 Low
Yiping F 21 China 2 0.5 Low

1Speaking levels are based upon my own impressions and of comments made
by students during interviews.
2Estimated

The main factor separating the two groups was conversational fluency. The

most fluent spoke the most, and vice versa. In turn, fluency was determined in part by

time spent in the U.S. Those students with two years or more in the U.S. had

apparently acculturated more to U.S. patterns of conversation, with the exceptions of

Sheung, Lihua, and Linda. These three, in contrast to the others who had also been

here longer, had fewer native English-speaking friends and had spent more time

speaking in their native languages than in English before this class. Linda had
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interacted mostly with Spanish speakers, and Lihua wrote, “most of us are … always

unconsciously talk to the same country students in native language.” Thus, the

primary influence on conversational fluency seemed to be that of participating in the

society and culture of native speakers of English.

Those less fluent, then, did not like to speak in class because they did not

have, as Linda said, “good English.” Yiping had made a similar comment about

speaking in class. Sheung, although she did not speak much, did speak more than the

other three low-participating Chinese students, probably as a result of having been in

the U.S. at least two years longer than they had and thus having had more exposure to

the culture. In essence, those who were less fluent generally spoke less because they

felt embarrassed in front of those with more fluent English. That this was the case

was evident when the Chinese students worked in groups with each other: My

perception was that they were quite active in their conversations in Chinese.

The main exception to students with less fluency speaking less was Lihua. As

noted earlier, Lihua had a goal of obtaining an MBA and felt that good conversational

skills would be important for her. Lihua took advantage of every opportunity outside

class to engage in conversation: She did interviews with me, joined a ballroom

dancing club, and introduced herself to a presidential candidate for Student

Government at a dinner, all because it was “a good chance to practice speech.” (She

talked with him for two hours.) Even when she went to the writing center for help,

she wrote, “My main purpose is not only revise the grammer but also get chance to
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practise speech.” Her goal of obtaining fluency prevailed over possible

embarrassment.

Although such findings might be attributed to psychological rather than

sociocultural influences, activity theory asserts that psychological processes are

internalized from the social plane. Individuals are fully social beings who have

internalized sociocultural values of behavior, including a knowledge of situations that

merit embarrassment. For those students having gone to Peking University, they have

also internalized sociocultural values of academic success that, at least in the case of

Lihua, overrode other cultural values. Lihua was also influenced by the success of

David Chiu, mayor of San Marcos and the first Chinese-American mayor in Texas,

who had advised her that the best way to learn American culture was to “make

money.” Making money would entail considerable interaction with Americans and

much exposure to their culture and ways of thinking.

Thus, students’ internalization of class practices, such as participation in small

group and open class discussions, seemed influenced by their sociocultural values:

Those students who felt a sense of embarrassment from a lack of fluency did not

participate as much as the more fluent speakers. Even so, most students including

those less active did move toward more whole-class interaction due to the class’s

influence. Sabah, who began the semester as a low participator but became more

active, wrote at the Midterm:
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at the beginning of the semester, I was very timid in the class because
I was really afraid to express my idea due to the not very fluent
English of mine. Yet after some activities done in the … class like
small group discussions as well as question and answer session, I
became more confident of myself. Consequently, I am more active in
the class especially in arguing things that I think could be argued.

Even Yiping, one of the two quietest students in English, wrote at the end of the

semester in her Final Summary Interpretation:

Even though that was only the first day, I seemed to have already had lots of
pressure to walk into this class. This is just because writing has been a headache for
me. I chose the last seat to sit down and everything got started.
…
In this last lecture, I was seated in the first row and found with surprise that how
wonderful it can be to have that seat to listen and learn things!

Contradictions with the LRO. As described in the section on radical

constructivism, the students found the LRO confusing. The action of constructing the

Midterm OLR did not necessarily diminish the level of confusion because, although it

brought resolution to some contradictions, it also created others. For instance, it

brought an increased awareness of the need to organize their work, to select

appropriate work samples to represent their learning, and to synthesize their

observations into a coherent picture of their development, all actions that they had not

yet mastered.

Contradictions are not necessarily to be avoided, however, because they are

the driving force of transformation within an activity system (Engeström, 1987).
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Motivated by their goal of obtaining a grade of B or A, the students took steps to

eliminate their confusion concerning the LRO and to internalize its concepts,

resolving the contradiction between their lack of understanding and their need to

understand.  Those steps involved using other tools of the activity system: language,

the teacher, and other students’ work. Students discussed the LRO format with other

students, queried the teacher in person and via email, and paid close attention to the

LROs of other students, both of their classmates and of students from a previous

class. In the processes of revision, reorganization, and participation, most students

gave evidence by the semester’s end that they had internalized to different degrees the

conceptual underpinnings of the LRO, thus transforming it from an object of

confusion into an instrument of critical reflection (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Transformation of the LRO
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It is interesting to compare the transformation of the LRO with that of class

participation. Participating in constructing the Midterm LRO enabled students to

internalize the LRO despite their confusion. In contrast, despite no apparent

confusion, some students participated only rarely in whole-class discussions and thus

did not internalize this practice. It seems that participation was mediated by the

sociocultural values of success and avoiding embarrassment. In the case of Lihua,

success was determined by attainment of verbal fluency, overriding the value of

avoiding embarrassment. For the other lower-participating students, success in the

university was likely measured by grades. Internalizing the LRO was necessary to

obtain a good grade; participating in class was not. It seems that to the degree success

is not negatively affected, students will enact tendencies that work. Thus, students

transformed contradictions in the case of the LRO, but shifted them elsewhere in the

case of class participation.

The case of Lihua also highlights a crucial distinction in motivation. As

Engeström (1994) asserted,

In order to become a source of substantial learning motivation, …
contradictions must be noticed, faced, and experienced by the learner as a
personal challenge. Typically such an experience means that the learner is
made to recognize a conflict between his or her existing skill or knowledge
and the demands of the new concrete task. (p. 22)

With fluency central to her needs, Lihua had recognized such a contradiction; she was

“still not satisfied” with her level of conversational fluency; and, importantly, she was

critically evaluating her situation. In one of many such observations, she wrote, “I
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find a new way to improve English---to discuss something you are really interested

with those have same interest.” Consequently, she was constantly seeking

opportunities to speak with native speakers.

In contrast, it was unlikely that most students recognized the LRO or class

participation “as a personal challenge,” but rather they were motivated extrinsically

by grades. Without substantial intrinsic motivation, learning is uncritical and likely to

be forgotten as soon as it is no longer needed (Engeström, 1994).

Expansion and Generalization

The transformation and resolution of contradictions is a process of

internalization and externalization, of expanding one’s actions into new activities, a

process Engeström (1987) called learning by expanding.

Student expansion. Students expanded the concepts they learned and the tools

they used for their own purposes. Ahmet, for example, used the rhetorical concepts he

was learning for writing an article in a Turkish magazine, and Sabah had internalized

the notion of audience in persuading a friend to give another friend “a second

chance.” To “build [her] credibility to talk on this subject,” she used examples from

her own life, stories from Islamic history, and quotations from the Qur’an. Sabah

added that these worked because her friend was a Muslim, but if she “were to talk to a

nonmuslim … [she] might use other references to talk to her or him into reconsider

their stands.”
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Fengshan also learned the importance of connecting to one’s audience for

both tutoring and in his own mathematical proofs. Tutoring different students in

mathematics, he found that the idea of using examples familiar to one’s audience was

helpful in explaining mathematics. He wrote, “Normally, people don’t understand if I

keep using mathematical terms. However, when I include daily examples, they would

easily understand and accept the ideas.” In his Number Theory class, he lost 10 points

because he used only symbols in his proofs without explanations. The professor told

him, “proofs are supposed to be read by others. …. If you don’t write any sentences,

no one would understand your proofs even those experienced professors.”

This expansion of audience to tutoring and mathematical proofs was set in

motion by contradictions between the lack of success in his actions and his goals in

the activity of mathematics. Apparently, Fengshan had noticed that students he

tutored did not always understand his explanations, and he was painfully aware of

losing 10 points. In our class, he had learned that one way to connect with his readers

was to refer to common experiences. By expanding rhetorical concepts into these

other situations, he transcended his previous contexts of rhetoric and mathematics,

resolving the contradictions and transforming his activities of tutoring and

mathematics (see Figure 4.2 for expansion of rhetoric into tutoring).
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Figure 4.2. Expansion of Rhetorical Concepts

As can be seen, the object of one activity became an instrument in another.

Material instruments can also be expanded into other activities. The LRO was

a genre, as far as these students were concerned, connected to one particular teacher
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and class. Yet, although they had never seen it before, several students internalized

the LRO’s observations section and expanded it into a tool for their own goals. Linda,

for example, after the class had ended, continued to use observations for her own

purposes with neighbors and classmates “in order to learn about American society.”

Lihua, as mentioned earlier, also adapted observations for her own goals.

Rather than limiting observations to a brief recording of her actions as instructed, she

used them as a tool for communicating with me and getting feedback to “improve

[her]self” and “as a special chance to practice English writing, write what ever I like

to say.” When I commented on her observations resembling a diary more than an

observation of her rhetoric, she responded, “I think that to improve entire English

ability should be the real purpose of this class.” She also had her own goals in

agreeing to do the interviews for my research. She wrote in her observations:

I accept the interview with Charles. It is really make me happy, for it
is the first time I talk 2 hours without nervous with a native English
speaker. It give me a lot of confidence to learn English well. … Because
this is really a good way to learn more, such as American culture, the
daily English. Speak English and using it in the daily time is the best
way to study a second language.

Thus, contradictions led these students to expand and generalize rhetorical

concepts and tools studied and used in class into their own activities for their own

goals, motives, and productive societal practices.

Class expansion. In addition to changing members’ participation in an activity

system and how they come to understand and use its tools, contradictions may also

alter the system. The introduction of the Online Learning Record (the previous name
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for the Learning Record Online) into my course was to resolve contradictions

between my previous pedagogical practices and practices to which I wanted to move

closer, practices of authentic and equitable assessment, motivation, and autonomous

learning. The OLR brought new contradictions, however. It was difficult for the

international students in my classes and the native speakers in other classes to

construct a coherent model of its parts and concepts. To resolve this contradiction,

Margaret Syverson, a professor of rhetoric at The University of Texas at Austin,

initiated the creation of an online interface (and thus the change in names) that

visually put the different parts of the OLR together for the students, attempting to

scaffold their conceptual comprehension of the OLR as a consistent model of

rhetorical activity and evaluation. This interface did shape students’ understanding.

As mentioned in the section on radical constructivism, although it was likely that

most students did not fully understand its conceptual underpinnings before the

Midterm, only a few made observations concerning difficulties with the LRO. In the

class previous to this one that had used the OLR version, however, many students

wrote observations on their confusion about the Learning Record before the Midterm.

They, too, did not understand its concepts well. However, they had the additional

problem of visualizing how the different parts of the Learning Record came together

in a coherent document, which they did not see until after they had constructed their

Midterm Learning Records.
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Besides changes initiated by instructors, students have proposed changes. Past

conflicts with understanding the Online Learning Record had led to student

suggestions that because the OLR readings and samples by native speakers of English

were not easy to follow or understand, future classes should have sample OLRs from

nonnative speakers and a simplified version of the OLR information. The former was

implemented, and the latter is still in progress.

The changes resulting from student suggestions, however, differed from those

initiated by instructors and were directly related to instructors and students

participating in different, although overlapping, activity systems. The systems are

different because its members pursue different objects. According to Dillon (2000),

the object for students is meeting graduation requirements and the course is an

instrument for doing so. (Out of 14 students, ten students took the class because it

was required.) For teachers, however, teaching the course is the activity’s object, and

instruments are the resources available for teaching the class. Consequently, in most

cases, suggestions from students revolve around grades. That is, they focus on

making class concepts easier to understand to be able to do the assignments in order

to get good grades. In contrast, teacher initiated changes revolve around facilitating

conceptual change in students. Of course, this is an oversimplification: Teachers may

introduce changes to make teaching easier rather than more effective, and students

motivated to learn, such as Lihua, may propose conceptual changes.
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Nevertheless, for classes as a whole to become settings of expansive learning,

the object of the course must be expanded to include course content and procedures.

As noted above, some students in some ways did expand the object of the class from

absorbing the text for a grade to learning for their own purposes. This expansion

occurred in part because the LRO helped them to notice contradictions between their

everyday practices and the practices of the class and in part because of their own

interests. With the exception of Lihua, it was not clear, however, whether they had

become “good expansive learners … [who] can design and implement their own

futures as their prevalent practices show symptoms of crisis” (Engeström, 1991b, p.

256). For students to become good expansive learners, they need to engage in

critically investigating the contradictions within the class content and procedures and

in developing a new model for the class activity (Engeström, 1991b), a new way of

learning to write in a second language at the university level. Such a learning setting

is not yet in the process of being implemented, at least by me, as other contradictions

have not yet been resolved, such as those between teacher authority and student

autonomy and between institutional objectives and those of students.

Division expansion. Contradictions exist between the class activity system and

the division, the larger institutional system within which it is embedded. For instance,

one contradiction at the division level before this class involved the OLR. A few

teachers used the OLR, but the majority did not. In fact, although permitting

individual teachers to use the OLR, the committee responsible for the content of this
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course had decided against requiring it for all sections because after examining it,

they felt that there was no need to alter current methods of evaluation, that no

refereed research on the OLR was available, and that it required a major investment

of time in learning how to use it and continuing to use it in class (Ruszkiewicz,

September 21, 2001, personal communication).

The decision against the OLR contrasts with the committee’s decision to

incorporate a forum book into the curriculum. The forum book was to be a book on

“an important cultural issue” about which all the students of all sections would read,

discuss, and write in an electronic forum in order to create a community of learners.

In addition, the author of the book would be invited to give a talk during the spring

semester to the students. The decision differs from the one on the OLR because no

refereed research was sought (Ruszkiewicz), although using an additional textbook

would obviously require some investment of time. The difference in the decisions

was likely tied to the culture of English departments. The OLR was a novel concept,

but the idea of a forum book was common to the curricula of many English

departments in the U.S. To require teachers to invest the time in a novel OLR, the

committee would have needed to perceive that there was a “crisis” in evaluation

(Ruszkiewicz), but no crisis seemed to be needed for investing time in a forum book.

The resolution, or nonresolution, of these contradictions was mediated by the

system’s social and cultural history. As with students, so too with instructors and
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administrators: Learning expansively and questioning the object of one’s activity

system is not a common occurrence.

Collective expansive learning. Collective expansive learning is not common,

unless as Ruszkiewicz said, a crisis occurs. For the most part, “If it ain’t broke too

much, don’t fix it” and “Don’t rock the boat” are apt proverbs for the probability of

expansive learning in an activity system. They underscore social and cultural mores

that mitigate against questioning the object of the system, an action crucial for

expansive learning.

In addition to sociocultural mores, another major reason for this lack of

questioning is a lack of time. Students, instructors, and administrators participate in

various activity systems, for instance, different classes, various social activity

systems, and work activities. To maintain community membership in the various

activities can easily preclude taking time for reflection and questioning the system

object, unless a crisis threshold forces such actions. In a classroom, it is difficult for

that threshold to be reached because there is a complete turnover of community

members every semester. Students leave specific class activity systems usually before

contradictions between the community of students and the object of the course

become tense enough to warrant their reexamining the object of the system. Thus,

transforming the system’s object is left in the hands of the instructors and the

curriculum committee, who, also participating in other activity systems, put the object

of this course at a lower level of priority than their other objects, such as publishing
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and, for graduate students, success in their own coursework. Abetted by sociocultural

values and a lack of time, individuals pursue short-term success instead of long-term

learning, thus dampening the welling up of contradictions sufficiently strong to lead

to a questioning of the object of the first-year university composition course. Thus,

the course remains “essentially a subject-producing activity” (Engeström, 1987) in

which students acquire “knowledge” rather than a learning activity in which they

create new activities out of the existing ones.

COMPLEXITY THEORY

Just as contradictions lead to change in radical constructivism and activity

theory, the tensions between order and chaos lead agents to seek an elusive

equilibrium, resulting in complex adaptive systems of turbulent stability. Looking at

how these systems emerge out of chaos and change over time, complexity theory’s

unit of analysis is an ecology that includes the individuals of radical constructivism

and the activities of activity theory. With a focus on the interactions among agents,

complexity theory analyzes how these interactions lead to the emergence of systemic

behavior differing from that of its individual agents. In using complexity theory as a

lens through which to understand better the ecology of a second language

composition classroom, I will draw upon John Holland’s (1995) model, which

proposed that all complex adaptive systems have four properties and three

mechanisms. The four properties are aggregation, nonlinearity, flows, and diversity,
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and the three mechanisms are tagging, internal models (schemas), and building

blocks.

Aggregation

Agents form aggregates that in turn can act as meta-agents, and meta-agents

can aggregate to form meta-meta-agents, and so on, creating hierarchical complex

adaptive systems (Holland, 1995), such as the aggregation seen in the hierarchy of a

university: university, colleges and schools, divisions and departments, and

classrooms.

Within the two classrooms in this study, aggregations of two to three, and

sometimes four, students emerged at the beginning of the semester. Although students

might sit one position to the left or right from what is indicated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4

below and although there were exceptions, especially when students came late to

class, the general seating positions of the students illustrated below were fairly

consistent throughout the semester (parentheses around names indicate these students

had two preferred seats).
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Figure 4.3. Seating Positions in the Non-computer Classroom

Figure 4.4. Seating Positions in the Computer Classroom

As can be seen, about one half of the students sat with the same students

regardless of classroom. Yolanda and Tatiana always sat together; Julie and Maria

generally sat together, as did Ahmet and Firoz. Some students changed positions,
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according to the classroom, such as Linda and Fatiha, and a few students like

Fengshan, Lihua, and Sheung crossed aggregate boundaries, showing the

permeability of the boundaries.

Aggregates emerge because they afford a better probability of survival. As

Holland (1995) wrote, “The appearance of new levels of organization in this

evolution depends on one critical ability: each new level must collect and protect

resources in a way that outweighs the increased cost of a more complex structure”

(pp. 143-144). In a composition classroom, forming bonds with other students affords

the potential of assistance and an increased understanding of the class environment

and of content knowledge that improves their ability to “survive” the rigors of

rhetoric and the red ink of the instructor.

In these particular classrooms, the long tables hindered the emergence of

aggregates larger than two or three students, because the tables favored linear, side by

side seating positions. For aggregates of four or five to emerge, the students would

generally have needed to sit in an oval or circular arrangement, an arrangement

departing from the customary seating arrangements in which students faced the

instructor and thus costing the students at least a sense of unease that would not be

worth the advantages of belonging to a larger group. Of course, this cost could have

been avoided if a larger aggregate had emerged in which two students had sat on each

side of a corner so that they could face the instructor and also each other.
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Tagging

The mechanism assisting the formation of aggregates, and consequently of

boundaries, is called tagging.  Tags direct the attention of agents toward certain

features while disregarding others. They “facilitate selective interaction … [and]

allow agents to select among agents or objects that would otherwise be

indistinguishable” (p. 14). In effect, tags identify and categorize phenomena, thus

setting the boundaries of aggregates.

Various tags were at work in the seating arrangements. One tag for some of

these students was that of language and ethnicity. Julie and Maria (Indonesian);

Sabah and Firoz (Malaysian); and Fengshan, Lihong, and Yiping (Chinese) generally

sat close together with others speaking the same language.  Lihua and Sheung

(Chinese) often sat with the other Chinese students but also sat with other students in

the class. When sitting together, these students often spoke in their native languages

among themselves.

Another tag operating was that of initial seating position. Complexity theory

asserts that established actions can lock in future paths of action, precluding other

paths. Most students generally remained in the same general positions that they

occupied from the first day of class, even though I mixed them up at times into

different groups for collaborative class exercises. Because this class occupied two

different rooms, it is likely that the initial seating positions in the different classrooms

from the first two days of class established a tension between differences in the two
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arrangements, creating the potential for a few students to move between two different

positions, a potential abetted by the presence of five Chinese students.

Of the five students who had two seating positions, four of them were

Chinese. With respect to seating positions around long tables, it was easier for dyads

to form than for larger groups of four or five as mentioned above, thus creating some

tension about which Chinese students would sit together. That tension augmented by

competing tags further potentiated the possibility of changes in the seating positions

for the Chinese students. If Fengshan, for instance, arrived late and found it difficult

to sit in his normal position, he may have sat with Ahmet and Firoz because they

were male, a tag of same gender rather than of same language. Lihua probably sat

with others to practice and improve her English, a tag of value for her. And at times,

no doubt, students simply sat in the closest available seat after entering the classroom,

perhaps to draw as little attention as possible to themselves, another value for some.

Tags may contradict or compete with one another. The initial seating position

tag, for instance, competed with and apparently took precedence over the tag of

language. Linda and Yolanda, both Spanish speakers, never sat together during the

semester but remained in their initial positions. Yet, the tag of Spanish did serve to

bring them together temporarily to converse in Spanish before class began, and it may

also have operated in their deciding to do Paper 4, an optionally collaborative paper,

together.
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As conditions varied from class to class, it should not be thought that the

strength of the initial seating position tag, or any other tag, remained the same across

classes. In the class of the previous semester, Neelum19 intentionally formed her own

aggregate of four computer science majors because as she said,

Like they were talking about their country, but I didn't knew about what they were
talking about, so it wasn't interesting to me, or whatever I'm talking, it wasn't
interesting to them, and this was the problem.

Yet, she herself acknowledges that one small change could have made a difference

about which group with which she decided to stay:

I learned from that like if you talk even one more thing, the one that are those people,
if you start, if I would have start with something that interest them, then they would
have become my friends too, but now it's, I don't care.

Thus, the tag of “common interests”—in this case, computer science; in other cases,

language, ethnicity, gender, values, etc.—directed Neelum to select for interactions

with other computer science majors, from which emerged her aggregate, locking in

these students as a group for the semester.

As noted above, values can be the basis of tags. For instance, in responding to

a posting on the class electronic message board, Yolanda wrote that she was drawn to

respond to Maria’s posting “because her values are very similar to mine.” Opposite

values can also attract in some instances. Julie and Firoz generally disagreed on

everything, but as Julie noted, Firoz was a great source of rebuttals, a valued resource

for composing argumentative essays. More than simply finding common interests,

tags serve to facilitate useful interactions.
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Dysfunctional tags can emerge. In an exercise on developing coherence in

paragraphs, the types of transitions listed were

• repetition of earlier words,

• using synonyms of earlier words,

• transition words signaling a change or continuation,

• pronouns to refer to older information,

• logical transitions, or

• examples of earlier claims.

As only one of these, logical transitions, did not involve using words to signal a

transition, several students in the class developed a tag of selecting words instead of

logic for transitions. While doing the exercise, which required students to decide

which of two paragraphs had less coherence and to rearrange the sentences in that one

to make it coherent, some students wanted to add transition words, such as “for

example,” that were not in the original and were not needed. In fact, during the

exercise, Ahmet asserted that the sentences were “not connected by logic but they’re

connected by words.” At the time, I was unaware of the tag they had formed. On one

occasion when I learned of it with specific individuals and brought it to their

attention, they were surprised. In nature, dysfunctional tags are quickly eliminated

through the death of the agent. In less deadly settings, such as a classroom, students

need to come face to face with contradictions between their knowledge and that of

others in order for them to reevaluate the fitness of a tag.
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Flows

By mediating for some actions and against others, tags not only create

aggregates, they also establish networks of flows, another property in Holland’s

model of complex systems. Flows refer to the movements of resources among agents

via connectors. In this class, the primary resource flowing to and from the students

was knowledge of rhetoric and research, and the connectors were interactions with

others—myself as the instructor, consultants at the Writing Center, classmates,

friends and acquaintances, and even their textbooks—via conversations, emails,

written comments on their papers and other assignments, lectures, etc. The

movements of knowledge set up patterns of flows both to and from the students (see

Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Network(s) of Flows among Students

As the instructor, of course, I was a primary source of rhetorical knowledge in

the students’ networks. From one aspect of the students’ point of view, I was tagged

as the warden of their grades who held the key to the doors of success and failure.

Thus, they listened to my lectures, whether scintillating or not; read my written
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feedback on their topic proposals, rough drafts, final drafts, and other assignments;

and interacted with me in class and during individual conferences of 40 minutes or

more on each of their three rough drafts. Although the conferences were voluntary,

most students signed up and commented in their observations on aspects of rhetorical

or research knowledge that they had learned during these conferences.

The flows of knowledge are generally two-way. I also received comments

from the students, questions by email or in their observations, and sometimes new

ways of looking at the rhetoric the students were trying to create. The flow of

knowledge toward me affected my selection and design of later assignments and

sometimes influenced me to send an email out to the entire class in order to correct

misunderstood concepts, a recycling of the knowledge (see below).

Another major resource of rhetoric in the students’ networks was the Writing

Center. Most students visited the Writing Center at least once, and many students

went several times. At the Writing Center, students were counseled on their papers

concerning aspects ranging from finding topics to grammar to organization to

improving their criteria and support for their positions, finding rebuttals, etc.

Many sources of rhetorical knowledge in the students’ network came from

outside the class. At least one third of the class attended a lecture by Deborah Tannen,

a well-known sociolinguist who talked on the subject of one of her books, The

Argument Culture: Stopping America’s War of Words. Fengshan wrote on the

communication strategies she used, such as “real-life examples and personal
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experience,” strategies on which I had lectured and that the class had studied in their

rhetoric text Everything’s an Argument.

Students also took efforts to expand their networks of flows. Their efforts

were directed by various tags. Tatiana had generated a tag for non-bias in her papers.

Writing a paper on the subject of jihad in Islam and not wanting to be biased, she

queried many Muslims who resided in her dormitory, learning that they had

their own understanding of Jihad. From talking to them I’ve
understood that even people of one religion have different
ideas on this topic. I found even one person that totally
disagreed with idea of Jihad. I was really surprised.

With respect to the tag of non-bias, Tatiana also sought advice from a friend on a

questionnaire she was developing.

I found it hard to make the questions neutral, not biased, as my
attitude toward this topic is very negative. ... I also gave it to one
of my friends and ask him to guess my attitude to this topic
based on what he reads on my questionnaire. His answer was
that my attitude is very negative. So I have to work on it more
and make it neutral.

Besides having access to resources of knowledge, students were resources of

knowledge for others outside the classroom. Tatiana helped a graduate student who

was not sure of how to proceed in his research on comparing Hebrew and Arabic

calligraphy. Using what she had learned in our class for our third paper, she suggested

that he write it as an evaluation argument, finding the “main points,” or criteria, for

comparison and then discussing the “differences and similarities” in the different

calligraphies.
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Likewise, Julie used our class online tool for creating bibliographies for

another class. She wrote,

We just did the bibliography exercise yesterday. And in
the same day, at night when I have another group
project, I have to do the bibliography again. Yeah, I
use the program [an online tool for creating
bibliographic entries] for some of the parts that I can't
do, but it's going to take a looooooong time to type it
one by one for 72 sources. But, after a while I get the
hang on it, and actually don’t have to use the
program for the last half sources.

The flow of knowledge from class members to others outside the class should

not be considered unique to this class. Drawing upon knowledge introduced in the

class on constructing questionnaires and conducting surveys, Neelum helped her

brother, a graduate student in pharmacy, to compose a questionnaire for his research,

a questionnaire going out to thousands of people, and to analyze the results. Students

do not leave their knowledge in the classroom when they exit at the bell and enter

other aggregates elsewhere.

Obviously, networks of flows existed with knowledge moving among the

students, myself, consultants at the Writing Center, and others. In looking more

closely at these networks, we can see two important effects of flows: multiplying and

recycling. In multiplying, an initial effect of a resource is multiplied as it moves

through the network. In this class, the effect of the knowledge flowing from the

consultants and me was multiplied by the students with respect to their classmates

and others outside the class through various connectors, including, for example,
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presentations, essay and LRO peer reviews, and postings to the Discussion Forum, an

electronic message board.

Maria made several vivid PowerPoint presentations on readings from a

rhetoric book I kept on reserve in the library. These readings paralleled the

knowledge presented in the class, yet the presentations obviously affected the

students, as many wrote about them in their observations. For example, in Maria’s

presentation on “Moving your Audience,” which echoed the four lines of argument

learned in class on appealing to one’s audience, Julie saw similarities between

advertising and rhetoric, and felt she was reading one of her articles from an

advertising class. Linda wrote in her observations, “After [Maria’s] presentation I got

the idea of using illustrations in my paper.”

Other presentations had similar effects on the students. For instance, Julie’s

presentation on how to write an essay drew responses from Yiping and Yolanda.

Yolanda wrote,

She has talked about how to write a rough draft. It has been very interesting
because she has talked about all the ways that we have to follow to not to get
crazy writing the rough draft. I'll try to apply them in the next topic.

Peer reviews of essays and of the Midterm LRO were also influential in

multiplying the effect of the instructor’s knowledge. Peer reviews were done both in

class and out of class. In class, students discussed in pairs how two of their

classmates’ papers might be made more persuasive, using my guidelines to look at

their classmates’ organization, criteria, use of the lines of argument, etc. At the end of
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class, each student took home one of those two essays s/he had looked at in class to

comment on it at home in more detail. Through the peer reviews, students discussed

with each other and gave and received comments on their essays, thus reproducing to

and from one another the initial flow of knowledge from the teacher several times

over. In addition, the students could see in others’ papers what they did not see in

their own. As Tatiana wrote, peer reviewing is a “really good thing. Because it’s

always easier to see somebody’s mistakes than your own.” And I would add, it is

always easier to apply rhetorical knowledge to someone else’s essay than your own.

Another connector facilitating the flow of knowledge was the Discussion

Forum. On this electronic message board, students posted various assignments, such

as topic proposals, their understandings of readings in the textbook, and the results of

exercises. They were encouraged and sometimes required to write responses to their

classmates’ postings. Although the students likely did not read all of the postings

made and many posted responses only when required to do so, they probably read

many of them, thus multiplying the flow of rhetorical knowledge.

On the posting of the topic proposal for the students’ evaluation argument,

Yolanda and Firoz chose the same topic of living together before marriage but took

opposing positions. This topic seemed to fascinate class members, drawing 11

responses from the class of 14 students. On the students’ topic proposal for their

fourth paper, Yolanda and Linda together and Ahmet individually proposed that there

should be special sections of government and history for international students. These
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two postings also attracted 11 responses with many of them echoing aspects of an

exercise completed in class for helping them understand how to begin to write

proposal arguments, to determine the appropriate audience, and to consider whether

or not that audience would consider that a problem existed to be resolved. A few

responses were:

Lihua I agree with your proposal. But how much it will cost for
your proposal? there a feasible way to accomplish your
proposal?

Fengshan … Would the school really care about this? I think not really because
it’s considered as a fixed policy and students have to follow the
instructions definitely.

Lihong … I think you should explain more on why the problem is
important to the University and its certain departments.
Have you tried to talk with you instructor about the
problem? I think if you talk to the instructor about your
difficulty, mostly he/she will care about your situation. And
that's what I did last semester, I told my professor and TA
that I was having trouble studing government, and then they
gave me lots of help on that. It did work.

These responses multiplied the knowledge their classmates manifested in doing the

exercise, conceptual knowledge such as cost, feasibility, audience as the entity with

the power to make changes, and audience interest in, or concern for, the problem.

Besides flows multiplying knowledge in a network, flows can also recycle

knowledge through networks that include members of past classes. Maria, having

problems putting together her Midterm LRO, used the examples on the Internet from

a previous class of mine as a template for her own LRO. In turn, other students like
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Sheung, seeing Maria’s LRO before the Midterm LRO was due, used hers as a model

for their own. As I use these LRO examples for every class, the knowledge contained

in them is continually recycled through all of my classes.

Maria also recycled an idea for optional work from a previous class. In

attempting to decide what type of optional work she should do, she asked the advice

of Cahyadi, an Indonesian friend who had taken my class the previous semester.

Although he did not write a resume, he had wanted to and so advised Maria, thus

recycling into the class a previous possibility for optional work. She wrote,

I talked to my friend yesterday. … He took this class last semester. We
were talking about this class, and then I asked him if he had any input
for my optional paper. And he said a resume would be a good one,
because he wanted to make a resume too last semester. And I decided
it would be a really good idea.

A lengthier period of time for recycling occurred with Lihua. To obtain help

on her definition argument essay, she asked a man who had taken this course more

than 20 years ago. Besides advising her on her paper with respect to sentence

structure and grammar and praising her “abundant thought, opinion and idea,” he

suggested that she go to the Writing Center for additional help.

Note that the networks of these students extended outside the class to others to

include international students who had taken the course previously, allowing for a

continual recycling of the knowledge of rhetoric, research, and collaboration across

classes and across time.

The networks of students, connectors, and flows changed over time, as the

students adapted, or did not adapt, to their experiences. Firoz, an active node in the
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network of knowledge flows, stopped coming to class in mid-semester. Sabah,

initially somewhat timid, became more active in class participation, thus increasing

the flows of knowledge to and from her. Beneficial experiences helped many students

to adapt by going to the Writing Center. Yolanda, who was having trouble finding

sources for her evaluation paper, received “a great idea” from the consultant to begin

her research by using books on psychology. Another consultant at the Writing Center

helped Linda, who was planning to evaluate Playboy, to understand the concept of

criteria better and also advised her to change to another magazine. Concerning that

advice, Linda wrote,

I am considering changing my topic proposal for the evaluatin paper. First, playboy
magazin is an issue that I don't know much about it.  Second, I asked myself: how can
I argue about a magazin that you have never read?  The answer is that I should chose
a topic that I  fell confortable with and also that I know  something … about it.

Students also adapted to listening to classmates. At the beginning of the

semester, many students tended to listen to me and my comments, and to ignore

comments from their classmates. Yiping, it was noted earlier, initially preferred my

lectures to group work. Lihong similarly wrote,

I remember right after I turned in the first rough draft
(definition paper) and got comments from both Mr. Nelson and
another classmate, I didn’t pay attention to what my classmate
wrote at all and only read Nelson’s comments. But now, I have
learned to accept all the comments, no matter it’s from the
teacher or classmate, no matter they are criticizing or praising my
work. And I will really think of the reasons why they will write me
comments like that, and how I could improve the quality of my
paper.
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Obviously, both Yiping and Lihong had experiences in which they had

profited from the comments of their previous instructors, had assigned corresponding

tags to their instructors, and thus had expectations that they would profit from my

comments. Having had few if any interactions with classmates in the past, they had

no tags directing them to select interactions with their classmates, and thus they

disregarded classmates’ comments. In conjunction with a lack of experience in such

interactions, they likely had tags that mediated for interactions with “experts” and

against interactions with “non-experts.” Along this line, Tarone and Yule (1987)

found that when nonnative speakers conversed with other nonnative speakers, they

did not use the communication strategy of appealing for assistance as they did when

conversing with native speakers (cf. Nelson, 1990). Students in the class, however,

did appeal to other students in areas in which they were considered, relatively

speaking, “experts.” For example, Lihong and Yiping sought help from Fengshan, a

mathematics major, in their lower-division mathematics courses. Despite their

classmates’ status as “non-experts” with respect to writing in English, as students

experienced successful encounters with their classmates, whether written or verbal,

they began to generate tags mediating for interaction with their classmates. Thus, they

began to accept knowledge from their classmates, and their networks of knowledge

flows became more branched.

Branches in networks can also be pruned. Within one month of the beginning

of the semester, four students working in a group found it difficult to continue to
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work together. Three students mentioned their difficulty in their observations, and the

fourth student, Ahmet, asked not to be assigned with the other three for the rest of the

semester. These students clearly had different tags in the form of values for

delineating appropriate group interactions. It seems that Ahmet recognized the

different values at work in group discussions and consequently adapted:

Actually it’s really hard for me to work with a
group. We always have different ideas. This is good,
but we need to synthesize these ideas and produce a
work which reflects everybody’s ideas. Sometimes we
need to forego our ideas even though we believe that
the ideas are right. Always there are trade-offs.
But I think, I gain more than I lost by working with
a group, if I can learn how to accept people’s
ideas. In the beginning of the class, I was poorer
on group study. Probably, I didn’t know how to do
it. I cannot say that I totally learned how to
cooperate on the same work, but I opened the locked
door in this class and I will go in through very
soon.

Ahmet’s working toward accepting others’ viewpoints seemed to have been

recognized by two of those three students, changing the tags they had previously

assigned to him, because when Yolanda and Linda learned that he was working on

the same topic for their fourth paper, an optionally collaborative paper, Yolanda

expressed a favorable anticipation that Ahmet might join them. Although they did not

write the paper together, they did design a questionnaire for a survey together and

shared its results. Yolanda even added in an observation during the final week of

class that she found Ahmet’s presentation interesting and was going to use in her own
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presentation the next day “one of the things he said: Writing is a process.” Thus, flow

networks are in flux as flows are multiplied and recycled, and as branches of flows

are added and pruned.

Nonlinearity

Obviously, the multiplying and recycling of flows show that learning in a

classroom ecology is nonlinear, another property of complex adaptive systems, and

that the flow of knowledge crosses the boundaries of the classroom. Students went

outside the classroom, obtaining advice from friends and the Writing Center, advice

that I might not have given or considered. In my experience, international students

generally have access to compatriot networks of knowledge to help them navigate the

university terrain and courses. The flows of knowledge from previous LROs to the

students of the class, from Cahyadi to Maria, and from the individual taking the

course 20 years earlier to Lihua cannot be summed up or averaged to determine their

effects: These effects are nonlinear, and the behavior of the whole is greater than the

sum of the parts, including the part of the teacher.

One case exemplifying the nonlinearity of knowledge flow can be seen in

Maria’s evaluation essay. Maria initially found it challenging to find a topic. She

rejected evaluating “genetically altered food,” as she felt it would be too difficult to

find good criteria. Arriving at the deadline of turning in a rough draft in one day, she

compiled a list of topics and surveyed her classmates on which one they found more
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interesting. She accepted the choice of the majority: Interracial dating is a good

relationship.

Turning in her rough draft the next day, she wrote in her observations,
It was pretty good, but I just need to learn more about the
organization, because I don't really know how to organize an
evaluation argument. I'm confused about how to do the matching
part, and what to match for? I just provided some reasons and
evidence, but I don't know if that's what really asked in the
organization of an evaluation argument.

During a free day in which students could work on what they wished, Maria

talked to me about improving her rough draft. She was having trouble finding

appropriate criteria and was considering changing her essay to another topic. She

continued, however, and went to the Writing Center for help:

I was so frustrated about my paper, because it seems like I can't get
my ideas through, and that my criteria isn't strong enough. So I went
to the UWC to develop and to strengthen my criteria, and also to
revise my whole paper.

She had tagged her problem correctly: Her paper was initially difficult

because although her claim was “All interracial marriages are good marriages,” she

meant to argue, “Interracial marriages are not bad marriages.” Once the consultant at

the Writing Center understood Maria’s intent, she advised her to ask my opinion on

departing from my standard Develop-Criteria-then-Match format to an organization

better suited for this particular negative claim, a format based on rebuttals. Maria saw

me the next day; I concurred with the consultant’s advice and helped her develop an

appropriate outline for a rebuttal-based essay; and she returned the following day for

further help from the same consultant, who explained to Maria what she needed to do,
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how to approach developing her criteria, and how to support her rebuttals with

research.

Maria decided to throw away her first rough draft and start from the beginning

in order to bring a fresh look at her essay for her conference with me. As her

reasoning still needed work, she also had some friends look at her paper. Finally

before turning in the final draft, she returned to the Writing Center once more to

check the grammar and to improve her reasoning that so far was remaining elusive.

With a different consultant this time, the reasoning improved enough that Maria was

able to conclude: “I was very relieved at the end; I finally was able to put together all

my thoughts in my 2nd paper.” To bring about this “relief” took help from her

friends, several talks in class with me, our conference, and three consultations at the

Writing Center, not to mention her own struggles in writing. The intertwining of the

flows of knowledge among the different agents in this ecology of writing rules out a

linear, causal explanation for the final result of her essay in favor of a nonlinear

emergence of patterned complexity.

Diversity

Diversity is the fourth property in Holland’s model. The various agents

involved in Maria’s evaluation essay underscores the diversity found in an ecology of

writing. Diversity emerges in complex adaptive systems because each agent’s niche

in the system “is defined by the interactions centering on that agent” (Holland, 1995,

p. 27). As agents engage in progressive adaptations via their interactions with other
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agents, they continuously change their niches in the system, creating dynamic

patterns in it.

Ahmet, as noted above, is a case in point of changing niches. For some

students in the classroom at the beginning of the semester, Ahmet’s niche was defined

as persona non grata. Through progressive adaptations, he changed his niche with

two of these students to function as a valued resource for sharing ideas on their

questionnaire and the results of their survey. Ahmet also exemplified how an agent’s

niche is multifaceted, varying according to the particular agents with whom he or she

interacts. For many students, Ahmet was a major source of ideas. Fengshan wrote that

he saw Ahmet often outside class in the computer labs and in another classroom they

shared, spontaneously conversing on the composition course. He said that Ahmet had

his “own ideas,” which was “very important.”

Julie also went to Ahmet and to others depending on her need:

In addition, I always ask [Ahmet] if I’m confused
about some vocabulary, assignments, or don’t
understand some stuff. He’s a smart person, that’s why I
always come up to him if I have any question, person-
to-person. It’s a little bit different with [Sabah] because
she helps me in paper, or [Maria], because she helps me
with assignments.

Elsewhere, she mentioned finding Firoz to be a great resource for rebuttals, and again

Sabah and Maria, although this time for advice on research. Julie interacted with

these classmates differently, so that in her ecological network, each of them was

fulfilling a special function and so occupying a specific niche.
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Diversity arises from the different types of interactions in which agents

engage. It also evolves when “an agent opens a new niche” (Holland, 1995, p. 28). In

the class previous to this one, not one student did an optional presentation. In this

class, four students gave optional presentations: Maria gave three presentations; Julie

and Tatiana gave two apiece; and Lihua gave one presentation. Two weeks into the

semester, Julie gave the first presentation, passing out a handout. The following week,

Maria gave one. Then about every two or three weeks, one of these four students

made a presentation. Once Julie had set a new precedent, or niche, other students

followed, increasing the types of optional tasks available in the course, which were

necessary for those students wanting to earn a grade of A.

Different tags seemed to be at work in the two classes. According to Arrow

and Burns (in press), norms are quickly established in newly formed groups, and once

established, they then guide future behavior in the system unless some reason arises

that causes them to be questioned. In both classes, I mentioned the opportunity to do

optional presentations, noting that they could start during the third week. Julie

responded, presenting in the third week and thus generating a schema for

presentations as part of the class’s normal behavior. Having set a new precedent, or

niche, it was easier for other students to follow.

In the earlier class, no one responded. About one month into the semester, I

asked one student if she wanted to do a presentation the following week, and she

agreed. However, I forgot to ask her to give it at the beginning of the day she was
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supposed to present. When a second week had passed, I remembered to ask her if she

still wanted to give her presentation, her response, although indirect, suggested to me

that she did not want to give it if no one else was going to present. Like the Chinese

proverb of being neither first nor last, most people have tags that select against

interactions in which they go against established norms. In this case, the relatively

long duration of six weeks into the semester had established a class norm of no

presentations. Diversity and innovation, it seems, has the best chance of flourishing if

nurtured when aggregates are initially being formed.

A key species in the diversity of the classroom, of course, is the teacher. The

teacher designs the curriculum, determines the goals of the course, sets up tasks and

actions for the students to accomplish, is the primary resource for most students, etc.

Like the students above, my niche was multifaceted, and I varied my interactions with

the students and gave more or less guidance according to initial interactions, student

initiative, and language proficiency. While holding conferences, for example, I

explicitly directed those students who seemed to be at a loss in their papers,

essentially engaging in a monologue; however, with some students who took more

initiative in discussing their papers, more of a dialogue ensued (cf. Patthey-Chavez &

Ferris, 1997).

Internal Models

In addition to tagging, internal models are another mechanism through which

adaptation occurs. They are much like the schemas in radical constructivism:
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mechanisms for anticipating situations. In addition, Holland (1995) applied principles

of genetics to explain how internal models develop, stating that they develop from

interactions with the environment through three processes: reproduction through

fitness, cross-over and recombination, and replacement. With respect to composing

essays, reproduction means that students continue to use schemas that work in their

essays. Cross-over and recombination refer to students hybridizing new concepts of

writing with their existing schemas, and replacement refers to replacing one schema

for writing with a new one.

These processes are also at work in other properties and mechanisms. For

instance, in the case of aggregates, reproduction means that students continue to form

the same aggregates; cross-over and recombination refer to students generating new

aggregates, as when Fengshan joined Ahmet and Firoz; and replacement refers to

replacing one aggregate with another, which could occur when a teacher changed the

assignments for particular aggregates of students.

In this class, replacement was perhaps best seen with Lihua. On the first essay,

only Lihua did not take a position on an issue as expected on academic writing in the

U.S. In subsequent essays, however, she did take a position, showing that her

previous schema, an informative one, had been replaced with a schema for

argumentation.

With respect to reproduction, whether a schema survives depends on whether

it is penalized or not. As long as it is not penalized, it is considered to be a fit schema.
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As mentioned above, students were required to incorporate rebuttals into their essays,

so that papers without rebuttals were generally not accepted, a significant penalty.

Thesis statements and the development of criteria, however, were taught and

encouraged but not required. Consequently, the students could reproduce those

schemas existing prior to the class instead of replacing them with new ones. As far as

most students were concerned, their schemas were fit and working well enough.

Another example of a schema working well enough to be reproduced but not

fitting my expectations was that of writing more than one paragraph per criterion. At

the beginning of the semester, most students appeared to have a schema that writing

in English for academic purposes included an introduction, two to four body

paragraphs, and a conclusion, a schema that many continued to reproduce throughout

the semester, although it was a malfunctioning schema, at least from my perspective.

Throughout the semester I emphasized criterion sections, explaining that a section

could have one or more paragraphs, and probably would. Approximately two thirds of

the students, however, generally continued to write one paragraph per criterion,

frequently ending up with paragraphs a page in length or longer (see Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6. Number of Paragraphs and Words per Paragraph in Rough Drafts (RD)

Paragraphs in Essay Body Average Words/Paragraph

Pseudonym RD
1

RD
2

RD
3

RD
41

RD
1

RD
2

RD
3

RD
41

Fengshan 4 10 6 82 84 79
Ahmet 2 6 4 94 178 150
Yiping 2 5 3 139 134 399
Yolanda 3 17 9 49 37 100
Sheung 3 3 3 42 106 160 140 1222

Firoz9 2 2 3 127 194 184
Fatiha 3 4 3 76 120 149
Tatiana 4 3 3 101 128 253
Julie 2 2 5 42 128 330 144 1222

Linda 1 2 4 83 67 57
Maria 4 8 9 42 52 90 93 1222

Sabah 3 4 3 42 99 170 266 1222

Lihong 2 14 7 226 73 102
Lihua 1 3 3   5 320 409 281 156

1Papers with a business format were not included as examples.
2This paper was a collaborative effort of these four students.

Generally speaking, a paper would have three criteria and one or more

rebuttals, resulting in a minimum of four body paragraphs. To write a paper according

to a Develop-Criteria-then-Match format, at least seven body paragraphs would

normally be expected: three paragraphs for developing criteria, three paragraphs

matching the claim to the criteria, and one or two paragraphs for rebuttals. Although

some students had difficulty following a criteria format on their rough drafts, still, as

can be seen, on the second paper, more than one half of the students had only two to

four body paragraphs. On the third paper, almost two thirds of the students had only

three to four paragraphs.
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For those students who did not continue to write one paragraph per section, it

is possible that the data for the first paper are misleading, as the students were only

required to write one to two pages instead of the three to four pages of the later

essays. For a few students, then, it may be that their schemas did not have the

standard five-paragraph essay. Yolanda’s schema for paragraphs, for instance,

allowed mostly only two to three sentences per paragraph. For Yolanda and Lihong,

feedback, which began with the second rough draft, seemed to orient them toward

reducing the number of paragraphs and increasing the number of words per

paragraph. For many students, however, feedback did not seem to work: Their

schemas continued to reproduce the three to four body paragraphs rather than three to

four sections with two or more paragraphs each. Thus, in general, the reproduction of

an internal model continues until it meets with a contradiction, sometimes in the form

of a penalty strong enough to cause the student to reassess its fit.

An example of cross-over and recombination was seen in the use of outlines

and flowcharts in a few students’ writing. Fengshan, Ahmet, and Sabah reported

using these schemas. Fengshan, in particular, wrote that he had learned to use

flowcharts in a computer science course. By combining this schema with his present

schema for writing, he created a new strategy to guide the writing of his definition

essay.
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Building blocks

The final mechanism in Holland’s model is building blocks, the subunits of

schemas. In this composition class, building blocks for the organization of the types

of argument taught (definition, evaluation, and proposal) consisted of the

introduction, thesis statements, sections for the development of criteria, sections for

matching claims to the criteria, rebuttals, and the conclusion. Building blocks for

persuasion included the lines of argument (from the heart, from values, based on

character, and facts and reasoning) and the Toulmin system of argument (claims,

reasons, warrants, grounds, backing, qualifiers, and conditions of rebuttal).

Building blocks are the units involved in the process of cross-over and

recombination. If we return to the example of Maria’s evaluation paper above, she

recombined the building blocks of criteria development, matching claims to the

criteria, and rebuttals to arrive at a new format schema for her evaluation paper.

The recombination of building blocks also leads to diversity. The first three

presentations in the class were the familiar stand up and talk presentation seen in

many classes. The fourth presentation, given by Maria, was different: She gave a

PowerPoint presentation. A computer science major looking ahead to a career as a

consultant in a company, Maria had written at the beginning of the semester that one

of her goals was to be able to “write a good presentation to show to my Boss at work

someday.” Although speculative, I imagine that she had seen PowerPoint elsewhere

and/or understood that it was used in business presentations. By combining the
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building block of PowerPoint technology to the building block of standing up and

talking, she generated a new schema for presentations in our class, and an impressive

one.  Many students commented on the vividness of her presentation, including

Tatiana, who, when giving her second optional presentation, also used PowerPoint, as

did Lihua in her required presentation at the end of the semester. While generating a

new schema for presentations, Maria also produced a possibility for other students to

multiply her schema and also to be more creative by building on her work. In a

required presentation at the end of the semester, Julie, an advertising major, combined

into the presentation format a building block from her major: a video of an

advertisement on hair color and conditioner illustrating her application of rhetoric to

her major. Much of diversity and creativity is due to the crossing-over and

recombining of pre-existing building blocks into new combinations.

Contradictions

Although I have not said as much about the importance of contradictions in

complexity theory as I did on radical constructivism and activity theory, it should be

understood that the role of contradictions is as important, if not more so, in

complexity theory. Holland (1995) in the second-to-last paragraph of his book Hidden

Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity wrote, “An appropriate mathematics must

depart from traditional approaches to emphasize persistent features of the far-from-

equilibrium evolutionary trajectories generated by recombination” (p. 172). Because

complex adaptive systems are far from equilibrium, students in a classroom
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continually encounter contradictions, or tensions, between selecting for tags that are

useful and abandoning those that are not, between the equilibrium of reproducing

existing schemas and the disequilibrium of generating new schemas. As the tension

grows greater, and as existing schemas fail to anticipate appropriately the actions to

take and the consequences of actions taken, new schemas are tried out to move back

toward equilibrium.  Schemas that work and survive, however, are seldom the fittest;

if they were, change would rarely occur. Rather, they are sufficiently fit in particular

contexts to be reproduced until the disequilibrium grows great enough again to

stimulate the generation of new schemas through cross-over or replacement. Thus, the

natural tensions between order and chaos in complex adaptive systems produce a

perpetual, pulsating, turbulent stability.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE THREE THEORIES

At the beginning of this chapter, I provided a radical constructivist analysis of

two students in the class. I will now take the same two students and analyze their

learning to write in a second language classroom from the perspectives of activity

theory and complexity theory. In doing so, I will use many of the same examples and

quotations again in order to highlight the different perspectives of the three theories.
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Application of Activity Theory to Lihua’s and Yiping’s experiences

In activity theory, “you are what you do” (Nardi, 1996, p. 7), and “what you

do” is always embedded in and shaped by social systems of activity.

Lihua

Lihua embodied the social psychology of a leader and of an author of novels

and poetry. She was a graduate of the prestigious Peking University, the president of

the university’s Chinese Students and Scholars Association, a participant in various

high-level activities, such as the Chinese national banquet, the Harvard China Review

Conference, and the Austin Asiatech Conference.  Writing both poetry and novels,

Lihua was a published author with two novels in Chinese to her credit. Her prior

participation in the activities of leadership and creative writing mediated how she

learned to write in a second language classroom.

 As a poet and novelist, she had internalized the persona of a creative artist

who felt that good writing was an expression of inspiration, of “magic,” of the

“heart,” of “simple” words that “express[ed] a very wide meaning.” While most

students in the class disliked writing at the beginning of the semester, she “love[d]

English” and pursued the craft of rhetoric every day, producing extensive LRO

observations that at times approached the length of a short essay. Lihua, one of the

few students who did not take the course because it was required, was engaging in an

activity of learning rather than of traditional school-going.
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Contradictions. Lihua was genuinely pursuing an object of learning English;

however, her object conflicted with the object of the course. This contradiction arose

due to differences in the previous activities in which she had engaged and the activity

of this first-year rhetoric and composition course. Her previous activities included

creative writing and general English courses. The former activity emphasized

“words” and inspiring, intuitive writing from the heart, while the latter worked on all

aspects of language ability, as in the case of TOEFL preparation. The object of my

course was more narrowly focused on research-supported argumentation from a

classical rhetorical perspective.

The contradiction between the objects of different societal activities caused

Lihua on several occasions to challenge the nature of the course as represented by my

comments on her LRO observations and on her essays. With respect to her LRO

observations, I expected them to be related to academic rhetoric, not to all uses of

English, and emailed her saying so during the semester’s seventh week. In response,

she wrote that she would like to “debate this evaluation” and “that to improve entire

English ability should be the real purpose of this class.” Although she did adapt

accordingly, this was a surface-level agreement rather than an internalization of a new

persona and corresponding perspective on the course, as five weeks later during our

second interview, she again mentioned that the role of observations should be

“broad[ened]” to include not only rhetoric but also “all you think you can improve

your English.”
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Even at the end of the semester during our third interview, Lihua still felt that

rhetoric should emphasize words and language in general. Yet, she also had come to

the conclusion that the class’s emphasis on logic and transitions would benefit her

more in the activities of academia and business. Such conflict and resolution illustrate

that learning is not merely an individual endeavor, but the result of the colliding of

different activity systems represented in the social beings they encompass, such as

teacher and student.

Another factor supporting the interpretation of learning as the colliding of

different activity systems is the disparity between Lihua’s appropriation of the

definition argument genre and that of other class members. In formulating their topic

proposals for the definition argument, most class members had some difficulty, and

we exchanged emails to resolve these difficulties. However, the maximum emails

with other class members were four (two apiece), while Lihua and I exchanged seven

emails apiece for a total of 14 emails. The reason for this disparity rested in the

previous activity systems in which the students had engaged. Out of all the students,

only Lihua was a poet and a published author of novels. Having participated

extensively in the activity of creative writing, she had internalized the concept that

writing should be fluent, inspiring, from the heart, and not “mechanical” or due to

“skills” or “logic.”

The collision between activity systems can take place not only between past

and present activities but also between past, present, and future ones. Compared to the
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other Chinese students in this class, Lihua talked considerably in small group and

class discussions. The others were “shy” and uncomfortable speaking in groups. Even

Lihua herself felt “nervous” while speaking with Americans. In part, this discomfort

stemmed from the Chinese students’ lower levels of proficiency in conversational

English. However, this factor, in turn, derived from the sociocultural influences they

embodied from having participated in educational institutions in which students

listened to lectures but did not speak and in a culture that shuns, as Lihua said,

“los[ing] their face ... [and being] looked down [upon] by others.”

Despite these sociocultural factors, Lihua, however, still spoke up in class and

even gave two optional presentations, the only Chinese student to do so. When asked

why she spoke more than the other four, she said, “I know more than them. They are

younger than me. And … I have a requirement for myself [her goal of an MBA].” In

other words, from her Chinese culture and previous and present leadership activities

in which she had engaged, she had internalized the social identity of a leader who had

the authority, perhaps even the responsibility, to speak in the class. Moreover, she

was looking ahead to the future activity in which she wanted to participate, the

activity of graduate business school, an activity for which she perceived

conversational proficiency to be a crucial instrument in facilitating her entry and

participation.

The contradictions between activity systems that Lihua faced drove her

learning. Recognizing the disparity between her English ability and the level
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perceived as necessary for graduate school, she constantly used opportunities to speak

with native speakers of English as a tool for the activity of learning English.

Lihua also expanded the use of course instruments for her activity of acquiring

English fluency. Rather than limiting observations to a brief recording of her actions

as instructed, she used them as a tool for communicating with me and getting

feedback to “improve [her]self” and “as a special chance to practice English writing,

write what ever I like to say.” Similarly, in agreeing to do the interviews for my

research, she had her own object of “learn[ing] English well.” Thus, the contradiction

between her present level of English and the level she saw as necessary for the

activity of business school led her to expand the tools and object of the class and of

my research into instruments for her own motives and activities.

In addition to improving her general English ability, within the first two

months of the class, Lihua had expanded the rhetorical concepts taught in the class to

activities outside the class. She wrote in her Midterm Summary Interpretation,

I used lots of persuasive skills learned in this course in those events.
For example, I persuade the SG candidate to collaborate with
international students by the common interests that we both want to
get more involvements within community. This strategy even makes
them invite me as their international students representative. In the
application for best organization, I write the material mainly around
their questions, make it more easy for them to understand and
strongly support that we are not only qualified. but also outstanding.
...
Beside the active writing in careful observation I also write a tons of
email to friends both inside our class and outside our class to practice
what the skills I learned in this course. You can see in the emails I
encouraged UTCSSA members to apply for the Swing Out Award by
building up credit of author in those ways: using first nominal, we or
us; using character, using common interest, using author
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recommendation quotation. They are very helpful to my work and the
result is just wonderful. In order to practice the argument skill I write
the application materials by myself. In the application I use definition
argument and evaluation argument, even proposal argument. I
argued from heart, from fact, from statistics table, from author
recommendation quotation. All those skills I learned from this course
just benefit me a lot.

By internalizing and expanding these rhetorical concepts to other activities, Lihua

came to embody these sociohistorical influences, which continue to mediate her

participation in future activities. In fact, one year after the class ended, Lihua wrote in

an email that in addressing a U.S. audience,

I ask myself who is the audience and what they will accept instead of
only thinking of what I want to express. When I talk … I would like to
think what he interests.

Consequently, her interactions with others in different activity systems

seemed more the expression of the various sociohistorical activities in which she had

participated than the individual perspective of a human being.

Yiping

Individuals are social beings embodying the identities associated with the

various activities in which they have engaged and are engaging. Yiping embodied

both the identity of a musician accustomed to playing in harmony with other

musicians and also the character of the respectful student who sat and listened to her

instructors.

As the respectful student, Yiping did not like nor value small group work as

much as my lectures at the beginning of the semester. She felt she could “learn more

from the teacher than … just talk[ing] with students.” Moreover, she preferred to
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work “independently” because in a group she did not have enough time “to think

about something just thoroughly.” Approximately four weeks later, however, Yiping

shifted her position on class collaboration. Expanding from her acculturation to the

discipline of music, she compared accompanying the piano to other musicians,

instrumentalists and vocalists, in duets and trios. In both situations, she wrote in the

following LRO observation,

we make our own music by being able to learn with each other. .... I think it is
the same as the collaboration in this classs. Whenever we get a chance to work
together, we will have to try to find how our collaborators are thinking and
working in their own way, how wonderful the ways are and how helpful they can
be.

Another concept she expanded from music into the organizing of her essays

was that of having a “master plan,” or “master idea.” She also generalized to writing

and reading her techniques of listening to music not simply to appreciate the product

but also the process of a musical composition:

listening to music recordings. When performers are listening to the music, the thing that
they are paying attention to is not only to appreciate how beautiful that music is but to
realize how that beautiful music has been made as well.

At times, however, contradictions sprang up between her activities of music

and of writing, hindering the generalizing of music concepts into writing. Five days

after a lecture and exercise on writing introductions, she wrote in an LRO observation

that she had trouble expanding the notion of Variation in music to writing an
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interesting introduction for comparing acoustic pianos to digital pianos.

Understanding an introduction to “summarize” the essay, she wrote,

There is always a Theme at the very beginning of a Variation, which is supposed to be
the soul of the whole Variation. It looks just like an essay with the very first paragraph
which is an outline of the entire essay. But we all know that after the Theme, the real
variation parts begin, which are developed by making more and moe all kinds of
embellishments usually. I think, however, an argument is not supposed to be looked like
this way. It needs to be developed much more rather than adding embellishments of a
theme. So, what I am trying to find for the very first paragraph of a paper is an
interesting motive that has potential to be really developed, which has been making me
really headache though.

This “headache,” or contradiction, enabled her to transcend the music context

of Variation to create a vivid introduction that supported a thematic development that

was more than mere embellishment. Drawing upon her prior knowledge of music

history, she created a vivid introduction by beginning in mythic history with the love

of Zeus and Mnemosyne giving birth to the Muses, the inspirers of dance and music,

then developing the pianos’ histories, moving into “natural” versus “artificial” sound,

handling rebuttals, and ending on this note: “Although worship of the muses faded,

let us still remember them by allowing the natural essence of music and art shine

through!”

Although music concepts mediated her understanding of writing, in several

ways, writing also began to shape her understanding of music. She found that through

writing, she was able to learn more about music.
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To me, to write this paper is quite interesting. It’s not because that how much I
really love this topic, but in the course of writing with it and doing all kinds of
research, I am really able to have much more nice understanding of music.
So, I appreciate writing this paper a lot.

Thus, writing became, at least on one essay, “a source of substantial learning

motivation … [as she] recognize[d] a conflict between … her existing skill or

knowledge and the demands of the new concrete task” of writing about a musical

topic (Engeström, 1994, p. 22).

A task becomes motivating partly because it is recognized as central to a

person’s needs. This centrality of needs explains why Yiping’s attitude toward

writing changed but not her attitude toward mathematics instruction in the U.S. The

writing of an essay on pianos was directly related to Yiping’s primary activity of

music. In contrast, mathematics was not. Thus, without sufficient motivation to delve

into the rapid pace of mathematics instruction in the U.S., Yiping did not like the

method of instruction in the U.S. and simply wanted to be told what to do. With

respect to music, however, she was intrinsically motivated to explore writing about

pianos and thus needed less instruction in writing this essay.

This interpretation is corroborated by Fengshan’s liking for the mathematics

instruction in his classes. Fengshan, a junior with a major in mathematics, said in an

interview that the main difference between instruction in the U.S. and in Hong Kong

was that in the U.S., “the proof” was included, but in Hong Kong, “we just teach you

how to do [the problems], but not how to think about it.” Unlike Yiping, Fengshan
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considered mathematics as central to his needs and thus was motivated to study the

topic without explicit guidance.

Yiping’s expansion of music concepts into the activity of the class helped her

to change her attitudes toward writing and collaboration, and it helped her internalize

new rhetorical concepts. In contrast, Lihua’s internalized creative writing schemas

hindered her appropriating rhetorical concepts of argumentation, as indicated with her

difficulty in formulating a definition argument.  Even so, as she saw English

proficiency as central to her needs, she took the course as a personal challenge and

expanded many of its concepts to her writing outside the class. With both students,

contradictions among the activities in which they had participated, were participating,

and would participate enabled them to transcend the contexts of their previous

activities and expand their tools and knowledge into other activities for their own

societal purposes.

Application of Complexity Theory to Lihua’s and Yiping’s experiences

Lihua

Although Lihua had studied English for 10 years, including two years in the

U.S., only one month before this class had she finally “dare[d] to speak English,” and

she had difficulty in “grasp[ing] the main meaning” in a conversation. Nevertheless,

she wanted to enter an MBA program in the U.S. and felt that success would be

contingent upon her English ability; thus, she set out to improve her “entire English

ability,” both in conversation and in writing, with a schema anticipating that “the
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more you talk, the more you can talk.” Her goal and schema led her to build networks

of knowledge flows for English. As president of the university’s Chinese Students

and Scholars Association, she persuaded a student government presidential candidate

to collaborate with international students, wrote letters inviting the city mayor and

state governor to the Chinese national banquet, and was involved in the Harvard

China Review Conference and the Austin Asiatech Conference. She participated in

the interviews for my study because it would give her the opportunity to talk with a

native speaker uninterruptedly. We generally spent around two hours in each

interview, although they were designed to be only 40 minutes to one hour. She

serendipitously engaged a consultant at the International Office for two hours of

conversation, more hours talking with various native speakers of English at a

Buddhist meeting she attended, and so on. Her networks of English flows seemed to

be responsible for her dramatic improvement in conversational English. Despite her

difficulty in speaking just one sentence at the beginning of the semester, two months

later, she was able to write, “I can speak all basic that I want to say, even dare to help

the Student Government to campaign and interview for the application of Best

Organization.”

Through these networks of flows, a variety and multitude of interactions

centered on Lihua and defined a niche for her as a leader and as the most outspoken

Chinese student in this class. What delimited her networks were the tags she used to

mediate useful interactions, tags on which she reflected. She wrote, “On the way
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home I think about how to create more chances to practice speaking English.” One

tag guiding the creation of “chances” was that of native speaker of English. Despite

her “nervous[ness]” when doing so, she seized opportunities to speak with native

speakers of English. These opportunities, in turn, likely promoted her speaking in

small group and class discussions and in making two optional presentations. In

contrast, the lack of interactions with native speakers of English restrained the other

Chinese students to their normal tags that selected against talking in small group and

class discussions, tags such as shyness, losing face, and level of proficiency. These

latter tags, although hindering the acquisition of oral fluency, prevented malfunctions

of social behavior according to their cultural schemas.

In her network of flows for writing, however, Lihua’s tags for creative writing

were creating malfunctions in the environment of academic argumentation.

Concerning good writing, she wrote:

I think when you are writing for a task and think about the struggle
and the structure and the strategy and the beautiful words, that will
stop your ideas, stop your thinking, then you can’t express your
feeling fluently.  But in fact, but if you forget that structure,
grammar, or just express something from your heart, that you will
feel very good about your writing, because you directly express
yourself and you know something with emotion, people can easily
understand you.  That is the best way to express in communication.

Good writing, she said, has “real life behind [it]. You can tell it from this kind

of words. The words will have magic to influence you. ... You know it by your heart,

not by your knowledge.” From these selections, it was clear that her tags for creative

writing included markers, such as “inspiring,” “based on the heart” not logic, and
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“written fluently without thought.” In contrast, her tags for the academic writing done

in our class included different markers, such as “mechanical,” “based on skills rather

than the heart,” and “debatable as opposed to interesting.”

 Holland (1995) noted that “crises offer unusual opportunities” for adaptation

(p. 91). Lihua faced such a crisis in the topic proposal for her first paper in our class,

leading to a voluminous exchange of emails. Lihua did not abandon her tags for

creative writing. After all, they did not cause malfunctions in the context of Chinese

novels and poetry. Instead, she added academic tags to her schemas for academic

writing, having come to the conclusion that the class’s emphasis on logic and

transitions would benefit her more in her academic and future business endeavors.

Another crisis occurred during the seventh week of class when I commented

that her LRO observations resembled a diary and that she needed to connect them

more directly to course content. Lihua strongly disagreed, asserting that “ to improve

entire English ability should be the real purpose of this class” and that the “best way

to study language” was to engage the students’ interest by “involv[ing them] into

community and the real life”; consequently, any observation fitting her criteria should

be accepted. As my position did not shift, however, she adapted, restricting her

schema for her observations.

Crises provide an opportunity for learning to occur because they represent

perturbations that shift the dynamics of the system away from a steady state, such as

order (or chaos). Crises take place in a region of tension between chaos and order, a
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position Chris Langton, a pioneer in artificial life, named “the edge of chaos” (cited in

Waldrop, 1992, p. 230). Langton found that dynamic, complex behavior developed in

a region between chaos and order across cellular automata classes, dynamical

systems, matter, and computation, and he posited that these analogies included life:

Cellular Automata Classes:
I & II ‡ “IV” ‡ III

Dynamical Systems:
Order ‡ “Complexity” ‡ Chaos

Matter:
Solid ‡ “Phase Transition” ‡ Fluid

—along with a fifth and far more hypothetical one:

Life:
Too static ‡ “Life/Intelligence” ‡ Too noisy      (Waldrop, 1992, p. 234)

A cellular automaton is a self-reproducing machine, or on a computer, a self-

reproducing pattern. The rules for these patterns fall into four classes. In the first two

classes, cellular automata either quickly die or settle into a stagnant equilibrium. In

Class III, the rules produced too much activity for stable patterns to emerge. In Class

IV, however, the rules produce coherent structures that keep changing, a type of

pattern termed “artificial life.” Similarly, matter can enter a second-order phase

transition state between solid and liquid in which molecules create large latticeworks

in which they continually dissolve and recrystallize. Langston found the same results

with computational algorithms and dynamical systems: complex behavior occurs in

the zone straddling chaos and order.
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Likewise, it seems possible that schemas develop in the boundary between

order and chaos, too, because schemas represent the organism’s attempt to locate

order within chaos through a search for patterns and the construction of connections,

or representations, in order to assure some stability and predictability. In Lihua’s first

crisis with the definition argument, she was able to develop the complexity of her

schemas for writing, now having tags for both creative writing and also for academic

argumentΩ. In the second crisis, it was not clear if her schemas developed or not. As

her tag of “interest” was in general successful in selecting for useful interactions

mediating her learning of English, it was likely that she would not discard it. She did

change her observations, adapting to my requirements to “survive” in this particular

course. However, this may have been a short-term change rather than a long-term

development of schemas. Although crises provide opportunities for adaptation, they

do not guarantee them: Students may also sit on static islands of stability or flounder

in a sea of noise.

Yiping

At the beginning of the semester, Yiping’s dislike of formal writing seemed to

derive from a lack of tags for writing, tags that would allow her to select among her

ideas for topics, to choose those ideas that she could organize into a coherent picture

and against those that were not essential to her essays, to set the boundaries of her

ideas and to establish relationships among them. As she mentioned in our first

interview, she did not “know how to write ... when I see a topic, I may have many
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ideas, but when to write, I just don’t know to pick which one, and how to organize it.”

She added that although a topic seemed “easy” at the beginning, the more she wrote

on a topic, the more “confused” she became.

As her experience with the class and writing grew, her attitude toward writing

gradually changed until at the Midterm she no longer considered writing to be “so

unfamiliar and uncomfortable.” She attributed this change of attitude to learning how

to write an essay. It seemed that in adapting to “formal” writing, she was able to

develop tags that helped her organize her thoughts and to recognize useful building

blocks in writing.

Part of adapting is due to the ability to use “tested” building blocks in novel

situations. Holland (1995) wrote, “When a new situation is encountered, I combine

relevant, tested building blocks to model the situation in a way that suggests

appropriate actions and consequences” (p. 37). In several instances, Yiping

recognized “tested” building blocks in music as being able to model the “novel”

situations of writing an essay and of collaborating with classmates. Tested building

blocks she borrowed from music included having a “master plan,” or “master idea,”

for playing the piano to having one for organizing her essays. In this particular

example, the “master plan” can be considered an example of a “parent” building

block reproducing “offspring” in a new situation.

Building blocks can occupy different hierarchical levels including that of

schemas. For example, Yiping borrowed her schema for listening to music so that she
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could not only enjoy reading a particular composition but also see how it had “been

made as well.” Yiping also drew on her schemas for playing music with others. For

learning purposes, Yiping initially favored my lectures and working independently to

working with classmates. However, about six weeks into the semester, she compared

her schemas for accompanying the piano to collaborating with her classmates in

rhetoric, writing in an LRO observation,

we make our own music by being able to learn with each other. .... I think it is
the same as the collaboration in this classs.

At least one of her building blocks in music did not work as well for writing.

Five days after a lecture and exercise on writing introductions, she wrote in an LRO

observation that she had trouble writing an interesting introduction for comparing

acoustic pianos to digital pianos. Understanding an introduction to “summarize” the

essay, she compared it to a Variation; as we recall, she wrote:

There is always a Theme … the soul of the whole Variation. It looks just like an essay
with the very first paragraph which is an outline of the entire essay. I think, however, an
argument … needs to be developed much more rather than adding embellishments of a
theme. … which has been making me really headache though.

Yiping’s “headache,” or in Holland’s term “crisis,” in attempting to use ill-

fitting building blocks in the construction of an essay led to the cross-over and

recombining of building blocks, producing a new schema for writing. Here, it seems,

Yiping combined the notion of variation of music with the concept of development in

writing, thus creating a vivid introduction by beginning in mythic history with the
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love of Zeus and Mnemosyne giving birth to the Muses. Yiping developed her

argument so that the Muses favored “natural” acoustic pianos over “artificial”

electronic pianos, because only “natural” instruments could express the “feelings” of

people in music as the Muses did. It would be fascinating to discover that at some

future time the new schema for writing reproduced in music, giving birth to an

“offspring,” a new schema for music composition, and thus showing more

dramatically the nonlinear nature of learning, the diversity that results from

progressive adaptations, and the multiplying of knowledge flows.

The ability to develop schemas seemed to depend upon the tension found at

the “edge of chaos,” which could explain Yiping’s change in attitude toward writing

but not toward mathematics instruction in the U.S. In China, the teachers explained

the problems “clearly” and in sufficient detail that Yiping could follow the

instructions, apparently, in a step-by-step manner. In the U.S., however, it seemed to

Yiping that the teacher explained problems hastily so that mathematics became an

arena of chaos in which she was not able to organize the rapid-fire presentation of

mathematical concepts. There was too much “noise” to make sense of them. In

contrast, her borrowing of music building blocks and schemas to her writing reduced

the “noise” sufficiently to place her in a region between order and chaos, a region in

which her models of writing could emerge.

The “edge of chaos” metaphor can also explain why Yiping liked more

autonomy in her music instruction than in mathematics. As noted above, with
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respect to music, she did not “like” it when teachers “ let you know very

details, and always want you to do what they want to do.”  Motivation

requires being at the interesting edge of chaos; thus, as a greater mastery of

particular building blocks and schemas are acquired, individuals move toward

the “static” region of order. Consequently, to remain motivated entails

developing more complex schemas of activity, moving back towards chaos,

which in Yiping’s case of music mastery was promoted by teachers who gave

her only a “rough idea” and a way to “approach” it (cf. Csikszentmihalyi,

1990; Eckblad, 1981).

Yiping was able to apply tested building blocks and schemas for music in the

novel situation of a writing course, and this helped her to change her attitudes toward

writing and collaboration, and to adapt to new rhetorical concepts. In contrast,

Lihua’s building blocks and tags for creative writing hindered her assimilation of

rhetorical concepts of argumentation, as indicated with her difficulty in formulating a

definition argument.  It seems that well-developed schemas can facilitate or hinder

adapting to new knowledge and experiences depending upon whether the schemas are

in conflict, as in the case of Lihua and thus creating too much “noise” for learning to

take place, or not, as with Yiping, thus reducing the “noise” to a level conducive to

learning. Thus, although contradictions are fundamental to learning, they need to

occur at the edge of chaos rather than within chaos.

                                                  
16 All quotations from students have been copied verbatim.
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17 In order to establish a baseline for their writing proficiency, an initial paper was handed in during the
second week of class with the only instruction being to take a position on some issue. The second
paper was the first one in which the format of an essay and the nature of academic argument had been
taught in the class.
18 Thanks to Kyriacos Souroullas, a piano performance student, who gave me permission to use this
example from one of his essays.
19 Neelum is a pseudonym.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The important thing is not to stop questioning.

        —Einstein
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INTRODUCTION

In this dissertation, I have juxtaposed the three theories of radical

constructivism, activity theory, and complexity theory in order to examine the

tensions between individual, sociohistorical, and ecological perspectives to help us

move past descriptive studies into an explanatory understanding of how students learn

to write in a second language. The major theme emerging from these perspectives is

that learning is a process of reflecting and acting on contradictions that takes place in

a diverse, sociohistorical ecology of mediated interactions. In this chapter, I will first

answer the questions in Chapter 1 that initiated this study, then discuss integrating the

three theories, and conclude with some implications emerging from this multi-

theoretical perspective.

ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Questions 1 and 2

At the beginning of this dissertation, I asked four questions. As the first two

are closely related, I will group them together. They were, (1) What sorts of tensions

were seen at the levels of individual, small group, and class? and (2) How do these

tensions influence writing practices and development at these levels?

At the individual level, there were, of course, the normal tensions stemming

from the process of equilibration involved in acquiring new concepts, schemas,

practices, and course expectations. Some tensions between the students’ schemas for
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writing and class practices and those taught in this class were resolved, but others

were not. All the students internalized the concept of rebuttals. They also resolved the

contradiction between their previous schemas for assessment and their present

experiences in accommodating to the Learning Record Online, to its structural

arrangement, novel dimensions of learning, and the need to go beyond the required

assignments to achieve a grade of A.

Two contradictions not resolved were those between their previous schemas

for thesis statements and essay organization and the formats I introduced to them.

They did not seem to master thesis statements or the Develop-Criteria-then-Match

format of the second and third papers.

The difference in the contradictions resolved and those that seemed not to be

corresponded to the motive of success. Students had to internalize rebuttals and the

Learning Record Online to be successful in the class and receive a high grade, but,

although encouraged to do so, they did not need to accommodate to schemas for

thesis statements and the Develop-Criteria-then-Match format. It seems that, in some

instances, some consequence negatively affecting their likelihood of success was

required to compel the students to reflect and act on the contradictions sufficiently to

resolve them and construct viable models.

This same principle seemed to apply to optional presentations. All students

wanting to achieve a grade of A did optional work, but the majority did not make

optional presentations because they felt embarrassed to speak in front of their
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classmates. They did not want to be socially unsuccessful. Three of the four who

made optional presentations were more fluent in their English; thus, the motive of

learning could operate, although still accompanied by the motive for success. For

instance, Maria wanted to make presentations in preparation for her future career.

Lihua, whose fluency was not high, was determined to become conversationally

fluent, something she felt was crucial for her to be successful in her attempts to enter

graduate school. Although not necessarily oppositional, it seems that the idea of

success was a stronger motive than learning in this class, a contradiction between the

students’ actual object for the class and the university’s ostensible object of learning

that prevented sufficient reflection and action in some instances.

At the small group level, tensions deriving from the physical layout of the two

classrooms, initial seating positions, and the students’ native languages affected the

formation of aggregates. The physical layout of long tables favored the aggregation of

dyads and hindered the formation of groups of four or more students. In addition,

having two classrooms allowed initial seating positions to differ between them. As

students naturally aggregated with others of the same native language, the Chinese

students sat together at the beginning of the semester; however, they were not able to

form a single aggregate of five due to the table layout. Consequently, four of them

ended up with two seating positions. In addition, Yolanda and Linda, who both spoke

Spanish, had taken different initial seating positions that kept them apart during class

but that brought them together for a few minutes before and after class. Thus, the
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tensions between the tags of language and initial seating position caused members of

different dyads to act as connecting nodes for the cross-over and recombination of

ideas between different groups. Such cross-over is important for generating new

schemas.

During group activities in class, I generally had students sit in groups of four

to six, which was possible, because not needing to look at me, they could form

circles. The larger number of students created more diversity and channels of

knowledge flow, which at times created tensions too difficult to resolve. A few

students commented on the profusion of ideas when assigned to these larger groups

and how this made it difficult for them to come to a consensus. Sheung wrote

concerning one exercise that the group members wasted too much time arguing over

sentences. Similarly, Lihong, Yiping, and Fengshan wrote in their observations that

having too many ideas on the fourth paper caused considerable disagreement on what

topic to choose and what to include in the paper once the topic had been chosen.

Such crises of consensus, however, promoted learning in some instances. In

the paper on which Julie, Sabah, Sheung, and Maria collaborated, they were able to

develop a new schema for collaborative writing. Instead of working on all aspects of

the paper together, they constructed the questionnaire together to ensure keeping it

error-free, but elsewhere they divided the labor according to their individual

“specialty”: Julie handled the research, Maria the ideas, Sabah the rebuttals, and

Sheung the grammar and graphs. Through this division of labor, a new level of
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organization evolved for the writing of this essay, thus potentially enabling each

student to develop a better understanding of rhetoric than if they had worked alone.

At the class level, tensions existed between the object(s) of the students and

the object of the course as seen by myself as the instructor. Lihua, for instance, felt

that the class should allow more of all types of English to be practiced, not only

academic argumentation. Most students felt that they should not be evaluating

themselves or each other: That duty belonged to the instructor. From my perspective,

the object of the course was to have students internalize rhetorical schemas that they

would take to other classes and beyond the university. To be able to do that required

the ability to evaluate one’s actions in line with others’ expectations.

These tensions between the students’ objects and my own caused me and

some students to reflect on the nature of the course and to question its object. Such

reflection is a prerequisite for expanding the activity of the course and enabling the

students to become autonomous, expansive learners in general, not just in isolated

circumstances. To transform the object of the course accordingly, however, would

require further negotiation of the course objectives with the students, an action I was

not prepared to undertake and not certain how much I could do on my own without

the blessing of the Division of Rhetoric and Composition that administered the

course.
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Of course, other tensions besides the ones mentioned existed in the class,

underscoring the nature of a classroom as a complex adaptive system of turbulent

stability and the nature of learning as permeated by contradictions.

Question 3

For the third question, I asked, How does an emerging curriculum influence

students’ learning to write?

Although curricula are always emerging in many ways, in this class, there

were two obvious ways in which the curriculum could emerge. One was the use of

free days in which students could study and work on what they wished. Students used

the time to read chapters from their texts, to do research on the Internet, to work on

written assignments, make observations, post to the Discussion Forum, collaborate,

and query me on various aspects of their assignments. For many students, it was a

time to resolve contradictions, either studying on their own or by asking me or

classmates for assistance. Moreover, for those collaborating with others and asking

questions of me, this time multiplied that knowledge in which they were most

interested, consequently intensifying the learning process and making it meaningful.

The second way in which the curriculum emerged was through the optional

assignments students chose to do. One half of the class wrote an extra paper. A few of

these students put considerable time and effort into their papers, clearly improving

their understanding and skills in writing an argument. Some who wrote an extra paper
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seemed to have just thrown it together, so that it did not seem to help develop their

knowledge of rhetoric.

Optional assignments were not always a waste of time but allowed the

curriculum to expand in ways relevant to students’ interests. For example, Maria

wrote a resume and cover letter, an argument persuading potential employers to hire

her. Sabah created mindmaps, summarizing and recycling her learning, at least for

herself. Six students did summaries of other rhetoric texts, and four summarized the

lecture given by Deborah Tannen. Optional presentations of these rhetoric texts and

of the Tannen lecture multiplied rhetorical knowledge within the class.

As with the free days, studying and engaging in optional assignments in which

the students were interested made the assignments more meaningful and consequently

more “learningful.” Moreover, the diversity of optional assignments and linking

course content to the students’ interests often outside the class, sometimes to their

career interests, sometimes to their major, helped the students to develop conceptual

complexity in the ill-structured domain (Spiro et al., 1995) of writing in a second

language.

Question 4

My final question was, How do the three different theories better our

understanding of the patterns of interaction, tension, and writing that emerge/self-

organize/develop over the semester?
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All three theories concur that learning is not simply a straightforward process

of participation but a reflecting on, acting on, and resolving of contradictions that

result in the generalizing of learning to new contexts.

These three theories also support the notion that individuals construct internal

models of their experiences, albeit with tensions between them, such as between

individual construction of concepts, tool-mediated enculturation into activities, and

ecological networks of knowledge flows. Each of these models provides important

pieces to the puzzle of understanding how patterns of interaction, tension, and writing

develop.

Along the lines of the evolution of these patterns, these three theories, and

especially so in the case of complexity theory, emphasize that although general

patterns of interaction and development can be anticipated, anomalies always exist,

because the patterns are nonlinear in nature. Consequently, it is not possible to predict

learning outcomes. Speaking of trying to find linear functions for complex adaptive

functions, Holland (1995) wrote, “To attempt to study [complex adaptive systems]

with these techniques is much like playing chess by collecting statistics on the way

pieces move in the game” (p. 15-16).

Finally, it seemed clear that taken together as a whole these theories offer

more insights into learning to write in a second language than they do when taken

separately, indicating that just as contradictions promote learning in students, the

inherent contradictions between the foci of these three theories can promote a better
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understanding of how students learn to write in a second language by highlighting the

contradictions between individual construction of knowledge, community

enculturation, and ecological processes.

SYNTHESIS OF THE THREE THEORIES

Contradictions were the sine qua non driving force of learning in this class.

They arose from tensions due to perceived discrepancies between individuals’

previous schemas and present experiences, among the elements within activity

systems and between different activity systems, and in ecological processes at the

edge of chaos.

In Chapter 2, I mentioned the interlinking and coupled tiers of individuals,

activity systems, and ecologies. The tensions among individuals generate local

actions that self-organize into the “global” sociocultural patterns of activities, which

in turn may self-organize into larger systems of, say, education and government. The

behaviors at the various levels differ from each other and are on different timescales.

As noted in Chapter 4, change, or expansive learning, at the division level occurred

exponentially less frequently than at the individual student level. In general, it takes

time for bottom-up adaptations of individual schemas to be reproduced in sufficient

numbers before they affect the top tier of sociocultural schemas. In contrast, top-

down sociocultural schemas constrain and determine the dynamics of bottom-up

innovations.
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Thus, an asymmetrical influence exists between individual and sociocultural

schemas. Students learned, for example, to write according to the rhetorical concepts

taught in the class. Although they might rearrange the building blocks of those

concepts, as Maria did in her evaluation essay, to generate novel genres for their own

use and within the class, their new genres did not replace, or even modify, the genres

already in use by academia.

Within the activity system of the class, however, contradictions drove students

through a myriad of interactions, resulting in progressive adaptations and a diversity

of niches. The differences in students’ interactions defined their niches in the ecology

of the classroom. Thus, Ahmet could be viewed as a depot for ideas, Sabah, a

resource for rhetoric, and Firoz, a generator for rebuttals.

The students’ interactions occurred in dynamic, branching networks of

knowledge flows with a variety of other agents (e.g., classmates, friends, consultants,

and teacher) via various connectors (e.g., presentations, conversations, emails, peer

reviews, and other forms of collaboration). Through their networks, students

multiplied and recycled models of the knowledge they had constructed. Lihua, for

example, multiplied rhetorical concepts in the emails she wrote to various members

of her student organization and in her letters to the mayor, governor, and student

government. Maria multiplied rhetorical knowledge gained from her readings of other

rhetoric texts in her PowerPoint presentations to the class. Members of previous

classes recycled rhetorical knowledge over the years.
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To sum up this synthesis, students interact within and across the boundaries of

the classroom, participating in various sociohistorically constructed activities whose

material and psychological instruments mediate how they, the students, learn to write

in a second language. The diversity and multiplicity of these interactions, as in the

case of Maria’s evaluation paper, result in the emergence of learning that is nonlinear

in nature and non-predictable, although general patterns for the learning ecology can

be anticipated.

IMPLICATIONS AND QUESTIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PEDAGOGY

Activity theory and especially complexity theory underscore that learning

occurs in an ecology of students, teachers, and administrators who are not isolated

from one another but are interdependent and interacting agents. An adaptation by one

agent or a change in the tools or rules of the system can set off a chain reaction of

adaptations by other agents, recursively including agents that initiated the change.

Further research might study the relationships between the adaptation, or non-

adaptation, of agents to knowledge flows and the evolution and diversity of niches in

the composition ecology. Along these lines, Holland (1995) wrote, “the combination

of diversity and anticipation accounts for much of the complexity of [complex

adaptive system] behavior” (p. 93). Questions to be investigated might include, How

does the diversity of agents affect the types of interactions and the complexity of

interactions? What is the relationship between the complexity in the composition
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ecology and learning to write in a second language? What lever points are at work in

the composition ecology? And how does anticipation function in the system?

Although this study applied the insights of radical constructivism, activity

theory, and complexity theory to investigating how L2 students learned to write in a

second language, activity theory would seem to require that these insights should also

be applied to the activities of educators and researchers, too. For many of us, it seems

that we have stopped, or perhaps never started, questioning the objects and tools of

our ecologies. Perhaps, as Ruszkiewicz (September 21, 2001, personal

communication) stated, we need a crisis to occur before asking such questions.

Waiting for a crisis when so many are waiting for us, however, seems non-productive,

even odd, for researchers and educators interested in inspiring students to become

life-long learners. We should model the sorts of questioning in which we wish

students to participate. We should ask, What contradictions exist between the objects

of our systems of research and teaching? Between the ostensible objects and the

actual objects within our research and teaching systems? Without such questioning,

we are likely to be merely “well-informed” and “useless” (Whitehead, 1929, pp. 1-2).

It would be interesting to investigate an educational system in which students,

teachers, and administrators engaged in the practice of questioning the object and

tools of the system and its courses, and transforming these questions into

contradictions to be resolved in new learning activities, patterns, and practices.
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The ubiquitous presence of contradictions in learning indicates that they are a

fundamental prerequisite to expansive learning, and as such, should be considered

explicitly in classroom practices. As they occur naturally and abundantly, research

needs to establish whether contradictions might be systematically designed into

composition curricula or whether simply creating challenging courses provides

sufficient and appropriate contradictions for students to master the rhetorical

conventions studied in class and to expand them into new genres and novel writing

situations outside of class. Either way, great care should be taken to recognize

contradictions and to help students adapt to, not get rid of, them.

For contradictions to result in productive action and expansive learning, they

need to be accompanied by critical reflection. In this class, Lihua was obviously an

expansive learner, reflecting on contradictions and taking innovative steps to resolve

them. Other students also expanded their learning outside the class in at least some

situations; however, it is not clear whether most students developed into expansive

learners in general with respect to the rhetorical concepts presented in class. Perhaps,

this result should be expected because, although I asked for feedback on ways in

which the class could be improved, I did not provide support for the students to

investigate critically the contradictions in the class content and procedures and in

developing new models for the class activity (Engeström, 1991b) and new objects for

learning to write in a second language. Of course, such a learning environment raises

its own contradictions, as mentioned earlier, between teacher authority and student
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autonomy and between institutional objectives and those of students. How to resolve

these contradictions and transform classrooms and schools into systems of learning,

as opposed to systems of producing knowledge-filled students, is a question I am still

pondering and can be a fruitful area for research. However, as expansive cycles cover

periods of years, long-term longitudinal studies would need to surpass the academic

lifetime of individual students, looking into how networks of activity, students’

objects, and course objects change cyclically.

As students reflect and act on contradictions between their models and those

of the course, one misconstrual would have it that these contradictions should be

resolved in favor of the teacher’s “correct” model. The concept of viability reminds

us that the student’s schema may not only be coherent according to his or her

experiences but may also be insightful and effective. Until the student shows

otherwise, we must listen closely to hear what is productive in the students’ models

and build from there (Confrey, 1991, 1998).

Contradictions and reflection were mediated by the conceptual and material

tools at hand, such as the rhetorical concepts in this class and the Learning Record

Online. They were also mediated by an enculturated motive for success. In many

instances, an extrinsically driven success motive, often represented by grades,

conflicted with the motive of learning, and even undermined it. This finding accords

with well-documented research showing that extrinsic rewards generally dampen

intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996). Naturally,
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despite any emphasis on learning, whether mine, the LRO’s, or that of other teachers

in other classes, it would not have been easy for these students to replace

sociohistorical expectations for success with those for learning while classes continue

to reward student performance with grades.  To change the students’ existing

model(s) of education would require systemic change, such as doing away with

grades and moving perhaps to a pass-fail system in all classes. Otherwise, students

will tend to put more effort into those classes giving grades and desire less to learn in

all classes.

In the ways mentioned above and in others, I have found the theories of

radical constructivism, activity theory, and complexity theory to be useful lenses

through which to view and to inform my own teaching practices. Describing how they

have done so, however, would be another dissertation in itself. Still, I would like to

briefly describe how two concepts from these theories have influenced me.

The major concept from these theories influencing my teaching is that of

contradictions as the driving force of learning. I try to consider how to bring my

students face to face with contradictions both spontaneously and systematically. By

spontaneous, I am referring to my “listening” for differences between the students’

models of rhetoric and mine, and responding to them. For instance, one student in a

recent class made the claim that Japanese cars were better than American cars. To

have the students better understand the diversity and complexity of audiences and

their values, I entered the classroom a few days later prepared with a PowerPoint
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presentation to have the students confront contradictions between that claim and the

fact that not everyone bought a Japanese car. First, however, I asked the students

whether or not they agreed with the other student. They all did. Next, I asked what

their criteria were for evaluating Japanese cars as better than American cars. After

they had listed quite a few, I then began the following series of PowerPoint slides:

• Cars, Criteria, and Audience

• Which car would you prefer to own?

• Honda Civic (with accompanying picture)

• American Corvette (with accompanying picture)

• What car would a Texan prefer to own? (with a picture of John Wayne as a

dusty cowboy)

• Honda Civic (with accompanying picture)

• Dodge Ram pickup (with accompanying picture)

• What would Schnarzenegger prefer to own? (with a picture of the Terminator

holding a shotgun)

• Honda Civic (with accompanying picture)

• Harley Davidson (with accompanying picture)

This presentation, pitting a Japanese car, the Honda civic, against American products,

stirred up a considerable amount of discussion on how audiences differed in their

values and in their criteria for purchasing cars, thus causing the students to reflect on
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contradictions between the evaluation criteria they initially formulated and the criteria

that different audiences used in purchasing vehicles.

By systematic, I am referring to the tools structured into the course, such as

the LRO and the Discussion Forum, an electronic message board, that aid the students

in noticing contradictions and thus mediate their learning. Through postings of

assignments and responses to classmates, the Discussion Forum allows students to see

many more positions and ideas, some of which contradict their own, than I as the

instructor could introduce into the class. The LRO, by requiring students to observe

their activity within the class and without, facilitates the students’ noticing of

contradictions between what they are seeing and doing elsewhere and what they are

learning in the class. Often, it is the noticing of similarities within and outside the

class that brings the students face to face with the contradiction between the actual

use of rhetoric outside the class and their expectations of rhetoric as a class-bound

activity. I remember one student in another class who, after a lesson on the

importance of examples in persuasion, observed with surprise that her pastor had used

many examples from the Bible to support the sermon’s claims. Similarly, another

student was “astonished with Galileo’s power of argumentation” in using “good

reasons” and “arguments of character” in his defense of science. By helping students

to reflect on contradictions between their schemas and perceptions of their

experiences, such observations contribute to making class content meaningful to their

own interests and practices, and thus enhance the process of learning.
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In addition to the concept of contradictions, the notion of the classroom as an

ecology in which flow networks multiply and recycle knowledge among the students

is affecting my teaching practice. As with introducing contradictions into the class,

the students’ networks easily provide for more encounters with rhetoric, and thus

more learning, than I can do alone. To establish and furnish support for such

networks, I turn to tools like small group discussions, peer reviews of classmates’

essays, and again the Discussion Forum and the LRO. The Discussion Forum with

student postings and responses to classmates obviously multiplies the students’

exposure to rhetorical knowledge, as do small group discussions and peer reviews.

The LRO, by requiring students to observe rhetoric both within and without the class,

aids them in becoming aware of their existing networks of knowledge flows and in

learning from them.

There are other ways in which these theories can inform our teaching (and

research) practices, and my application of these theories should be considered merely

one instantiation among the many possibilities. For me, the important action is to

embrace the contradictions found in our theories and in our classrooms because they

are the substance of learning and of life itself!

CONCLUSION

This dissertation began with the puzzle of how my students were learning to

write and how I could improve my pedagogy. Key to resolving this puzzle, it seemed

to me, was a need to address the nature of learning, a need to shed the pedagogical
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prescription of Here you are and There you need to be and to build a dialogical

inquiry between students and teachers of What contradictions do we see in these

rhetorical conventions and how can we expand these conventions into writing

practices in the classroom and outside? Such an inquiry benefits from an approach,

such as this multi-theoretical perspective, that embodies contradictions and thus

inherently tenders new questions for looking at the old puzzle of how students learn

to write in a second language.
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Appendix A

Questions for Interview 1

All interviews (see also Appendices B and C) were formal in nature, as they took
place with the students’ consent and awareness that the information they provided
was part of my research and could become part of my dissertation. The interviews
were also semi-structured in that I asked mostly the same questions of all students
with some questions differing for individual students in Interviews 2 and 3. In
addition, I followed the questions up at times into different directions depending on
individual responses, made no attempts to ask the questions in precisely the same
way, and at times varied from the order of questions as listed below.

1. Why did you sign up for this class?

2. How would you compare classrooms in your country to here?

3. What sorts of writing did you do in your country?

4. What sorts of writing have you done in America?

5. Do you ever review your writing and make changes before turning it in?  If yes,
what sorts of changes do you make?

6. How did you learn to write?

7. What do you think are the characteristics of a good writer?

8. Do you think you are a good writer?  Why or why not?

9. What would you like to do better as a writer?

10. How do you think this course will help your writing?  What goals do you have for
your writing in this class?

11. How would you describe your attitude towards writing?

12. Do you become anxious when you are writing?

13. When writing papers for a class, what sorts of help or advice do you get?

14. What sorts of comments have teachers given to you on your writing?
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15. How did you use those comments?  What did you think/feel about those
comments?

16. When you are writing and find it difficult to express your ideas, what do you do?

17. Do you ever do anything else?

18. If you knew someone was having trouble writing, how would you help that
person?

19. What would a/your teacher do to help that person?

20. Suppose you could have either a native-speaker of English or someone from your
country teach this class.  How might they differ in their teaching?  Which would
you prefer and why?

21. If you were to describe the OLR to a friend who didn't know about it, how would
you describe it to them? What are the parts?

22. How do you think the OLR might be able to help you learn to write?

23. How would you describe the grading system we are using in this class?

24. How do you think this grading system might be useful to you in learning to write?

25. So far, what do you find most helpful about this class and most problematic?
Why?

26. If you could change anything about the class, what would you change, how, and
why?

27. Would you mind if we used a tape recorder or a video recorder in class to record
what you were saying and doing in small group discussions?

28. That’s all of my questions.  Is there anything else you can think about writing that
we haven’t talked about?
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Appendix B

Questions for Interview 2

1. How is your studying for classes in the U.S. similar to and different from classes
in your home country?

2. What have been the greatest influences on your writing?

3. What general differences do you see between the writing in your country and
American writing?

4. Have you seen any differences in your own writing here and the writing you did
back home? IF yes, can you give a few examples?

5. What are the characteristics of a good writer? What does a good writer think
about when writing?

6. Which characteristics do you have?  What characteristics do you need to become
a good writer?

7. Describe how you wrote your topic proposals for your definition and evaluation
papers?  How was the writing of them the same?  Different?

8. When writing the definition and evaluation rough drafts, what did you do the
same and what did you do differently?

9. Describe how you edited or revised your definition and evaluation papers?  What
did you do that was the same, and what was different?

10. How much time do you believe you spent on your rough draft?  Final draft?
Doing research?

11. Describe how you went about finding sources and using them in Paper 1 and 2?
What did you do the same?  Different?  Why?

12. What was easy and/or difficult about finding sources and using them in your
papers?

13. Have you been getting any advice or help when writing or doing research in this
class?  Other classes?
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14. Have any classmates helped you?  How?

15. Have you helped any classmates?  How?

16. How would you describe the comments that you get on your writing in this class?

17. How do you use those comments? What do you think/feel about those comments?

18. How would you describe the comments you make when peer reviewing your
classmates' papers?

19. Have you noticed things done by classmates that influenced you to make
changes in your writing?

20. What were your goals for writing in this class at the beginning of the semester?

21. Have your goals for writing changed since the beginning of this semester?  In
what ways?

22. Have you been using any of the things you've learned in this class elsewhere?

23. How many times do you read each chapter in Everything's an Argument before
the minilecture?  After?

24. Do you find these chapters helpful or not helpful? How? Why?

25. Do you use the book to help you write your papers?  If yes, how? If no, why not?

26. How many times have you read the online descriptions of the OLR?

27. Do you find these readings helpful or not helpful?  How? Why?

28. How would you describe the OLR (portfolio system) we are using in this class?

29. Does it have any influence on your writing? If yes, in what ways?  If no, why not?

30. Did you learn anything from looking at others' OLRs? What? Did that influence
your own OLR?

31. Are you using the notebook function in the OLR?

32. For you, what are the advantages and disadvantages of the OLR?
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33. If you could change anything about the OLR, what would you change? Why?

34. Is there anything unclear about the OLR, or do you have any questions about it?

35. How would you describe the grading system we are using in this class?

36. For students, what are the advantages and disadvantages of this grading system?

37. What do you think about the days in which there are no assigned activities?  How
do you use unassigned time?

38. Do you visit during office hours? Why or why not?

39. What would make office hours better for you?

40. What do you find most helpful about this class in learning and most
problematic/difficult?  Why?

41. If you could change anything about the class, what would you change, how, and
why?

42. What classes are you taking this semester? How many hours do you average per
week for each class?

43. That’s all of my questions.  Is there anything else you can think about writing that
we haven’t talked about?
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Appendix C

Questions for Interview 3

1. What are the characteristics of a good writer?

2. In what ways do you think your writing has changed this semester?

3. Do you remember your goals for writing in this class at the beginning of the
semester?

4. Have your goals for writing changed since the beginning of this semester?  In
what ways?

5. What are your goals for your writing in the future?

6. Has your attitude towards writing changed since the beginning of the semester?

7. Have you been getting any advice or help when writing in this class?  Other
classes?

8. In your presentation, you mentioned thinking more critically. Could you explain
what you meant?

9. How would you compare and contrast your writing of the definition, evaluation,
and proposal papers?  What was different and what was similar?  Anything easier
or more difficult?  Why? How did you solve the difficulties?

10. Compare your editing and revising on Papers 1, 2, and 3?  How are they the
same?  Different? Anything easier or more difficult? Why? How did you solve the
difficulties? In what ways did you improve from paper to paper?

11. What did you learn from writing Paper 4?

12. What sorts of optional assignments did you do? Why did you choose them?

13. Did you disagree with some of my suggestions in your Paper 3 (or other papers)?
What were they and why did you disagree?

14. Have you been using any of the things you've learned in this class elsewhere? Or
the other way around?
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15. Have you learned anything by using the OLR this semester?

16. Has the OLR helped you to improve your writing? If yes, in what ways?

17. What problems has the OLR been for you? How did you resolve those problems?

18. How will your Final OLR differ from the Midterm OLR?

19. Is there anything you don't understand about the OLR?

20. Do you understand how you are going to create the Final OLR? (Samples of
Work, etc.)

21. What do you think makes collaboration good and what hurts it? What do you do
when collaboration is not going well?

22. Is research easy or difficult? Why? If difficult, what did you do to make it easier?

23. What do you find most helpful about this class and most problematic (most
difficult)?  Why?

24. How did you resolve those problems?

25. If you could change anything about the class, what would you change, how, and
why?

26. Why didn't you make any optional presentations?

27. How would you compare the way you interact and talk in class to the way other
students do? How would you explain the differences?

28. How would you compare the way you interact and talk in class to the way the
other Chinese students do? How would you explain the differences?

29. Why do you think students from the other countries talk more in groups and class
than the Chinese do?

30. Can you think of anything that you learned by yourself and not from anyone else,
not from me, not from our books, concerning rhetoric, writing, research, or
collaboration?
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31. Can you think of anything that you learned from someone else or from a book for
our class that you used, but in using, changed it a little or a lot?

32. That’s all of my questions.  Is there anything else you can think about writing that
we haven’t talked about?
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Appendix D

Contrastive Rhetoric and Teaching:
Valuing Differences and Meeting Expectations

Charles Nelson
The University of Texas at Austin

Writing rules vary across communities.  The rules for business writing differ
from those of the university, for example.  Within business, the writing of a computer
company likely differs from that of an accounting firm, or even from other computer
companies.  Similarly, within the university, even the use of first person I varies
across fields of study (Purves, 1988).

If such variation occurs within the same language, we should expect rhetorical
differences between languages.  In fact, language teachers often find that their
students, even advanced ones, may organize their essays differently from native
speakers in ways that are not necessarily wrong, but odd.  These differences and
oddities arise because non-native speakers (NNS) have a different knowledge of the
world, have read different books from those of native-speakers (NS), and as a result
have learned different rhetorical patterns.  Most of this learning has been
unconscious, so both NNS and NS (including teachers) know their native rhetorical
rules intuitively.  Consequently, NNS often cannot see why their writing does not
meet expectations, and NS cannot teach the second language (L2) rules to them
(Eskey, 1993).  Contrastive rhetoric can help remedy this situation.

Contrastive rhetoric is the study of how writing varies across languages and
cultures, of how native language (L1) rhetorical rules differ from and affect L2
writing.  Although contrastive rhetoric research cannot directly say how to teach
writing, it can help teachers and students become consciously aware of L2 and L1
rhetorical differences, acquire an attitude that accepts the writing rules of both L1
and L2 languages as correct, and meet the expectations of their future readers.

BECOMING CONSCIOUSLY AWARE
Teachers can explain differences, and students can write more effectively.
Study across genre and community.
Use texts from different disciplines.
Study texts from just one discipline.
Besides studying texts, students should also write their own papers.
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ATTITUDE
NNS writing is different due to the influence of a different culture and

language.
For teachers, this awareness can help them examine their cultural beliefs about

what makes “good” writing.
For L2 students, they learn their writing problems are a normal part of joining

a new community with new rules, just as it is with NS, although usually more
pronounced.

MEETING EXPECTATIONS
A positive attitude towards both L1 and L2 writing rules can lead them to use

both for L1 and L2 audiences.

CONCLUSION
Writing varies among languages because their speakers have learned

rhetorical rules that are shaped by the texts of their societies.  Thus, language learners
bring to the L2 writing task a rhetorical background that, in comparison with the NS
of that language, comprehends its audience and the world differently.  Contrastive
rhetoric can help describe these cultural differences, help teachers value them, and
help students better understand them. Such awareness is necessary for meeting the
goals and needs of language learners who wish to enter an L2 community, especially
an academic one.  Both teachers and L2 students, therefore, should study contrastive
rhetoric so that teachers can teach L2 rhetorical rules, and students can learn to use
them and meet their audience's expectations.
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Appendix E

Contrastive Rhetoric and Teaching:
Valuing Differences and Meeting Expectations

Charles Nelson
The University of Texas at Austin

Staring at the red ink covering his first paper in his ESL academic writing
class, Adnan, a Syrian student, groans, “Oh, no!”

One red comment says, “Transitions are not logical.”  Another states, “You
need better support and evidence.”

Adnan wonders, “How can this be?  They make sense to me.  And what better
evidence is there than the Kur’an?”

Adnan and his teacher speak two different languages—not only linguistically,
but also socially and culturally.  Thus, Adnan does not meet his teacher’s
expectations of “good” writing, because he has a different knowledge of the world,
has read different books from those of his teacher, and as a result has learned different
rhetorical patterns.  Most of this learning has been unconscious, so both Adnan and
his teacher know their native rhetorical rules intuitively.  Consequently, Adnan often
cannot see why his writing does not meet his teacher’s expectations, and his teacher
cannot teach the second language (L2) rules to him (Eskey, 1993).  Contrastive
rhetoric can help remedy this situation.

Contrastive rhetoric is the study of how writing varies across languages and
cultures, of how native language (L1) rhetorical rules differ from and affect L2
writing.  Although contrastive rhetoric research cannot directly say how to teach
writing, it can help teachers and students become consciously aware of L2 and L1
rhetorical differences, acquire an attitude that accepts the writing rules of both L1
and L2 languages as correct, and meet the expectations of their future readers.

BECOMING CONSCIOUSLY AWARE
Teachers can explain differences, and students can write more effectively.
Study across genre and community.
Use texts from different disciplines.
Study texts from just one discipline.
Besides studying texts, students should also write their own papers.
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ATTITUDE
NNS writing is different due to the influence of a different culture and

language.
For teachers, this awareness can help them examine their cultural beliefs about

what makes “good” writing.
For L2 learners, they learn their writing problems are a normal part of joining

a new community with new rules just as it is with NS, although usually more
pronounced.

MEETING EXPECTATIONS
A positive attitude towards both L1 and L2 writing rules can lead them to use

both for L1 and L2 audiences.

CONCLUSION
Writing varies among languages because their speakers have learned

rhetorical rules that are shaped by the texts of their societies.  Thus, Adnan’s writing
is affected by a rhetorical background that, in comparison with his teacher,
comprehends its audience and the world differently.  Contrastive rhetoric can help
describe these cultural differences, help teachers value them, and help students better
understand them. Such awareness is necessary for meeting the goals and needs of
language learners who wish to enter an L2 community, especially an academic one.
Both teachers and L2 students, therefore, should study contrastive rhetoric so that
teachers can teach L2 rhetorical rules, and students can learn to use them, meet their
audience's expectations, and perhaps groan no more.
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